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INTRODUCTION

A SINGLE SPARK CAN START A PRAIRIE FIRE, A SINGLE DEATH OF A STUDENT 
CAN MOBILIZE THOUSANDS TO CHANGE THE WORLD 

Absent na naman si Kristel?
Patay siya kay ma’am!

ndKakasimula pa lang ng 2   semester.
Baka hindi siya payagang mag-exam.
INC na ‘yan sa class card.

ABSENT SI KRISTEL
by Mark Angeles

The Filipino nation was shocked on 21 March 2013, when Kristel Tejada, a 16-year old freshman 
studying Behavioral Sciences in University of the Philippines Manila, daughter of a part-time taxi driver 
and a housewife, took her life after failing to settle a school loan of P6,377. Politicians, students, and 
school administrators were thrown into disbelief. For such death painfully demonstrated that even in a 
state-funded university, poor students are not exempt from the grinding violence of the system that puts 
profit before people’s welfare. This tragic incident which forced the educational administrators to wash 
their hands like Pilate—and contrary to the prophets of commercialization and peddlers of 
privatization who argued it was just an isolated case—is a scandalous indictment of the current 
merciless neoliberal policies gripping our educational system and is rampaging around the world. The 
continuing assault of the neoliberal policies on the educational system, thanks to the unremitting 
energies of imperialist pawns and their fascist armies, which is glaringly demonstrated by the annual 
budget cuts on SUCs, is translated into micropolicies of state universities and colleges that pound the 
students and their parents even pushing them to the brink of psychological breakdown. This scandalous 
and lamentable practice appears completely irrational with the current trend of allocating more budget 
to national defense and debt servicing. 

Amidst this rising tide of neoliberal barbarism and the violent assaults on educational system, 
teachers and educational workers had forged stronger alliance with other patriotic and progressive 
sectors of society to demand justice for the dead Iskolar ng Bayan! Beyond Kristel as the icon of the 
failure of neoliberal policies of commercialization and privatization, teachers and educational workers 
are now vociferously demanding full state subsidy for public higher education. The death of Kristel had 
electrified the anti-capitalist and anti-imperialist sentiments among educators and students to demand 
that state accountability for providing basic social services. Now, the teachers and students are faced 
with a forced choice: death or a better future.

 It is in this spirit that Pingkian is publishing the literary pieces that express the deep sense of 
mourning of various sectors of society on the death of kristel Tejada. We are also reproducing in this 
volume the selected statements that express the inexpressible indignation of many progressive 
teachers against such tragedy.
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We open with the article of Roland Tolentino on love and popular culture. Delivered during a lecture 
on critical Pedagogy last February 2013, Tolentino’s article criticizes the narcissistic character of 
commoditized love propagandized under the reifying popular culture of capitalism. The paper concludes 
with the counter-cultural definition of love as going beyond the neoliberal definition of identity: “Marahil 
kapag pinihit natin ang ‘it’s about me me me’ at gawing less of me, maari nang tunay na umibig, lampas sa 
sarili, lampas sa individualismo ng sarili at tungo sa isang pag-asa sa hinaharap, ang paglaya ng 
mayoryang mamamayan at ng sambayanan.”

Francis Gealogo, a radical historian, meanwhile locates Jose Maria Sison, also known as Amado 
Guerrero, the author of the classic Philippine Society and Revolution, as part of the genealogy of radical 
nationalist tradition of Southeast Asian historiography. By doing so, Gealogo hopes to broaden the 
perspectives on the development of both Philippine and Southeast Asian historiography. Gealogo 
concludes: “Radical historiography, nationalism, and socialism, at least among those who remained 
within the Philippine national democratic circles,  is still retained to make its claims to stake in its proper 
place in the production of knowledge and development of scholarship in the region.”

Capitalism cannot exist without revolutionizing the means of production. And educational 
technology is no exception. This is the issue problematized in the article of Sabrina Nikki Ramos, 
“Technologized Learning: Rethinking Agency in Classroom Instruction.” Resisting vulgar technological 
determinism, Ramos negotiates the perilous path of reconciling agency and the massive 
technologization of classroom learning. Rejecting the idealist anti-technological currents among 
postmodernists, Ramos concludes: “As educators, the expectation from our students has also taken place 
such that our competence is not just how frequent we use this technology, but how well we are able to 
“merge and collaborate” with technology. 

Finally, the article of Edberto M. Villegas, a foremost Filipino political economist and writer, tackles 
the philosophical conundrum about universality, freedom, and socialism. Contrary to the liberal 
capitalist philosophers and their henchmen, Villegas debunks the myth that freedom is simply formal 
freedom:  “Freedom without being exercised is just an abstract concept, since concrete freedom is the 
basis of the fulfillment of homo sapiens. Abstract freedom is what is promised by the bourgeoisie in their 
various constitutions, even endowing it with a universal halo as with the UN Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights.” Freedom for Villegas is freedom for capitalists. Universal freedom and universal rights 
therefore are impossible under a class divided society. Villegas argues, “Thus, the capitalist fools the 
worker that he has the natural and inherent rights of man as the so-called universal rights of men, but 
objectively the workers’ lives are under the control of the capitalists.” The author therefore can proclaim 
logically, “With the victory of socialism, the unbridled freedom of the minority oppressors must therefore 
come to an end.”

Common to all these articles is the propensity of the authors to locate education beyond the narrow 
confines of the classroom and pedagogical machine. As anti-imperialist educators, our urgent task is to 
make students realize that the first step towards emancipation is commitment guided by deep and 
profound love for the people especially the marginalized. We must teach our students and the mass of 
people the proper way break the mesmerizing spell of commoditized love circulating in the market. As 
the great revolutionary leader of Cuba, Che Guevarra, once said: “At the risk of seeming ridiculous, let me 
say that the true revolutionary is guided by great feelings of love. It is impossible to think of a genuine 
revolutionary lacking this quality. Perhaps it is one of the great dramas of the leader that he or she must 
combine a passionate spirit with a cold intelligence and make painful decisions without flinching. Our 
vanguard revolutionaries must idealize this love of the people, of the most sacred causes, and make it one 
and indivisible. They cannot descend, with small doses of daily affection, to the level where ordinary 
people put their love into practice.”

This “love of the people” cannot remain purely as an abstract universal. It must find its 
concretization in embracing the objective class interest of the marginalized. And concretizing this 
abstract universal demands firm scientific analysis of history and all its local and global ramifications as 
in the classic Philippine Society and Revolution. Today, more than ever, radical educators must go back to 
the basic principles of classical Marxism and their local interpretations in order to combat the 
deadening and loud noises coming from the reactionaries and their fascist armies all over the world! As 
the Statement of the Congress of Teachers / Educators for Nationalism and Democracy - University of 
the Philippines Diliman (CONTEND-UP Diliman) expressed it eloquently:

The death of Kristel should teach us one thing: WE HAVE NO CHOICE UNDER THE 
CURRENT SYSTEM OTHER THAN TO STAND UP AND FIGHT FOR OUR RIGHTS! 
The death of Kristel is death for all of us. Her sufferings are ours, too.  We cannot 
remain and pretend to be innocent spectators when our hands are also stained by 
the death of our fellow sufferer, an Iskolar ng Bayan. But it is not enough to cry in 
anguish like Dostoevsky: “We are all responsible for everything and guilty in front 
of everyone, but I am that more than all others.” Our work of mourning, for the 
passing of a young Iskolar ng Bayan, should now go beyond temporary paralysis 
and weeping and blame-game. We know our enemies. 

The Editors
January 2013
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SLAM BOOK
PAGDONATE NG KIDNEY 

Sabi nga ng isang matandang rebolusyonaryo na nakapanayam ng nobelistang F. Sionil Jose nang 
tanungin ng huli, “Ano ang ipinagkaiba ng buhay noon at ngayon?”  Ang sagot ng una ay “wala pang 
teenager noon.” 1920s lang umunlad ang kategorya ng teenager, at nangyari lang dahil sa sociological 
studies ukol sa deviancy.  1930s nang maging requirement ang basic education, at epektibong nawala 
ang maraming kabataan sa paggawa at tungo sa klasrum.  Sa Medieval Europe, lundag ang tao mula 
pagkabata tungo sa pagiging adult.  

Sa katunayan, si Rizal ay sinulat ang hindi pa rin mapapantayang “great Filipino novel” noong siya 
ay 26, at namatay nang siya ay 35 na taon.   Si Bonifacio ay nagdeklara ng rebolusyon noong siya ay 32 
taon, ang taon din nang itinatag niya ang Katipunan, at dalawang taon matapos, ipinapaslang ng 
nangamkam nito.  Si Aguinaldo ay 29 taon nang maging una’t pinakabatang presidente ng bansa, pero 
namatay sa edad na 94 taon.  

Hindi kailangan ng maikli o mahabang buhay para magkaroon ng kabuluhan ang buhay, o 
mawalan ito ng kabuluhan.  Pag-ibig ang individual na impetus ng pagiging makabuluhan:  pag-ibig sa 
sarili, sa kapwa, sa gadgets, sa gitnang uring aspirasyon, sa U.P., sa bayan, sa kilusan, sa rebolusyon, sa 
pangingibang-bayan para maging OCW kahit pa pag-ibig din ang impetus para manatili ang 
imperialismo, burukrata kapitalismo, feudalismo at si Nonoy mismo.

Dalawa lang naman ang pag-ibig: filial na laan para sa magulang o sa pangunahin nito, maternal 
para sa ina, at sakop din nito ang mga myembro ng pamilya, at kung gitnang uri ka, baka pati yaya; at 
romantic love para sa syota, maging bromance, best friend, crush, mga taong stino-stalk.  Ang una ay 
dugo ang batayan at pressure ng pag-ibig, ang ikalawa ay mga taong piniling maging intimate ang tao.  
Ang romantic love ay hango sa romance, na ang diin hanggang 17th century ay chivalry o ideal na quest 
adventure, at matapos ukol sa ukol sa ideal na pag-ibig.

Mahalaga ang pag-ibig dahil pinipili itong ibigay o ipagkait, at sa maraming pagkakataon, ang 
pagkamit at pagkalaglag sa pag-ibig ay tumutukoy sa intensifikasyon ng tao at ng kanyang pagkatao.  
Pag-ibig—ang pagkakaroon at pagkawala nito—ang nagtatampok ng naratibo ng sarili dahil tanging 
ang sarili ang pumili ng kanyang kaluwalhatian, ng magpapalutang sa ere at mapaparinig ng 
kampanilya, o ng kanyang impierno, ng batong ipupukpok sa ulo o punyal na itatagak sa puso.

Sa katunayan ang langit at impiernong karanasan sa pag-ibig ay kalahok sa iisang mukha, o 
magkabilang pisngi.  Kung gaano katayog ang lipad sa pag-ibig ganoon din ang kapasidad para sa 
pagbagsak at pagkabali-bali ng katawan sa pagkawala nito, o vice-versa—na ang pagkakaroon ay 
pagkaalipin at ang pagkawala ay paglaya.  Ang kakatwa sa pag-ibig, at ito ang afinidad sa kulturang 
popular, ay self-taught ito batay sa proliferasyon ng imahen ng media.  Hindi ito natutunan sa bahay 
maliban sa kwento ng suyuan ng mga magulang, baka ang story of sex and babies pa ang naituro ng 
magulang sa anak.  Kung Catholic school ka galing, Jesus ang pangunahing love object.  Kung public 
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school, sa misa sa simbahan matutunan ang relihiyosong pag-ibig.  BLUE LAGOON (NATURAL 
DISCOVERY OF LOVE, SEX FIRST)

Kaya sa mga produkto ng early life cycle natuto ang pag-ibig:  mga tinangkilik na TV shows at 
pelikula, loves songs sa radyo at Mp3 player, magazines na binabasa, porn na dina-download, sites na 
binibisita, sa Facebook at Twitter.  Kaya parating awkward ang inisyal na karanasan sa pag-ibig dahil sa 
mga imahen, kasama sina Adele, Justin Bieber, Taylor Swift, Robert Paterson, Kim Chu at John Lloyd Cruz, 
pati ang paboritong pinagnanasaang porn star na tinatangkilik, natutunan ang pag-ibig.  Pero wala ring 
total mastery sa mga susunod na karanasan sa pag-ibig.  Tulad kapag nabakante sa running, parating 
magsisimula ulit sa baby steps kada paglusong at pag-ahon sa pag-ibig.

Nangyayari ito dahil din hindi nagbabago ang locus ng individual na pag-ibig:  mula sa sarili, para sa 
sarili, tungo sa sarili.  Ito rin ang fantasya na ipinamumudmod ng karanasan sa late capitalism:  ikaw ang 
may kapangyarihan sa pagpili ng kokonsumuhin, gadget na bibilhin, kaibigang kakaibiganin at ilalaglag, 
kursong pag-aaralan, pamantasang papasukan, GE at PE subjects na kukunin, pagpasok at pagliban sa 
klase, community na bubuuin at profile pix na ilalagay sa FB, mga ifa-follow sa Twitter, at kung ano-ano 
pa.  Na kahit na ang “Final Fantasy” ay wala naman talagang kapangyarihan ang tao sa late capitalism.

Ang fantasy na built-in sa late capitalism at karanasan sa pag-ibig sa ilalim nito ay ang fantasy ng 
individual, individualidad at individual agency:  individual dahil nakakabuo na ng naratibo ng sarili sa 
pamamagitan ng fantasy ng pag-ibig; individualidad dahil ang kawalan naman ng pag-ibig ay tagumpay 
ng sarili na makaagapay at muling makabangon; at individual agency dahil tila may kapangyarihan ka sa 
pag-ibig o panlalaglag nito.

Ang problema, walang libre sa late capitalism.  Pinagkakakitaan ang fantasy ng pag-ibig.  Sa U.S. pa 
lang, tinatayang $17.02 ang kinita sa Valentine’s Day ng 2013.   Kung iisipin, wala namang maibibigay ng 
libre para makabuo ng karanasan, lalo na sa Valentine’s Day.  May bayad ang lahat, lalo na ang roses na 
iaalay, restaurant na kakainan, at ang wishful na sex sa motel, condoms at yosi matapos.  Pati ang 
pagnanais makapagtagpo sa araw ng Valentine’s Day ay isang logistical adventure na kailangan ng pera.  

Walang walang bayad, lahat ay may presyo at halaga sa kapitalismo.  Lahat ay inaalay sa poder ng 
kapitalismo.  Ang kakatwa pang ginagawa sa kapitalismo ay nagagawang mahalaga ang hindi 
mahahalagang araw at okasyon, tulad ng Valentine’s Day; ang want nagiging need, tulad ng romantikong 
pag-ibig; at ang pagpukaw sa kawalan bilang kabawasan sa pagkatao.  

Bago ako maakusahang bitter ampalaya ngayong Valentine’s Day, kailangang isipin—sa mga 
mayroong Valentine’s date—kung ito nga ba ay pangangailangan dahil ginusto, at kung ginusto nino at 
para kanino?  Hindi mutual ang pag-ibig dahil parehong pabalik sa individual na piniling lumahok sa pag-
ibig.  Romantiko lamang ang romantikong pag-ibig dahil ito ay statiko sa kanyang kagandahan at 
idealismong konserbatibo, parang preserved na pag-ibig na nasa eskaparate o monumento ni Rizal 
bilang paalaala sa kailanman hindi tunay na makakamit na matayog na panuntunan ng pagkatao at 
karanasan.  

Pero kung ang romantikong pag-ibig ay isang mummy o embalsadong nilalang, na tinunghayan sa 
pangkalahatan sa interbensyon ng media, ang anumang pag-ibig ay tripleng distansyasyon sa 
panuntunan ng pag-ibig:  una, sa aproximasyon ng piniling sinta bilang ang pinakanararapat sa takdang 
panahon na piniling umibig; ikalawa, sa aproximasyon ng piniling sinta at pakikipagrelasyon sa 
panuntunan ng pag-ibig at pakikipagrelasyon sa media, sino ang makakapantay sa transhistorikal na 
pag-ibig ng mga emong bampira, halimbawa?; at pangatlo, bilang aproximasyon ng aproximasyon ng 
virtual na karanasan ng media sa metapisika ng pag-ibig.  Ang piniling sinta, kung gayon, ay sintang 
nilinang ng tripleng distansyasyon sa idea ng pag-ibig.  

At kung ganito, ipinapatunghay ang pagtatagumpay ng pagkaunlad ng late capitalism para gawing 
napakalalim ng aktwal na pagkukulang ng mga tao sa karanasan ng ideal na pag-ibig.  At least triple ang 
lalim ng alienasyon ng sarili sa pag-ibig kaya kailangan ng tripleng pagpupursigi para mapunan ito.  
Ang hindi kakatwa siempre ay walang iisang tao na makakapunan ng idealismo ng pag-ibig.  Walang 
makakakita ng kanilang true love sa edad na limang taong gulang tulad ng komersyal ng McDonald’s na 
“Huling El Bimbo,” at wala ring lalakeng tatanawtanaw sa salaaming bintana ng McDonald’s linggo-
linggo para tunghayan ang kanyang true love na nakapag-asawa’t nagkaanak na pala para conveniently 
maimbitahang makiupo sa mesa at makapagtanghal ng ritual na gesture ng kanilang pagiging true love:  
ang pag-dunk ng fries sa chocolate syrup ng sundae.

As a consequence, ang McDonald’s ay nanatiling profitable sa 2007 period, ang kasagsagan ng 
global na krisis dahil naidiin muli ng komersyal at ng pagtangkilik natin sa imahen nito na “lab” natin 
ang McDonald’s.  Sa ating hindi naman kalahok sa naratibo ng komersyal, ginagawa tayong mamboboso 
sa kapasidad ng abstraktong individual, naratibo, pag-ibig, at Eraserheads para gawing konkretong 
bagay at karanasan ang McDonald’s sa puso at utak ng lahat ng nakapanood dito.

Ginagawang personal ang isang napakaimpersonal na bagay.  Pinili nating gawing personal ang 
napakaimpersonal na bagay, nilalang, karanasan, pag-ibig, hamburger.  Kahit pa it’s about me ang pag-
ibig sa individual, ang pag-ibig ay abstraksyon ng konkretisasyon ng personal.  Pero sa grand schema of 
things, walang personalan sa kapitalismo dahil hindi naman ideal ang pagiging loser sa Valentine’s Day, 
hindi ito pwedeng pagkakitaan, o hindi pa napapagkakitaan.  Marahil kapag pinihit natin ang “it’s about 
me me me” at gawing less of me, maari nang tunay na umibig, lampas sa sarili, lampas sa individualismo 
ng sarili at tungo sa isang pag-asa sa hinaharap, ang paglaya ng mayoryang mamamayan at ng 
sambayanan. 

Isang mapulang happy valentine’s day sa ating lahat.
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Introduction

1 2The publication of The Philippine Society and Revolution  by Amado Guerrero/Jose Ma. Sison  
created a new direction in the tradition of radical Philippine historiography that unapologetically and 
unequivocally declared itself to be influenced and guided by the classical tradition of “Marxism, 
Leninism and Mao Tsetung thought.” This trajectory created a generation of Philippine radical 
historians, social scientists and social activists who were/are appreciative of, and have a clear 
theoretical grounding on, the basics of Marxism as the guiding ideological principle in the 
understanding of Philippine historical realities.  After being published as a series of essays in the 
Philippine Collegian of the University of the Philippines, Sison's work transcended its academic origins 
and became part of the essential readings for mass activists and revolutionaries who sought to 
understand Philippine realities based on the radical mode of historical interpretation.  Taking a step 
farther than the ones earlier established by academic and progressive historians like Teodoro 
Agoncillo, Cesar Majul and Renato Constantino, Guerrero was unequivocal about his use of Marxism, 
Leninism and Mao Tsetung Thought as the sole harbinger of ideological truth that brought to light a 
radical and revolutionary interpretation to Philippine society and history.  Moreover, the clear intent of 
the work  that it be utilized by social activists and revolutionaries and not simply be read by academics 
in the classrooms -  clearly distinguished itself from the other strands of radical nationalist Philippine 
historical studies that were more often than not confined to the walls of academic debate and 
discussion.

Given this trajectory, most of the reviews and reactions to Guerrero's work tended to locate the 
work in the light of the essentially non-Southeast Asian and historical trajectories.  These had a 
tendency to look at the Philippine Society and Revolution as well as the other basic documents of the 
Communist Party of the Philippines, as but a localized Philippine edition of the basic works of Mao 
Tsetung and the influences of European Marxism and Russian Leninism to radical Philippine 
historiography.  Moreover, most of the reviews of the works would usually highlight these origins 
(essentially European Marxism, Russian Leninism and Chinese Maoism) as the major source of 
ideological inspiration and philosophical motivation that convinced Jose Ma. Sison to write the book.  
By placing Sison's radical national historiography as part of the continuing ideological development of 
Marxism, Leninism and Mao Tsetung thought, the work was often appreciated as part of a unilinear 
continuum of his ideas.

Not fully highlighted by other Sison readers, however, the Philippine Society and Revolution could 
also be appropriately placed and located in the historical tradition of Southeast Asian radical 
nationalist historiography.  Foremost of which was the influence to Sison of the Indonesian communist 
D. N. Aidit and his work Indonesian Society and Indonesian Revolution, among others.  The parallel 
between the two works of Southeast Asian radicals seemed to go beyond the obvious similarity of the 
titles of the work.  The “localization” (one would say “nativization”) of radical Marxist historiography in 
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the context of Southeast Asian social and historical realities and the application of the theory to political 
action in an archipelagic context were obvious parallels. 

But beyond the parallelism and the resemblance, mention must also be cited on the differences in 
approaches and trajectories that were also obvious in the two works.  The Philippine appreciation of the 
“lessons” of the Indonesian experience of 1965, and the Indonesian Left's openness to parliamentary 
struggle prior to the debacle, somehow cemented the idea of the inevitability of armed revolution as the 
only solution to the contradictions facing Philippine society.  On the other hand, the earlier work on the 
Indonesian society and revolution tended to be still open to electoral and non-armed component of social 
change as viable options for the revolutionaries.

Beyond the parallelism and contrast of the two works, one must also be able to locate Guerrero's 
appreciation of the Southeast Asian developments in terms of nation formation and their “collective 
struggle against imperialism, bureaucrat capitalism and feudalism.” One may observe Guerrero's 
positive and affirmative regard to the Indonesian struggle at nation formation and class-based 
democratic movement as something that the Philippines could emulate and follow.  The references to the 
lessons learned from the Indonesian tragedy of 1965 clearly pointed to Guerrero's orientation of looking 
at the Indonesian experience as something that may positively contribute to the understanding of the 
Philippine revolution.  The other essays published in the compendium Struggle for National Democracy 
and the other party documents “Our Urgent Tasks”, “Specific Characteristics of our People's War”, “Stand 
for Socialism against Modern Revisionism”, among others, indicated such an appreciation of the parallel 
historical experiences and social conditions of the Philippines and Indonesia  ranging from the 
recognition of the same “archipelagic characteristics of the national geography as essential in 
strategizing the protracted people's war”, as well as the recognition of the contemporary attempts of the 
“imperialist nations to frustrate the mass of democratic and progressive peoples from realizing their aim 
at national liberation in the region.”

If the contemporary Indonesian experience was something that Guerrero had a clear appreciation 
of, in terms of nation formation and lessons learned from the popular democratization movements of the 
two countries, the contrast of its reception on the national project that was Malaysia as something that 
should be criticized, disparaged, if not totally condemned was notable.  The “colonial hand” in the project 
that aims at the formation of Malaysia as a nation, as well as the absence of the “people's revolutionary 
movement” in the formation of that country that will serve as the catalyst to obliterate the face of the 
“evils of imperialism” in the region had always been noted in the early writings of Sison.

Apart from Indonesia and Malaysia, the successes of the communist movements in Vietnam, Laos, 
and Cambodia also figured prominently in Philippine communist texts.  Their historical experiences 
were regarded as but an affirmation of the realization of the grand narrative of the historical inevitability 
of the victory of socialism and the eventual defeat of imperialism.

With the foregoing discussion, this paper aims to expand a reading of Amado Guerrero's 
contribution to the genealogy of Philippine nationalist historiography.  By locating the works of Sison as 
part of the genealogy of radical nationalist tradition of Southeast Asian historiography, the research aims 
to broaden the perspectives on the development of both Philippine and Southeast Asian historiography. 
At the same time, this paper also aims to contribute to the re-reading of texts and works of Southeast 
Asian historiography of the radical type, and possibly explain the directions, trends, and trajectories of 
this type of historiography, as it affected not only academic production, but more importantly, political 
and social movements of the region.

Moreover, this paper aims to situate the texts and works of radical Southeast Asian historiography 
not only as part of what was considered as its sole traditional origin from Western Marxism and its latter 
versions in Russia and China, but also to locate the tradition as part of post war Southeast Asian radical 
nationalist historiography.  In doing so, the research aims to establish the modes of connectivity and 

interaction of the Southeast Asian thinkers and activists as they relate with one another and 
problematize the conditions of their own societies.  Situating the works of Sison to the tradition of 
radical nationalist historiography of the region may also prove beneficial in analyzing Filipino radical 
nationalism during the 1960s and 1970s as having been influenced by their Southeast Asian neighbors.  
The varying, if not totally contrasting degrees of reception provided by Sison on Indonesia, Malaysia, 
Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia, for example, may indicate the extent on which the genealogy of the 
histories of Southeast Asian nation formation was viewed, idealized and imagined by radical thinkers.

Jose Ma. Sison/ Amado Guerrero in Southeast Asian Radical Thinking

On January 1962, a young Filipino intellectual who was serving as Secretary General of the 
Philippine Indonesian Friendship and Cultural Association went to Jakarta, Indonesia to study 
comparative literature and Bahasa Indonesian.  The trip was the young man’s first outside of the 

3
Philippines.  The young man’s name was Jose Ma. Sison.    

In the six months of his stay in Indonesia, Sison would find Jakarta a mecca for radicals and 
intellectuals who were interested in establishing the praxis of the revolutionary theories of Marxism, 
Leninism and Mao Tsetung thought.  The ideas of national liberation and socialism were not only 
slogans and ideas to be studied.  The Indonesians had just successfully driven out the Dutch and have 
made a successful campaign to drive out the vestiges of colonial occupation in West Irian.  Moreover, the 
Partai Komunis Indonesia (PKI) was operating in the open and was considered the biggest non-ruling 
communist party in the world.  

Sison himself would not elaborate on the extent of the way the Indonesian radicals introduced Mao 
Tsetung thought to him, but analysts mentioned the extreme significance of the Indonesian experience 
to Sison's formative years.  For once, the writings of Mao Tse tung was not yet readily available in Manila 
during that time.  Secondly, some of the later writings of Sison would strike a remarkable resemblance 

4to the writings of the Indonesian communist leader Dipa Nusantara Aidit.   By the time Sison returned to 
the Philippines several months after his Indonesia trip,   he would be contacted by the old party cadres, 
thru  some recommendations from the PKI cadres who were operating in the Philippines,  to join the 
Partido Komunista ng Pilipinas (PKP) and would later be appointed member of the Executive 
Committee and head of the Youth section.

After establishing the Kabataang Makabayan (KM, Nationalist Youth) on 30 November 1964, 
Sison would position himself as a maverick even within the Philippine communist movement.  He 
eventually manifested the critical stance that he had with the old guards of the party, and would be 
expelled from the party by April 1967.  Sison insisted that they were the ones who refused to recognize 
the legitimacy of the old party leaders, represented by the Lava brothers and Luis Taruc, and on 26 
December 1968, they “reestablished” the Communist Party of the Philippines, now ideologically guided 
by Marxism, Leninism and Mao Tse tung thought. With the reestablishment of the party under Sison's 
leadership, radical texts were produced and reflected the ideological currents guiding the basic 
principles of the reestablished party.  The ideological and intellectual discourses that were produced by 
the newly reestablished party resonated the basic formulations of Marxism, Leninism and Mao Tse tung 
Thought.  But more than a simple copy of these ideas, Sison and the newly reestablished party located 
the ideological positions to local Philippine conditions, and situated his points of analysis to Southeast 
Asian conditions.

Southeast Asian Nations and the Discourse on Unfinished Revolutions

Foremost in the emerging political discourse being formed by Sison was the idea of the emergence 
5of the Philippine nation as a product of revolutionary movement.   Philippine history was plotted in a 

radical linear trajectory, with a past characterized by revolutionary tradition, the present condition of 
the nation being beset by the basic problems of imperialism, feudalism, and bureaucrat capitalism, and 

10
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the possible glorious future, with the eventual victory of the national democratic revolution and its 
socialist perspective in the future. It is interesting to note that this tripartite perspective in history seem 
to be a localization of Marxism, influenced and patterned after the historical tradition of Philippine 
ilustrados like Jose Rizal, and even reflected in the revolutionary writings of Andres Bonifacio, who were 
both referred to by Sison as reflective of the ideas of the national democratic revolution of the old type.

In this formulation, the historical experience of nation formation, however, was incomplete, if not 
totally aborted, because of the unfinished revolution whose victory was overtaken by American 
colonialism and neo-colonialism.  Despite the granting of independence in 1946, puppet regimes and 
imperialist control were retained, making the country backward and semi-colonial.

The early revolutionary tradition of the Philippines was projected as being that of the old type.  This 
old type of revolution was radical and revolutionary, yet lacking in its socialist perspective.  The 
reestablishment of the Communist Party of the Philippines and the emergence of the ideological truths of 
Marxism, Leninism and Mao Tsetung Thought made the Philippines experience a new type of national 
democratic revolution.

Two things could be stated as foremost in this line of analysis.  One is the idea of two-line struggle 
maintained and retained in the course of interpreting Philippine national history.  Revolutionary 
movements in the past succeeded or failed as a result of the struggles between correct and incorrect ideas.  
The failure of the early Philippine revolution was due not only to the annexation of the Philippines by the 
United States, but also because the collaboration of the ruling feudal lords and comprador bourgeoisie, 
that constituted the social base of American imperialism in the country. The ruling elites also 
collaborated with the Japanese in the latter period of the Second World War, while the post war, 
“independence” period were marked by the ascendancy of what he termed as puppet regimes.  The need 
to “rectify the errors and rebuild the party”, the line of analysis that justified the reestablishment of the 
communist party, was a result of the historical trajectory of the two line struggle. The persistence of 
imperialist controls, feudal structures, and the general malaise of society characterized by bureaucrat 
capitalism, remained basic problems that should be addressed.  The revolution was unfinished, semi-
colonialism and semi-feudalism remained the basic characteristics of the conditions of Philippine 
society, and it was the task of the communist party to realize the completion of the Philippine revolution 
to its fullest.

Related to this was the idea that the revolutionary tradition in Philippine history pointed to the 
direction of the necessity of armed struggle and the historical inevitability of the revolution.  Tracing the 
trajectory of Philippine history as necessarily characterized by the historical tradition of armed 
revolutionary movements, the realization of the historical experience of nation formation and the 
completion of the national democratic revolution must be realized as an historical inevitability, if only to 
complete the revolutionary cycle of society.  Revolts and rebellions against imperialism and colonialism 
were constant features of Philippine history, according to Sison.  Imperialism was the main enemy of 
national liberation and was presented as the main force that maintained the social base of feudalism, and 
the political power of the parasitic ruling class that thrived on bureaucrat capitalism.  If the unfinished 
revolution was to be completed,  according to Sison, the social scientific theory of Marxism, Leninism and 
Mao Tsetung thought must be applied, recognizing the leadership of the proletariat as well as the 
organized leadership of the party in realizing the revolution.

Given the above, one could say that the text Philippine Society and Revolution could be viewed as 
Sison's attempts at applying the basic tenets of radical ideology such as class analysis, mode of production, 
revolutionary action, and similar ideas,  to Philippine historiography.  Moreover, locating the communist 
movement in the revolutionary tradition of the nation located the organization as the major force in 
advancing armed revolutionary change.  The discourse on the nation as undeveloped and  in a state of 
incomplete being due to the basic problems of imperialism, feudalism and bureaucrat capitalism, was 

presented as an outcome of the unfinished tasks of the revolution.  Nation and revolution was 
presented and represented as having parallel, if not identical historical trajectories.

If the revolutionary tradition was presented as being rooted in Philippine history, so did the 
presentation on the formation of other Southeast Asian nations presented as conceived  out of 
revolutionary transformations. Thus, 

Ang mga magigiting na mamamayan ng Bietnam, Laos, Taylandia, Indonesya, 
Burma, Malaya at iba pa ay lumalaban sa imperyalismong Amerikano at 
pyudalismo.  Mapalad ang sambayanang Pilipino at Partido Komunista ng 
Pilipinas na mapaloob sa sentro ng sigwa ng pandaigdigang rebolusyong 

6proletaryo.  
(The heroic peoples of Vietnam, Laos, Thailand, Indonesia, Burma, Malaya others 
are combating American imperialism and feudalism.  The Filipino people and the 
Communist Party of the Philippines are fortunate to be within the center of the 
storm of international proletarian revolution…)

Southeast Asian nation formation was made possible because of the revolutionary movements by 
the proletariat of the region.  To Sison, the region was at the center of the revolutionary storm that was 
brewing, and would resonate in the international proletarian struggles worldwide.  Southeast Asia 
would serve as the fulcrum of the struggles and would contribute to define the orientation of the global 
proletarian movement.  It was because of such strategic importance that imperialist forces, just like the 
forces found internally in the Philippines, were as interested in retaining control of the region as they 
were threatened by this revolutionary storm.  Thus, contemporary Southeast Asian history, according 
to Sison, was also characterized by imperialist manipulation and control.  

“Mula noong matapos and Ikalawang Digmaang Pandaigdig, sinuportahan ng 
papet na gubyerno ng Pilipinas ang mga pakana ng imperyalismong US sa Asya 
tulad ng kampanyang anti-Tsina, digmaang mapanalakay sa Korea at sa Indotsina, 
muling pagbuhay ng militarismong Hapones, kampanyang gawing lehitimo ang 
“Malaysia” na inimbento ng mga imperyalismtang US at Britaniko, at pagsuporta sa 
makahayop na pagsupil at pagsalakay ng pangkating Suharto sa sambayanang 

7Indones…” 
(Since the end of the Second World War, the puppet governments of the Philippine 
supported the designs of US Imperialism in Asia, like the anti-China campaign, the 
war of aggression in Korea and Indochina, the revival of Japanese militarism, the 
campaign to give legitimacy to “Malaysia” that was an invention of US and British 
imperialism, and the support to the brutal suppression and attacks of the Suharto 
clique to the Indonesian peoples…”)

If the revolutionary nations were to be revered for their historic roles, the imperialist designs of 
the US, Japan and Britain were viewed as stumbling blocks for the realization of the formation of 
genuine nations.  In fact, most national democratic literature referred to non-revolutionary Malaysia as 
artificially constructed and invented by imperialist designs, and its evolutionary character as having 
been peacefully formed after the granting of independence by the British was seen as an unnatural 
invention.  While Sison recognized the heroism of the peoples of Malaya (referring to the communist 
movement in the peninsula), Malaysia was to be denigrated as a colonial construct and invention.  
Suharto's ascendancy to the Indonesian presidency, on the other hand, was condemned as an attack 
against the Indonesian peoples, as it was instrumental in the suppression of the communist movement 
in that country, and was notoriously identified as having been supported by the United States in its anti-
communist campaigns.
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This discourse on nation and revolution in Southeast Asian communist discourse was not unique to 
Sison.  The discourse on the unfinished revolution was also to be found in the writings of D.N. Aidit. As 
one expert on Indonesian communism argues,

The national revolution, Aidit argued, was not yet finished:  it had not totally failed, 
but it had been blocked in both its national and social aspects, leaving Indonesia in a 

8'semi-colonial and semi-feudal' limbo.

While Indonesia was successful in booting out the Dutch, nationalizing its industries, and 
unilaterally abrogating the unequal and traitorous agreements with the Netherlands, US and Dutch 

9imperialism still dominated the economy and held back the development of the national industry.   
Similar to what Sison would formulate, Aidit would advance the idea of Indonesia being a semi-colonial 
and semi-feudal society.  To him, US imperialism has become the most dangerous, the No. 1 enemy of the 

10Indonesian people, and feudal exploitation characterized the nature of Indonesian rural society.  

While both Sison and Aidit agreed on the analysis of their respective societies as semi-feudal and 
semi-colonial, they differed essentially on the conduct of revolutionary transformation that the countries 
should take. Being an open, legal party with organized mass base and significant influence on the 
government, the PKI was projecting itself as ready and able to take on the responsibilities of national 
administration, and therefore, would not resort to revolutionary violence for so long as it was not attacked 
first by the ruling classes, thus,

In the struggle to realize their political convictions, the communists will not use 
force while the ruling class still leaves the peaceful, the parliamentary way open.  If 
there is the use of force, the spilling of blood, a civil war, it will not be the communists 

11who start them but the ruling class itself…”

The Indonesian debacle, while not discussed in Philippine Society and Revolution, must have greatly 
affected Sison's conviction of the inevitability of revolutionary violence and the necessity of 
revolutionary action.  Conscious of the catastrophe and disaster that was the experience of Indonesian 
communists in 1965, Sison must have realized the need to be uncompromising in terms of putting 
forward the necessity for armed revolution as a basic characteristic of the Philippine revolution.  The 
actuations of the Suharto government towards the communists, and its parallel policies of pro-
Americanism and anti-communism that reverberated in the policies of other Southeast Asian 
authoritarian regimes including the Philippines' Ferdinand Marcos, must have affected the analysis of 
Sison and firmed up his belief in armed revolutionary change.

The other comparable item that could be raised was the periodization of their respective national 
histories as presented in the revolutionary writings of Sison and Aidit.  Most of the writings on 
Philippine history by Sison and the Communist Party of the Philippines present the following 
component periods in Philippine history:  The People Upon the Coming of  the Spanish colonialists;  
Spanish colonialism and Feudalism;  the Philippine Revolution of 1896;  The Filipino-American War;  
the Colonial Rule of US Imperialism;  the People's Struggle against Japanese imperialism;  the present 
puppet Republic of the Philippines; and the Reestablishment of the Communist Party of the Philippines.  
This mode of historical interpretation, while clearly applying Marxist formulations, were still reflective of 
the historiographical tradition found in most Philippine historiographic literature, and whose main 
points of periodic division was used even by non-Marxist historians, save for the last period.  The 
difference was in its attempt to provide an outline into the development and evolution of the Philippines 
in historical terms -  into a semi-feudal and semi-colonial society with emphasis on the trajectory of 
history that was projected to gain full fruition with the accomplishments of the  revolutionary struggles, 
culminating in the reestablishment of the communist party.

The Indonesian historical periodization, on the other hand, had a more manifest orientation in 
terms of applying Marxist historical materialist notions of social development.  Most reviews of the 
historical development of Indonesia divide the nation's historical periods into seven parts including, the 
period of primitive communes;  period of slave owning system;  feudal society;  feudal and colonial 
society;  colonial and semi-feudal society;  independence and semi-feudal society;  semi-colonial and 

12semi-feudal society.   It must be noted that common to both periodization was the culmination of the 
historical development of society as a semi-feudal and semi-colonial one, with the revolutionary 
experience becoming unfinished in the process.  Both justified the continuation of the revolution, with 
Sison emphasizing more the armed component of the revolution, while Aidit emphasizing the 
evolution of the political plans of action of the PKI under various circumstances.

Specific Characteristics of Southeast Asian Peoples' Wars

Another indication of the application of the principles of Marxism, Leninism and Mao Tsetung 
thought to local condition was the document written by Sison entitled “Specific Characteristics of Our 

13People's War.”   The document tried to offer lessons of revolutionary practice for movements in 
countries that were also characterized as archipelagic.  

While the other countries that were able to attain revolutionary victories through protracted 
people's war did so by establishing revolutionary bases in the continental rear and encircling the major 
cities from there, the Philippines did not have such a terrain that was conducive for revolutionary 
warfare.  

“…our small country is cut off by seas from neighboring countries, particularly 
those friendly to our revolutionary cause.  The Vietnamese, Cambodian and 
Laotian peoples are more fortunate than us in one sense because they share land 

14borders with China, which serves as their powerful rear.

While recognizing the particularities of the Philippine terrain being archipelagic, Sison brought 
emphasis on the revolutionary potential of such specific geographic characteristics.  Guerrilla fronts 
could be created in the major islands forcing the enemy to disperse its forces and prevent it from 
concentrating its troops on major base areas.  Mountain ranges that characterized most of the features 
of the major islands could serve as guerrilla sanctuaries and bases from which guerrilla units could 
maintain political and military influence on a number of provinces bordering its range.

This line of analysis was something unique to Sison's assessment of the Philippine communist 
movement.  Even the Indonesian communists, with its larger archipelagic terrain, did not emphasize 
such unique geographical characteristics.  The reason might lie in the emphasis on armed revolution 
on the part of the Philippines, and engagement with an established regime, on the part of Indonesia.  
The archipelagic nature of the Indonesian struggle was mentioned only in the idea of building the PKI as 
a nationwide mass party, but the specific concern over such diverse geographic conditions led to 
different conclusions.  Contemporaneous Indonesian party documents seemed to emphasize more the 
challenge of integrating the many nationalities and citizens of foreign descent into the revolutionary 
fold of the PKI as a mass party, and that emphasized the successes of the party in terms of highlighting 
the policy of striving for complete equality of rights for the nationalities.  With this, the two traditions 
diverged, with one emphasizing the physical division of Philippine society according to the many 
islands and mountains that create diverse and separate communities, while the other addressing the 
issue of nationality and citizenship in the struggle.  In both instances, the particular, local condition was 
given importance in advancing the strategies for revolutionary struggle, and the more universal 
Marxist categorization such as class being regarded more as a given.  The differences may also reveal 
the manner on which the two revolutions were to be carried out.  In the Philippine case, the geographic 
feature of the terrain was important for this would set the stage for the material conditions of the 
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This discourse on nation and revolution in Southeast Asian communist discourse was not unique to 
Sison.  The discourse on the unfinished revolution was also to be found in the writings of D.N. Aidit. As 
one expert on Indonesian communism argues,

The national revolution, Aidit argued, was not yet finished:  it had not totally failed, 
but it had been blocked in both its national and social aspects, leaving Indonesia in a 

8'semi-colonial and semi-feudal' limbo.

While Indonesia was successful in booting out the Dutch, nationalizing its industries, and 
unilaterally abrogating the unequal and traitorous agreements with the Netherlands, US and Dutch 

9imperialism still dominated the economy and held back the development of the national industry.   
Similar to what Sison would formulate, Aidit would advance the idea of Indonesia being a semi-colonial 
and semi-feudal society.  To him, US imperialism has become the most dangerous, the No. 1 enemy of the 

10Indonesian people, and feudal exploitation characterized the nature of Indonesian rural society.  

While both Sison and Aidit agreed on the analysis of their respective societies as semi-feudal and 
semi-colonial, they differed essentially on the conduct of revolutionary transformation that the countries 
should take. Being an open, legal party with organized mass base and significant influence on the 
government, the PKI was projecting itself as ready and able to take on the responsibilities of national 
administration, and therefore, would not resort to revolutionary violence for so long as it was not attacked 
first by the ruling classes, thus,

In the struggle to realize their political convictions, the communists will not use 
force while the ruling class still leaves the peaceful, the parliamentary way open.  If 
there is the use of force, the spilling of blood, a civil war, it will not be the communists 

11who start them but the ruling class itself…”
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launching of an armed revolution.  In the Indonesian situation, the question of diverse nationalities and 
citizenship of the constituent populations need to be addressed in building a mass base for a nationwide 
open, legal political party.  So concerned was the PKI about the projecting the party as a mass national 
party that it opted to “place the interests of class and of the party below the national interest, or place the 

16national interest above the interests of class and of the party.”

Sison and the Communist Party of the Philippines also tried to project the revolutionary optimism 
that characterized most of their writings.  Locating  the Philippine revolution in Southeast Asia had 
always been a major feature of his radical writings.

“…but all other persistent armed struggles in Southeast Asia, of which our people's 
war is one, promise to eventually grow in significance and effectiveness as the 
turmoil of the capitalist system worsens and US imperialism declines further.  The 
revolutionary armed struggles in Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos have served to stress 
the fact that since after World War II, it has become possible for the peoples of the 
colonial and semicolonial countries in the East to develop over a long period of time 
big and small revolutionary base areas, wage long term revolutionary wars, in 
which the cities are encircled from the countryside and then gradually to advance on 

17the cities and win nationwide victory. 

The Urgent Tasks of Southeast Asian Revolutions

The revolutionary writings of Sison were clearly influenced by the emergence of new political 
forces and tendencies in the region.  The development of pro-US authoritarian regimes would mean more 
repressive anti-communist governments in the region, like Marcos for the Philippines, and Suharto for 
Indonesia.  In the document “Our Urgent Tasks” Sison outlined the immediate tasks of the revolutionary 
forces given to the new developments.  The strategic importance of armed struggle was a constant factor 
mentioned in all portions of the document.  The development of the armed revolutionary movement in 
the countryside; the revolutionary mass movement in the cities; as well as the establishment of an 
antifascist, anti feudal and anti imperialist united front movement were all tasks of Philippine 
communists living under a period of heightened political repression.  The three weapons of the 
revolution -  the party, the people's army and the united front - were all given due importance in the 
document as instruments that would  assure the victory of the national democratic revolution with a 
socialist perspective in the Philippines.

The debacles of the revolutionary movements in the region such as the catastrophic defeats of the 
communist movements in Indonesia, Malaysia, and Thailand were never mentioned in the document.  
Though it was clear that the Philippine communist movement have realized the consequences of the 
consolidation of pro-US regimes in the region, it chose to maintain its revolutionary optimism by 
emphasizing the communist victories of other countries.  In contemporary Southeast Asian experiences 
of nation formation, “Malaysia” was to be condemned as an artificial invention of imperialist countries 
like the US and Britain, Indonesia initially was the hotbed of revolutionary activities but was aborted by 
the coup of Suharto, while the nations of Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia were to be regarded as models in 
the realization of revolutionary victories.  They served as a beacon of light to socialist construction 
according to Sison, and had proven that small nations can be recognized as capable of contributing to 
world revolutions.  In the words of the communist party,

“The astounding revolutionary victories of the Indochinese peoples of Vietnam, 
Cambodia, and Laos have signaled the irreversible decline of US Imperialism in 
Southeast Asia, in the whole of Asia, in the whole world and it its very homegrounds.  
We are enthusiastic that the peoples of small countries can deal so stunning a blow 

18to US imperialism and make so great a contribution to world revolutions.

Southeast Asian socialist revolutions, therefore, could still be launched despite its debacles and 
problems.  The document stated its stand for the continuation of the revolution as an historical 
imperative that should define the nature of the contributions of the region to world socialist revolution.

Maintaining the Stand for Socialism

While the three documents highlighted the importance of particularizing the conditions of the 
Philippine national democratic movement to local and Southeast Asian conditions, mention must also 
be made of the Party's attempts to continue explaining to itself and to the broader masses, its political 
stance on various issues of contemporary concern both in the local, domestic Philippine conditions, 
and in the international front. Foremost in this were the developments in China, Eastern Europe and 
the former Soviet Union, as well as current developments in the revolutionary societies in Southeast 
Asia.

19In the party document “Stand for Socialism against Modern Revisionism”  released by the Central 
Committee in 1992,  the party reaffirmed its basic principles and blamed modern revisionism for the 
debacles experienced by attempts at socialist construction in other countries and regions of the world.  
What failed, according to this analysis, was not socialism, but modern revisionism.  Kruschov, 
Breszhnev and Gorbachov all created conditions in the former Soviet Union that made possible the 
eventual collapse of bureaucratic oriented orders that have already capitulated to the capitalist system 
even during the time that they were the dominant political force in the Soviet Union.

The collapse of the regimes in the former Soviet Union and Eastern Europe, according to the 
document, were inevitable, considering that these societies' deviation from the basic tenets of 
Marxism, in seeking accommodation with the imperialist countries, and with the advancement of 
revisionist ideals that could be considered as treasonous to the ideals of the international socialist 
movement.  This line of argumentation was consistent with the reading that the Soviet Union was a 
“social imperialist state” and should be considered equally as an enemy of the socialist man just like the 
imperialist forces of the United States.  While the document credited the Soviet Union for its support in 
the revolutionary wars in Vietnam, Nicaragua and Angola, it was unequivocal in its criticism towards 
the Soviet policies in Afghanistan and Cambodia and was extremely critical of the way it promoted and 
participated in the arms race with the United States.  

It also regarded Soviet support to Vietnam as positive commitment of aid to a fraternal socialist 
movement, it nonetheless was critical of the Soviet's low priority and regard to the Vietnamese 
revolution, stating that even during the Kruschov era, the Soviets prioritized the selling of arms to 
other nations who could pay more than the Vietnamese, even to the point of hesitating to give limited 
support to the Indochinese revolution, and struggling not to endorse the revolutionary armed struggle 

20of the Vietnamese peoples.

While the document appeared to be an elaboration of the Soviet failures as external to Philippine 
radical and revolutionary movement, one could be more appreciative of the uncompromising criticism 
to “Soviet social imperialism” if one was to locate the ideological formulation of the party in the history 
of its development.  Sison was expelled from the old party and sought to reestablish a new one because 
of the Philippine local communist groups' own internal debates.  While the old party remained loyal to 
the Soviet Union and its allies in waging the revolution, the reestablished party under Sison sought to 
redirect the ideological currents of the movement towards Mao Tsetung Thought.  It should also be 
noted that the reestablished party never saw any positive move at establishing fraternal relations with 
the CPSU when the Soviet Union recognized both the martial law regime under Ferdinand Marcos, and 
the old Philippine communist party that sought to be accommodated in the martial law government, 
while the newly reestablished party remained vigorously anti-Marcos and against martial law.  The old 
party and the CPSU's analysis that the Marcos regime was not an extension of American imperialist 
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rule, but a political representative of the local national bourgeoisie,  did not create better conditions for 
rapproachement.  

In fact, even the internal debates that wracked the national democratic movement in the period 
before 1992 focused not on the problems related to the survival of the regimes of the Soviet Union and 
Eastern Europe, but still to the old debate that these regimes were no longer essentially socialist because 
of their modern revisionist orientations and perspectives.  These internal debates which led to the 
second major split in the Philippine communist movement, also focused on the suggested party policy of 
some formerly internal rival camps that sought to recognize the Soviet Union, apologize for the CPP's 
labeling of it as a social imperialist and modern revisionist, and withdrawal of its criticism of Soviet 

21policies on Cambodia and Afghanistan.

While the Indonesian debacle was no longer mentioned in the document, one can still tangentially 
advance the two parties' common criticism of Right and “Left” opportunism within the party, and the 
scourge of modern revisionism as potential internal threats to the integrity of the socialist movement in 

22Southeast Asia.

“Stand for Socialism” was a testament to the Philippine national democratic movement's desire to 
retain relavant vanguard role in the revolutionary movement in Southeast Asia.  Being the oldest existing 
armed communist movement still in operation in the region, the Communist Party of the Philippines 
seeks to redefine its role and its modes of analysis to national and international situations.  With the 
publication of the document, the movement sought to gain recognition that radical nationalist ideas of 
the socialist type, would still be an idea to reckon with, in the light of the changing terrain of knowledge 
production and political action in Southeast Asia.

Postscript:  Locating the Nation, Rediscovering Radical Historiography

The foregoing discussion sought to relocate the tradition of radical nationalist historiography in the 
Philippines as part of the development of a generation of local scholarship produced and utilized not only 
in the Philippines, but also in Southeast Asia.  Establishing personal connections and networks, like the 
experience of Sison in his brief but meaningful visit to Indonesia, pointed to the direction of analysis that 
the production of knowledge - while attractive to be interpreted as a product of ideological revisioning of 
intellectuals, ideologues, and academics  were often formed out of personal experiences, stimulating 
intellectual relationships, and mutual recognition of one's capacity to contribute to the refinement of 
theory and idea.

With the foundation of ideas already in place, it was but a continuity of the deepening of the 
intellectual process that made Sison advance certain lines of analysis as pertaining to immediate issues 
being raised to him and his immediate environment.  The many formulations on the varied experiences 
of nation formation of the countries in the region; the different modes of revolutionary action; the 
attempts at historicizing experiences and movements; the retreats and advances made in the application 
of theory to political action; the many vicissitudes and complexities of international relations  all sought 
to play a significant role in the shaping of Sison's radical nationalist outlook.

One may advance the idea that the recognition of the need to establish international linkages and 
network, as shown in the experience of Sison and the formulation of his ideas, need not necessarily 
emanate from the official institutional centers of knowledge production.   Sison's exposure to Indonesian 
politics, as well as the development of his appreciation to Southeast Asian developments, ripened at the 
time when he was no longer connected with any formal academic institution.  His major premises on the 
conditions of Southeast Asian nations, as well as his analyses of the trajectories that these nations will 
take in the future, were at times proven wrong, but in other instances remained relevant to the study of 
the region.  With the development of an international political and economic system characterized by 

the preeminence of a single superpower, Sison's ideas seemed to gain new momentum in reformulating 
our understanding of the structural development of the experiences of Southeast Asian nations.  With 
the rising tide of democratization movements, the growing interconnectedness of the region's 
economies, and the social and economic realities that was characteristic of what Sison would view as 
imperialist globalization, there is a growing relevance to the questions and issues originally raised by 
Sison, and his Indonesian contemporaries.  The degree on which previously considered universal 
theories and historiographic tendencies were localized as they were put into practice also tells a lot 
about the development of local knowledge production and scholarship in the region.  While Marxism, 
Leninism and Mao Tsetung Thought were regarded as non-Souhteast Asian in origin, some radical 
nationalist theorists and activists sought its localization to realize local theory building and knowledge 
expansion.  Radical historiography, nationalism, and socialism, at least among those who remained 
within the Philippine national democratic circles,  is still retained to make its claims to stake in its 
proper place in the production of knowledge and development of scholarship in the region.
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rule, but a political representative of the local national bourgeoisie,  did not create better conditions for 
rapproachement.  

In fact, even the internal debates that wracked the national democratic movement in the period 
before 1992 focused not on the problems related to the survival of the regimes of the Soviet Union and 
Eastern Europe, but still to the old debate that these regimes were no longer essentially socialist because 
of their modern revisionist orientations and perspectives.  These internal debates which led to the 
second major split in the Philippine communist movement, also focused on the suggested party policy of 
some formerly internal rival camps that sought to recognize the Soviet Union, apologize for the CPP's 
labeling of it as a social imperialist and modern revisionist, and withdrawal of its criticism of Soviet 

21policies on Cambodia and Afghanistan.

While the Indonesian debacle was no longer mentioned in the document, one can still tangentially 
advance the two parties' common criticism of Right and “Left” opportunism within the party, and the 
scourge of modern revisionism as potential internal threats to the integrity of the socialist movement in 

22Southeast Asia.

“Stand for Socialism” was a testament to the Philippine national democratic movement's desire to 
retain relavant vanguard role in the revolutionary movement in Southeast Asia.  Being the oldest existing 
armed communist movement still in operation in the region, the Communist Party of the Philippines 
seeks to redefine its role and its modes of analysis to national and international situations.  With the 
publication of the document, the movement sought to gain recognition that radical nationalist ideas of 
the socialist type, would still be an idea to reckon with, in the light of the changing terrain of knowledge 
production and political action in Southeast Asia.

Postscript:  Locating the Nation, Rediscovering Radical Historiography

The foregoing discussion sought to relocate the tradition of radical nationalist historiography in the 
Philippines as part of the development of a generation of local scholarship produced and utilized not only 
in the Philippines, but also in Southeast Asia.  Establishing personal connections and networks, like the 
experience of Sison in his brief but meaningful visit to Indonesia, pointed to the direction of analysis that 
the production of knowledge - while attractive to be interpreted as a product of ideological revisioning of 
intellectuals, ideologues, and academics  were often formed out of personal experiences, stimulating 
intellectual relationships, and mutual recognition of one's capacity to contribute to the refinement of 
theory and idea.

With the foundation of ideas already in place, it was but a continuity of the deepening of the 
intellectual process that made Sison advance certain lines of analysis as pertaining to immediate issues 
being raised to him and his immediate environment.  The many formulations on the varied experiences 
of nation formation of the countries in the region; the different modes of revolutionary action; the 
attempts at historicizing experiences and movements; the retreats and advances made in the application 
of theory to political action; the many vicissitudes and complexities of international relations  all sought 
to play a significant role in the shaping of Sison's radical nationalist outlook.

One may advance the idea that the recognition of the need to establish international linkages and 
network, as shown in the experience of Sison and the formulation of his ideas, need not necessarily 
emanate from the official institutional centers of knowledge production.   Sison's exposure to Indonesian 
politics, as well as the development of his appreciation to Southeast Asian developments, ripened at the 
time when he was no longer connected with any formal academic institution.  His major premises on the 
conditions of Southeast Asian nations, as well as his analyses of the trajectories that these nations will 
take in the future, were at times proven wrong, but in other instances remained relevant to the study of 
the region.  With the development of an international political and economic system characterized by 

the preeminence of a single superpower, Sison's ideas seemed to gain new momentum in reformulating 
our understanding of the structural development of the experiences of Southeast Asian nations.  With 
the rising tide of democratization movements, the growing interconnectedness of the region's 
economies, and the social and economic realities that was characteristic of what Sison would view as 
imperialist globalization, there is a growing relevance to the questions and issues originally raised by 
Sison, and his Indonesian contemporaries.  The degree on which previously considered universal 
theories and historiographic tendencies were localized as they were put into practice also tells a lot 
about the development of local knowledge production and scholarship in the region.  While Marxism, 
Leninism and Mao Tsetung Thought were regarded as non-Souhteast Asian in origin, some radical 
nationalist theorists and activists sought its localization to realize local theory building and knowledge 
expansion.  Radical historiography, nationalism, and socialism, at least among those who remained 
within the Philippine national democratic circles,  is still retained to make its claims to stake in its 
proper place in the production of knowledge and development of scholarship in the region.
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This paper aims to explore the role of technology in classroom instruction, especially 
in its mediation in knowledge acquisition and sharing.  To what extent has 

1classroom instruction been “technologized”  and how has it reshaped the learning 
experience? I argue that technology is recursively related to society in that 
technology shapes and at the same time is shaped by society.  Employing the practice 
approach, I look into the agency of technology and argue that instead of technology 
being a mere means of extending and pursuing the learner's capacities and needs 
therefore something that can be readily controlled (may or may not use at will), 
technology in fact exercises a kind of agency in that it changes the practices and 
material arrangements of classroom instruction.  This is not to say however that the 
technologization of learning is unchangeable, but that learning has and is 
increasingly becoming dependent upon certain technology (internet use, LCDs, 
OHPs etc.) such that learning becomes increasingly difficult without it and seems as 
though it cannot take place otherwise.

Introduction

What is the place of technology in the social order? Are they nothing but social 'things'?  Does it 
even make sense to include technology at all in the realm of the social? To be sure, our initial exposure to 

2 technology has always been as an adjunct of science.  Accordingly, technology is nothing more than 
applied science, thus science and technology (or to be more exact, then technology).  As stated by 
Sismondo “technology combines the scientific method with a practically minded activity” (2010, 8). 
This stance however is increasingly being challenged brought about by insights from Science and 
Technology Studies (STS). Accordingly, we come to understand that science and technology are 
“thoroughly social activities” (Sismondo 2010, 10) thereby veering away from essentialist 
perspectives that construe them as being natural. Rather, we are made aware of the constructedness of 
both science and technology as human products, inevitably marked by the circumstances of their 
production. There is also recognition of the role that technology play in enabling human action and thus 
making possible the study of technology within the realm of the social. A point not lost on sociologists of 
technology.

Our interest in technology has always been in terms of its effects: does it determine human 
relations? Is it humanizing or dehumanizing? Are we to follow Sismondo (2010, 9) in his analysis that if 
“people act in the context of available technology [then] therefore people's relations among themselves 
can only be understood in the context of technology” [emphasis added]? I would also like to pose the 
related question of appropriating agency to technology. When we claim that technology shapes human 
practices, does it mean that technology exercises a kind of agency? Or is the use of agency in the context 
of technology a severe misunderstanding of agency? 

These indeed are difficult questions that I would like to engage and provide a preliminary analysis 
and observation.  I attempt to answer these concerns by situating the discussion in the minute case of 
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classroom instruction. Specifically, I would like to inquire into the role of technology in shaping the 
learning experience especially in its mediation of knowledge acquisition and sharing. At the onset, I 
would like to argue following Schatzki (2001, 2003) that that technology is shaped and shapes human 
practices. 

Theorizing Technology

In a very broad sense, technology is understood as human modification of the natural environment 
in order to address specific concerns, wants or needs. Even if what often comes to mind are computers, 
mobile phones, satellites, and other similar gadgets, technology in fact includes anything that humans 

3have thought of and made in order to solve certain problems.   This explains why our default stance 
towards technology is instrumental:  we usually view technology as nothing but a means for human 
fulfillment. As such, we assume that as tools and instruments of our own creation, they have specific 
characteristics that are more or less fixed and it is up to us to employ them in specific ways to achieve our 
goals. Technology therefore is under our complete control and ultimately, we decide whether we want to 
use it or not.

This understanding of technology however, is now changing. Cavanagh informs us that technology is 
best understood as “crystallizations of social processes, neither separate nor separable from human 
practice” (2007, 138).  This is an argument that I would be largely drawing from and which I would relate 

4to the practice approach.

Before we go into the arguments of the paper however, it is perhaps best to have a quick overview of 
5the various ways that technology  is theorized in order to better contextualize my utilization of the 

practice approach.  Cavanagh (2007) provides a comprehensive overview of the various approaches 
that are employed when understanding technology, but for the purpose of this paper I have chosen only 
four: technological determinism, substantivism, constructivism and actor-network theory or ANT. 
Basically, I would provide a brief summary of the main tenets of each position before interrogating the 
assumptions of each and comparing them to my own stance in this paper.

Perhaps the most salient (and most controversial as well) is what is termed as technological 
determinism. This position accords a determining or causal role to technology such that it is able to 
reconfigure social reality. Although it is not denied that technology is a human creation, what is stressed 
is its tendency to reinforce the same social relations that brought it about. Accordingly, proponents of this 
position espouse that individuals are compelled to act in certain ways when faced with specific 
technology and once they do so, they cannot merely stop at will. It is deterministic in the sense that 
individuals become dependent on technology and that this increasing dependence is irreversible.

While I would agree with the point that the presence of technology compels individuals to act in 
certain ways, what I find problematic is its oversimplification of the relation between individuals and 
technology. It somehow reinforces the view that humans are inherently powerless to suspend their 
dependence upon technology (once exposed to it). An implication of this is that technology seems to have 
a life of its own so to speak that is fully independent and autonomous of human action. Thus, individuals 
are left with no recourse but to adapt. Needless to say, this position is not what I endorse in this paper. 

A substantivist position on the other hand purports that technology organizes the way we perceive 
the world, and can therefore somehow enforce a way of being in the world. Cavanagh (2007) traces this 
position to Ellul, who as early as 1964 observed that “technical phenomenon” has become a defining 
characteristic of what it is to be modern. In other words, one of the marks of a modern individual is his or 
her capacity to employ technical rationality: the ability to maneuver oneself across various technology. 

6This is especially true nowadays wherein we value technological literacy  as much as we value reading 
and writing. 

Constructivists on the other hand highlight the social nature of technology. Accordingly, 
technologies are “possibilities that congeal in particular socially determined circumstances” 
(Cavanagh 2007, 146). This means to say that it is not technology per se nor its properties that 
influence social behavior. They are devoid of meaning in their own right. Rather, technology orders 
human activity because they embody the ways that technical action is established (Winner in 
Cavanagh 2007). We therefore shift our attention from technology itself to the social process that 
brought it about for it is the norms of practice that render technology compelling and not the other way 
around.  Simply put, the indispensability of technology is not so much attributed to technologies 
themselves but rather to our practices towards technologies. As Cavanagh (2007, 147) puts it, “only the 
social has any power.” 

Finally, we have the Actor-Network Theory (ANT) which proposes a distinctly different way of 
7understanding technology and social relations in general. They have what is called radical relationality  

which states that 

 “Nothing that enters into relations has fixed significance or attributes in and of 
itself. Instead, the attributes of any particular element in the system, any particular 
node in the network, are entirely defined in relation to other elements in the 

8system, to other nodes in the network.” (Law in Cavanagh 2007, 147)

This means to say therefore that in any social situation, we cannot pinpoint a particular element 
that is decisive in forming the nature of the encounter in itself.  This seems to be counter-intuitive as we 
are always quick to note who are the powerful players so to speak in any social situation. Thus, we 
accord agency to those who we view play a determining or influential role. Within ANT however, this is 
but a manifestation of what they call punctualization.  Accordingly, “when a particular network pattern 
is frequently performed, it is punctualized, the network disappears from view and is replaced with the 
action itself or an apparent single author of the action” (Cavanagh 2007, 148). 

In this case, the classroom instruction is punctualized such that what we most clearly see is the 
author of the action  and in this case, the teacher or the students. Thus, we make a distinction between 
teacher-centered or student-centered pedagogy wherein in the former it is the teacher that is 
punctualized while in the latter the students are punctualized. Yet it is precisely this dichotomy that 
according to ANT is a manifestation of how we fail to see classroom instruction and learning as a 
network. 

Practice Approach and New Social Ontology 

Having briefly outlined the various approaches employed in understanding technology, let me 
now set out in framing the practice approach that I am employing in this paper.  Those engaged in 
social theory are all too familiar with the dichotomies that we find ourselves maneuvering in whenever 
we would want to explain social phenomena: subjectivism and objectivism, structure and agency, 
means and ends, and agents and artifacts. We find ourselves often favoring one side of the pole over the 
other; mindful that in doing so we might be losing sight of other factors that we fail to consider yet 
always with the justification that the trade-off was worth it. 

9One of the ways by which we could overcome these dichotomies is to focus on practice . Practice 
here is understood as “embodied, materially mediated arrays of human activity centrally organized 
around shared practical understanding” (Schatzki T.  2001,  2)  We note several factors in this succinct 
statement: emphasis on embodiment, material mediation of human action and practical 
understanding. Factors which we would later see figure prominently in our rethinking of technology. 

To claim that human actions are materially mediated is not something new. The importance of the 
materiality of the body has been in currency for some time now, the most prominent example of which 
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classroom instruction. Specifically, I would like to inquire into the role of technology in shaping the 
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4to the practice approach.
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is Foucault's analysis of disciplinary practices. What is novel however in the practice approach is the way 
that they go beyond privileging individuals in defining the social. Thus, material mediation therefore 
refers specifically to the entry of non-human entities as relevant in the examination of practice. 

In order for us to go beyond the instrumental view of technology as a mere artifact for the extension 
10of human capabilities, we have to employ what Østerlund & Carlile (2005) calls “relational thinking ” 

wherein to look at practice is to see how the subject and the world recursively interact.  Accordingly, 
“subjects, social groups, networks, or even artifacts develop their properties only in relation to other 

11subjects, social groups, or networks” (Østerlund & Carlile 2005, 92). 

This has far-reaching implications for as Schatzki (2001) makes clear, as we see that “humans and 
non-humans co-determine one another… humans do not master, conceptually or causally, either the 
entry of nonhuman into or their impact upon the human world.”

Needless to say, agency is not reserved for humans alone. We see an increasing attention towards the 
role of non-humans -- in this case technology -- in directing human practices in forming and stabilizing 
human worlds.  We see this in Callon and Latour (1988, 1992) for instance, wherein they attribute to non-
human entities, concepts which we have reserved for humans: agency, intention, purpose, knowledge, 
voice. Moreover, they argue that many features of individuals are claimed to arise from the incorporation 
of humans into social practices. To summarize, the realm of the social therefore is not construed as solely 
relations between people. 

Schatzki (2003) proposes a new social ontology whereby “social life inherently transpires as part of 
12nexuses of human practices and material arrangements  “ (Schatzki T. R. 2003, 84).  He continues:

“… practices transpire at particular arrangements, require particular arrangements, 
change because of specific arrangements, and establish and modify arrangements; 
arrangements, meanwhile, secure and require certain practices, lead to changes in 
practices, and house particular practices.”  (Schatzki T. R. 2003, 90)

What does this imply for classroom instruction? If we are to look at the practice of classroom 
instruction in relation to technology, we are then saying that for learning to transpire, there is an 
increasing bent towards requiring certain material arrangements: and foremost among this is the use of 
technology.  This was clearly highlighted by Saljo (2005) in his examination of the familiar and common 
practice of delivering class lectures through Powerpoint.  Accordingly, to lecture in this manner is to 
literally change the arrangements of learning such that students begin to expect that lectures will always 
be delivered in this way, affecting the way that they engage in what is being said, the notes they take and 
the manner in which they would read the literature. 

Whereas using one's mobile phone for instance is usually taken as a sign of disengagement in class, it 
is increasingly being used to “capture” the said lecture by taking pictures of it, thus showing engagement  
enabling them to focus on the issue at hand and engage the questions that might be raised where they 
would have otherwise used the time to “take notes.” This practice modifies the arrangements for we then 
encounter a change in class policies: should phones be turned off, or are they now legitimately allowed as 
instruments of learning? This is especially true that phones have features of recording the lecture. 

When we employ an instrumental stance towards technology, we assume that the needs and desires 
are already given and established and thus we use technology merely to pursue these desires and ends. 
What we are losing out however is that our use of technology may also give rise to specific desires and 
needs. As can be seen in the example I raised earlier, once Powerpoint presentations becomes a practice, 
the students are then lead to expect that they be able to access such resource (either through email or 
handouts) and that Powerpoints would be a “regular thing.” This can be clearly seen in Schatzki's 
statement: “what they want and need also obviously reflects the range of artifactual and natural objects 

they encounter. So desires and needs evolve coordinately with changes in practices and technological 
objects” (2003, 90).

Technologized Learning

Veering away from such an instrumental understanding of technology however does not 
necessarily mean that we are rendered useless without it: a kind of technological determinism of sorts 
wherein we cannot act otherwise when in the presence of technology.  Rather, we are made aware that 
we have increasingly lived in artifactual settings of which the classroom is no exception.  

Lash (2004, 15) introduces what he calls “technological forms of life” by which he means we 
experience ourselves as a “man-machine interface… [making sense] of the world through technological 
systems.” Quite bluntly, we say that we could not function without our mobile, phones, laptop computer, 
or in the case of the classroom, without the OHPs and LCD projectors. Of course, we might argue that we 
are taking this too far and would defend the position that we can functionally equally without them. Just 
a couple of chalk or markers, and we can be efficient teachers. But this is exactly the point:  that the 
narrative of what an effective teacher is, is changing. No matter how prepared and able we are, one of 
the angles by which our competence is measured (whether we like it or not) is our capacity to navigate 
through various technologies in order to  take note  facilitate the learning experience.

This in turn leads to what I call (borrowing Schatzki's term) technologized learning. What I mean to 
say is that the practice of classroom instruction has begun if not is already dependent on, connected 
with, and centered on technology.  It may seem as though technologization is nothing more than 
individuals surrounding themselves with more technological objects; in the case of the classroom, 
instructors bringing a lot of apparatus with them before they can begin the discussion.  To reiterate, this 
is not to say that the use of OHP, LCD, laptops, and the like has dictated so to speak what classroom 
instruction should be. A quick survey around classes would disprove this as although there are 
instructors who so to speak “cannot do without” these technology, there are equally a number of 
educators who are able to bring just a couple of markers to class and carry on quite well. Rather, 
technologization centers more on how

“any increase in technology is coordinated with changes in the practices and 
material arrangements of social life, which state of affairs then forms a starting 
point for, first, the development and introduction of new technologies, and, second, 
the emergence of coordinated changes in practices and arrangements, which state 
of affairs then forms a starting point for subsequent change, and so on.” (Schatzki 
T. R. 2003, 91)

Although we may be equally effective in teaching and delivering lectures without the use of this 
technology, paradoxically, it increasingly becomes difficult to sustain as such resistance so to speak once 
you have begun to do so.  What we see then is instructors using both strategies depending on the subject 
matter to be covered.  In one of the items in student evaluation for instance is “uses appropriate 
teaching and instructional aids” and “comes to class prepared for the lesson.” 

A story which we all are familiar with: we bring chalks or markers alone precisely because we are 
well-prepared. We need nothing else. However, (this is where the paradox lies) the fact that we bring no 
instructional aids attest to our unpreparedness. 

Agency: Who or What?

Our discussion so far have not yet settled the issue of agency. In what way can we talk about 
technology exercising a degree of agency? What do we mean by agency in the first place? What changes 
when this notion is applied to technology?
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Talk of agency has always implied capacity for action such that it transforms current practices: here 
an agent is identified to be a powerful actor when it is able to bring about effective change in the world, 
and this change is intentional and motivated. Classical account agency have therefore located agency 
solely in individual while structures are said to either constrain and enable efficacious action by providing 
the resources to the individual so to speak. Thus, if we are to transpose this in our discussion of 
technology, technology is nothing more than resource -- yes, it can constrain and enable human action 
through the resources it provides, but ultimately, the final say so to speak is in the intention of the 
individual for he or she alone is capable of transformative and efficacious action.

While I would not take the extreme position of Latour and Callon of affording intentionality to 
technology, I would contend that applying the practice approach and the related concept of relational 
thinking, allows us to see technology as having a sort of agency. I would argue that technology exercises 
agency not only by providing the resources that directs our practices (in this case, classroom instruction) 
but also to the manner that it gives rise to specific desires , needs and expectations that would otherwise 
not have surfaced. Technology is able to transform current practice and is able to bring about effective 
change. 

In the context of our discussion, it has transformed our view of knowledge acquisition and sharing 
in the context of the classroom instruction such that 

We cannot look for human competences solely in our minds or bodies. Instead, our 
knowledge is expressed in our abilities to merge and collaborate with external tools 
and to integrate them into the flow of our doings, whether these are intellectual, 
physical or mixed. (Saljo 2010, 62)

Our competence as teachers for instance is measured not only by what we know but the manner by 
which we transmit them: it goes beyond using the right pedagogy: it also includes our “abilities to merge 
and collaborate with external tools and to integrate them into the flow of our doings” such that when the 
technology we use fails, it is not a failure of our agency so to speak, but our failure of collaboration. 

Technology has therefore has not only supported learning (thus, is a mere instrument), but has 
transformed the way we understand learning. Through the use of technology, the traditional narrative of 
what it means to learn is also altered. Saljo (2010) makes a very interesting point when he raises the 
observation that learning becomes increasingly performative as a result of having a technological 
environment.   Since the capacity for “capture” has increasingly become possible, we are no longer 
satisfied with the giving back of what it already known. Rather, we expect our students to be able to 
maneuver through the availability of accessible information and transform it into something new and 
insightful. As educators, the expectation from our students has also taken place such that our competence 
is not just how frequent we use this technology, but how well we are able to “merge and collaborate” with 
technology. 

Notes

1 Schatzki, Theodore (2003)
2 By science, I mean natural science. This does not mean to say however that I am ascribing to the 

dichotomy between the natural science and the social sciences.  I am much in agreement with 
Williams (2000) for he makes an makes an excellent argument as to the changes that are taking place 
within the natural sciences such that the natural world is seen to be increasingly contingent, 
probabilistic and complex: the same assumptions that we social scientists ascribe to the social world. 

For the purpose of the paper however, I would not elaborate on this issue as this is another 
discussion altogether. 

3 Thus, flint tools are also considered technology, they may be archaic, but they are technology 
nonetheless.

4 Here, I am drawing on what is called the practice turn in the social sciences: namely the rise of practice 
theory or practice approach in the social sciences. I would be elaborating on the practice approach 
later on in the paper. 

5 What I have included are but some of the approaches to understanding technology. As it is beyond the 
objectives of this paper, I would not go into an exhaustive discussion of the various approaches.

6 Technological literacy is understood as 
7 Or relational materiality (Law in Sismondo,  2010 p. 86): objects are defined by their places in 

networks and their properties appear in the contexts of tests, not in isolation”
8 It becomes evident therefore that human and non-human entities are treated symmetrically.  The 

problem comes in when juxtaposed with the issue of agency for from this account, we can afford 
agency to both. This is a point that I would be exploring later in the paper.

9 Schatzki (2001) would argue that the focus on practices has led to the “practice turn in the social 
sciences” that derives from various thinkers and disciplines, most notably Wittgenstein and Charles 
Taylor in philosophy and Bourdieu and Giddens in social theory.

10 This is similar to what the radical relationality that I have mentioned earlier in my discussion of ANT. 
11 It is therefore apparent that ANT is informed by the practice approach.
12 Schatzki defines material arrangements as “arrangements of humans, artifacts, organisms, and things 

(where artifacts and things are distinguished, roughly, by whether human activity does or does not 
intentionally or significantly effect them) (2003, p. 84). Accordingly therefore, artifacts are those 
that are altered through human activity while things are those that relatively remain the same as 
they are what composes or what individuals fashion into specific artifacts. Technology then, by this 
understanding would constitute an artifact. 
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an agent is identified to be a powerful actor when it is able to bring about effective change in the world, 
and this change is intentional and motivated. Classical account agency have therefore located agency 
solely in individual while structures are said to either constrain and enable efficacious action by providing 
the resources to the individual so to speak. Thus, if we are to transpose this in our discussion of 
technology, technology is nothing more than resource -- yes, it can constrain and enable human action 
through the resources it provides, but ultimately, the final say so to speak is in the intention of the 
individual for he or she alone is capable of transformative and efficacious action.

While I would not take the extreme position of Latour and Callon of affording intentionality to 
technology, I would contend that applying the practice approach and the related concept of relational 
thinking, allows us to see technology as having a sort of agency. I would argue that technology exercises 
agency not only by providing the resources that directs our practices (in this case, classroom instruction) 
but also to the manner that it gives rise to specific desires , needs and expectations that would otherwise 
not have surfaced. Technology is able to transform current practice and is able to bring about effective 
change. 

In the context of our discussion, it has transformed our view of knowledge acquisition and sharing 
in the context of the classroom instruction such that 

We cannot look for human competences solely in our minds or bodies. Instead, our 
knowledge is expressed in our abilities to merge and collaborate with external tools 
and to integrate them into the flow of our doings, whether these are intellectual, 
physical or mixed. (Saljo 2010, 62)

Our competence as teachers for instance is measured not only by what we know but the manner by 
which we transmit them: it goes beyond using the right pedagogy: it also includes our “abilities to merge 
and collaborate with external tools and to integrate them into the flow of our doings” such that when the 
technology we use fails, it is not a failure of our agency so to speak, but our failure of collaboration. 

Technology has therefore has not only supported learning (thus, is a mere instrument), but has 
transformed the way we understand learning. Through the use of technology, the traditional narrative of 
what it means to learn is also altered. Saljo (2010) makes a very interesting point when he raises the 
observation that learning becomes increasingly performative as a result of having a technological 
environment.   Since the capacity for “capture” has increasingly become possible, we are no longer 
satisfied with the giving back of what it already known. Rather, we expect our students to be able to 
maneuver through the availability of accessible information and transform it into something new and 
insightful. As educators, the expectation from our students has also taken place such that our competence 
is not just how frequent we use this technology, but how well we are able to “merge and collaborate” with 
technology. 

Notes

1 Schatzki, Theodore (2003)
2 By science, I mean natural science. This does not mean to say however that I am ascribing to the 

dichotomy between the natural science and the social sciences.  I am much in agreement with 
Williams (2000) for he makes an makes an excellent argument as to the changes that are taking place 
within the natural sciences such that the natural world is seen to be increasingly contingent, 
probabilistic and complex: the same assumptions that we social scientists ascribe to the social world. 

For the purpose of the paper however, I would not elaborate on this issue as this is another 
discussion altogether. 

3 Thus, flint tools are also considered technology, they may be archaic, but they are technology 
nonetheless.

4 Here, I am drawing on what is called the practice turn in the social sciences: namely the rise of practice 
theory or practice approach in the social sciences. I would be elaborating on the practice approach 
later on in the paper. 

5 What I have included are but some of the approaches to understanding technology. As it is beyond the 
objectives of this paper, I would not go into an exhaustive discussion of the various approaches.

6 Technological literacy is understood as 
7 Or relational materiality (Law in Sismondo,  2010 p. 86): objects are defined by their places in 

networks and their properties appear in the contexts of tests, not in isolation”
8 It becomes evident therefore that human and non-human entities are treated symmetrically.  The 

problem comes in when juxtaposed with the issue of agency for from this account, we can afford 
agency to both. This is a point that I would be exploring later in the paper.

9 Schatzki (2001) would argue that the focus on practices has led to the “practice turn in the social 
sciences” that derives from various thinkers and disciplines, most notably Wittgenstein and Charles 
Taylor in philosophy and Bourdieu and Giddens in social theory.

10 This is similar to what the radical relationality that I have mentioned earlier in my discussion of ANT. 
11 It is therefore apparent that ANT is informed by the practice approach.
12 Schatzki defines material arrangements as “arrangements of humans, artifacts, organisms, and things 

(where artifacts and things are distinguished, roughly, by whether human activity does or does not 
intentionally or significantly effect them) (2003, p. 84). Accordingly therefore, artifacts are those 
that are altered through human activity while things are those that relatively remain the same as 
they are what composes or what individuals fashion into specific artifacts. Technology then, by this 
understanding would constitute an artifact. 
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On the Concept of the Universal, 
Freedom and Socialism

Edberto M. Villegas

In the history of Western philosophy, certain thinkers have endowed the idea of the Universal with 
an ethereal existence, independent from the material world. In Plato's theory, there are supposed to be 
universal and perfect ideas in the so-called World of Ideas, wherein are the ideal forms for all things 
material. In this World, there are ideas of perfect truth, beauty, goodness, justice, etc. which have 

1superior existence than any beings on earth.  They have no end nor beginning and are unchanging. The 
Catholic philosophers of the Medieval Ages in Europe, influenced by Plato, thought of their God as a 
Perfect Being, eternal and unchanging. But they departed from Plato because they posited a concept of 
three in One God or the dogma of the Holy Trinity since Plato only conceives of the One Form or God, 
which encompasses all beings in the World of Ideas. In the 19th century, the German idealist Georg 
Hegel in his turn talks about an Absolute Mind or Idea from which all beings emanate, but this time not 
perfect but developing and changing through the laws of contradictions or dialectics as manifested in 
the material world and human consciousness. It is to be noted that Hegelian philosophy is more akin to 
Eastern pantheism (specifically Hindu) wherein God(Brahma) is immanent in the universe and not 
outside it, beyond time and space,  as in Platonian and Christian metaphysics(beyond the physical). But 
the Hegelian Absolute is yet different from Brahma since it is not perfect or in harmony with the 
universe at all times but attempts to develop itself through contradictions in the universe (including 

2human sufferings) to liberate itself from inferior matter.

The human mind has ever been intrigued with mathematical forms, which have even been 
bestowed with mystical powers as with the Pythagoreans, whose philosophy of numbers has 
influenced Plato. Even in Jewish philosophy, the number 7 is a perfect number as God is supposed to 
have rested on the seventh day after he created the world in six days. Since mathematics comes in ideal 
forms to the mind, viz. there is a perfect circle as a mathematical construct but there is no perfect circle 
in the real world, many philosophers, including Descartes and Spinoza, have tried to construct their 
philosophical systems to attain universality and certainty in knowledge using mathematical methods, 
deriving theorems from improvable axioms following the method of Euclid in his geometry. Even Kant 
considers the mathematics of Euclid as universal and necessary, meaning they are true in all times and 
places. And Bertrand Russell has attempted to construct a so-called universal language, based on 
mathematical logic, which has been a dismal failure after the devastating critique of it by Ludwig 

3Wittgenstein as enunciated in “Philosophical Investigation”.

The metaphysics of the Universal has also heavily infected the thinking of Westerners in the fields 
of political and economic theories. Thus, there is the Universal Declaration of Human Rights by the 
American and French revolutionaries as derived from Hobbes and Locke, who espoused the inherent 
and universal rights to self-preservation and happiness (including the right to property in the 
bourgeois Locke). In economics, Adam Smith presented his universal metaphysical invisible hand, 
which is supposed to harmoniously regulate the economic market for the good of all. Western thinkers, 
who have been influenced by the idea of the Universal, are legions and we will leave it up to the reader to 
cite other examples in the history of thought in the West. What we are going to discuss in the following 
sections are pitfalls in the use of the idea of the universal in explaining reality.
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Origin of the Concept of the Universal

The consciousness of humans can posit to past and future states. With this capacity of the 
consciousness also comes its association of ideas and the power to predicate. As Aristotle says, we can 
predicate subjects into genus based on observed similarities of things. The power to classify different 
properties under different genus or species is based on the mind's ability to remember the past and 
project to the future and to associate and categorize (Aristotle's 10 mental categories) or differentiate 
ideas based on the modalities of the consciousness (to comprehend the difference, for example between 
what is probable and what is possible, and what is accidental and what is essential, etc.).  Thus man has 
come up with the idea of the universal, concepts of genus and species comprising properties which are 
similar.  The concept of a Universal Being as invented by the mind is a genus which encompasses all 
things which exist, including the mental constructs of humans themselves. Likewise the universal 
concept of human is a species under the genus of all animals, comprising properties which are common 
to all humans. If a human is white or black, we say as with Aristotle, this is just an accident, because the 
essence of a human is being a “rational animal”. It must be noted here, however, that Aristotle, unlike his 
teacher Plato, rejected a World of ideas, where universal ideas exist eternally apart from the material 

4world. 

In mathematics, there are different axiomatic systems, Euclidean, Riemannian, Lobatchewskyian, 
etc. invented by man as mental tools to explain order in nature. On certain levels of existence, one 
mathematics is a better explanatory tool than another, thus on a terrestrial level, Euclidian geometry 
works better than Riemannian or Lobatchewskyian geometry, which are more useful in explaining 
extra-terrestrial space. The law of cause and effect, which is the basis of classical physics derived from 
the mechanistic mathematical theory of Newton, fails when it comes to explaining the behaviour of 
atoms or quanta, and a new mathematics was invented by scientists, which is quantum mechanics. Even 
Einstein's theory of relativity has to give way to the probabilistic basis of the mathematics of quantum 
mechanics. Einstein's quest for a unified theory, which will unify his mathematical theory of relativity 
with that of quantum mechanics, is all but a dream at this point in time. The quest for a universal 
mathematics, started by Plato, which can explain the whole universe, has thus come to naught. 

What then is a universal idea? As we have already pointed out above, it is simply a mental construct 
or tool of the mind, an instrument to classify and order our experiences of the world. Aristotle was on the 
right track than Plato in this, though he talks about a Final End (an echo of Plato's God), which has a great 
influence on Christian philosophy especially on Thomas Aquinas. The German Ludwig Feuerbach on his 
part is correct when he contends that man projects his own  concepts of love, justice, etc., derived from 
his own sentiments, to have independent universal existence from him in some other worldly realm and 

5even worship these ideas that he created as a God or a spiritual being.  Thus, man becomes alienated 
from his own creation. Marx, applying this thought to the exploitation by the capitalist of the working 
class, says that the proletariat eventually becomes alienated from the products of his labor, which is 
appropriated by the former as his private property.

To Marx, however, the Feuerbachian universal love of man for each other not anymore being 
projected as the essence of God only perpetuates the ruling class as the act of forgiveness and love of your 

6enemies prevent the oppressed from fighting and changing their social conditions.  It is the priests and 
businessmen who are subservient to the big corporate powers of our time who preach universal peace 

7to all to maintain the status quo that they subsist on.  This intention, however, may not be a conscious 
matter with them, since they have long been enmeshed in the established system which they believe is 

8the most just that will exist forever as with Fukayama's vision in “The End of History and the Last Man”.  
But as Marx says, man or woman is molded by his/her social relations of production (economic 
conditions) and the concepts and morality of different classes are fundamentally determined by these 
conditions. What the feudal Royalists and clergy call a great wrong to the will of God regarding the 
execution of Louis XVI, the Jacobins and their workers allies consider an act of social justice. What the 

bourgeois judges a dastardly assassination the killing of the notorious torturer Rodolfo Aguinaldo in 
92004, his myriad victims call people's justice.

In our world, knowledge can be derived through the means of concepts, including the universal, 
communicated by human language, but there may be also intuitive or direct knowledge of things 
without the medium of mental constructs. In other planets, for instance, which can sustain life like on 
earth as scientists posit to be a high probability, there may have arisen other intelligent creatures, even 
some existing in the forms of mere energy or waves, who can communicate with each other through 
direct intuition of each other's minds, without the use of concepts and language. Thus lying would be an 

10impossible task in such a planet and a morality different from that of homo sapiens may have arisen. 

On the Freedom of Homo Sapiens and the Universal

Political philosophy based on the fulfillment of the freedom of humans (homo sapiens) has been 
the most resilient of the disciplines of philosophy since the latter began as a method of inquiry. The 
ability of humans to make decisions is what has brought the world either to ill or good that has brought 
either destructions or emancipations to other people. Freedom, only possible through self-
consciousness and our awareness of our impending death, connotes also the awareness of other beings 
as differentiated from oneself, either objects or other consciousnesses. In other to realize man's 
potentials, the cultivation of mind and emotions, freedom must be exercised in a social context. Thus, 
the moral basis of freedom is responsibility, wherein it is in the collective life that humans can only fully 
develop themselves as seen in the Kantian and Rousseau concepts of the democratic communal life.

 Classes of people with the same economic conditions in life have struggled in history against other 
classes which have controlled their livelihoods (slaves against masters, serfs against feudal lords, 
workers against capitalists). The goals of the struggles of these oppressed classes are always to be able 
to live their lives in material security in  order to exercise their freedom. The practice of freedom is the 
power of homo sapiens to improve and change their societies and attain a higher evolution of their 
species in the development of their minds and the cultivation of their passions, whilst enjoying a 
healthy existence. 

Freedom without being exercised is just an abstract concept, since concrete freedom is the basis 
of the fulfillment of homo sapiens. Abstract freedom is what is promised by the bourgeoisie in their 
various constitutions, even endowing it with a universal halo as with the UN Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights. But abstract or the so-called universal freedom of man as espoused by the bourgeoisie is 
just a dead concept, since it is against the interests of the bourgeoisie to create the conditions so that 
the majority classes, the workers, whom they control, can concretely exercise their freedoms by being 
emancipated from want and given the means to develop their other potentialities through free 
education. To be emancipated from want would necessitate the workers being liberated from 
routinary work  from which he suffers just to support himself and his family. It would necessitate his 
not being alienated from the products of his labor and to enjoy his work and cease being treated as a cog 
in a machine as he is in the capitalist system. The bourgeoisie has resorted to befuddling the worker, 
saying that he is free because he can change his job and offer his labor in the market. But the system in 
which the worker exists is already in the favor of the capitalists, who own the means of production and 
dominate the market. Thus, the capitalist fools the worker that he has the natural and inherent rights of 
man as the so-called universal rights of men, but objectively the workers' lives are under the control of 
the capitalists. Only the capitalist is free to do what he wants in his society, but since his life depends on 
money capital, the capitalist's primary values will always be material. The society that he is 
predominant is thereby shallow, because it promotes a consumerist materialist culture.

Freedom is never absolute. The right to choose has always a limit and control. If a man possesses a 
vast estate and his fulfillment is to encroach on the adjoining lands of others, the others have a right to 
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control his drive. Thus, the concept of the majority will was invented as a premise for democracy. But it 
must be noted that the idea of the majority decision can at times also conflict with the quest for knowledge 
as with the case of Galileo. The freedom of the majority to choose may result in dire consequence as with 
the majority election by Germans of the Nazi Party in 1933.  The struggle for human rights is a conflict of 
wills to bring about the attainment of freedom as perceived by homo sapiens either by the majority or the 
minority of them. The choice where to abide by is  not based on a supposed universal concept of rights (as 
such concepts may differ from the point of view of capitalists and proletariats, for example), but 
dependent on the choice of moral standards, the rule of the majority, for example, or the rule of a party or 
one man as with the philosophy of rights of fascism. Socialism is based on the democratic principle that 
the fulfillment of the majority must be advanced even at the expense of the minority oppressive class. But 
socialism posits that the people must be given free education which content must not , however, be 
dictated by the state in order to develop an enlightened citizenry and prevent an ignorant and harmful 

11rule of the majority, as feared for example by as diverse philosophers like Plato, Rousseau and Nietzsche.  
With the victory of socialism, the unbridled freedom of the minority oppressors must therefore come to 
an end.  

Socialism and the Universal

Socialism seeks to transfer the control of the means of production by the capitalist class to the 
collective control of society through workers' councils, peasants' councils, and other organizations of the 
people. Under all past economic structures of societies where classes exist based on the control of a few 
over the means of production, i.e. slave society, feudalism and capitalism, there have been placed 
obstacles to the opportunity for the development of the higher potentialities of the majority of homo 
sapiens, though these majority are themselves the productive classes as peasants, handicraftsmen, 
workers, inventors, scientists. This majority has to serve at the beck and call of their masters or 
employers for their subsistence, who can cut off their economic lifelines at will. Even inventors and 
scientists have to orient their researches to the needs of their capitalist sponsors and employers. Thus the 
freedom of homo sapiens to search for knowledge to be used for the betterment of all has to be gauged by 
the profit motive of the capitalist financers under the capitalist system. As long as there are dominant 
classes of society, who can do as they please with the outputs of the productive work of others, since they 
own the means of production, so long will the development of technology and science to serve the whole 
society be impossible. So long will be the full development of the talents of individuals in society be 
hindered, even prevented. 

Socialism aims to abolish the private ownership of the means of production by the few bourgeoisie 
and eventually moves to the stage of communism, where classes will cease to exist, because all the means 
of production will be collectively owned by society. Classes only exist because some own the means of 
production, while the rest do the productive work. The goal of both socialism, an early stage of 
communism where there are still classes, and communism is to offer individuals the opportunities to 
develop their full capacities as homo sapiens by freeing them from the drudgery of work under capitalism 
and providing them the time to devote themselves to different line of activities to cultivate their 
roundedness as humans. As Marx says in “The German Ideology”, under the communist society, an 
individual can be a scientist in the morning, a farmer in the afternoon and an artist in the evening. A major 
objective of socialism is thus to shorten the working hours that humans need to earn his living.

The Future of Homo Sapiens 

The survival of homo sapiens (from the optimistic Latin word, meaning Man the Wise) as a species 
requires that the conditions must be created so that they can fully develop their capacities and preserve 
their environment for their continued existence. Capitalism has miserably failed in both counts, 
controlling the intelligence and skills of others, including the most productive and creative members of 
the human species, for a narrow and trivial reason, which is to increase the profits of firms and families 

for the sake of dominance in the market. The capitalists in their drives for greater resources to make 
higher profits are gradually making our planet unlivable, such as through climate change, and 
threatening the existence of all life on earth, with his addiction to the production of war materiel, which 
has a greater return on investment in the market. The capitalist market thrives on war and thus it is to 
the advantage of the capitalist to sow fear among nations, to suspect each other of expansionism and 
conquests, so that the arms-dealers can sell their wares. 

Capitalism with its periodic crises of overproduction which has intensified through the 
speculative activities of capitalist financiers, causing havoc among the economies of nations, 
dislocating millions of workers from their jobs and spreading hunger throughout the land, has stifled 
the lifeblood of homo sapiens. It is the productive classes which have been the first victims of the 
rapaciousness of capitalism through the coming of economic chaos and eventually war. Thus, the 
mostly parasitical and unproductive capitalists are becoming the bane of humanity.

 
The evolution of homo sapiens is still ongoing as biologists like Lecomte du Nouay contend, and the 

goals that this species seeks to attain are seen as we have discussed in the course of history in the 
struggle of classes. Freedom is the power to achieve these goals even through intense struggle, through 
armed revolutions. What will come in the future evolutionary history of homo sapiens lies in our hands. 
It may be that homo sapiens through the greed of some of its members may annihilate their own species 
in some great nuclear devastations, or homo sapiens may lost their will to struggle and become a passive 
species, subject to the dangers of the environment, to the coming of meteors, new diseases, floods and 
earthquakes through climate change, etc., resulting in the extinction of this species like the dinosaurs of 
the past. And a new species may become ascendant as biologists say, like the black ants, which may 
acquire a higher nervous system and intelligence. A new morality of this species may develop different 
from homo sapiens,  killing each other to regenerate. Or a new intelligent species may arise, whose 
morality may be a collective suicide like the lemmings to control their population. Thus, there is no 
absolute and universal morality for self-conscious and intelligent beings in this universe. But so long as 
homo sapiens is what he is at present, we must choose therefore which more humane morality is 
appropriate for the further and full development of our species. In our evolutionary history, to build a 
society where the opportunities for the development of the capacities of all individuals is made possible 
must be urgently accomplished to preserve the human species.  

Notes 

1 Plato particularly expounded on this World of Ideas in his dialogues “Euthyphro” and “The Republic”. 
See The Philosophy of Plato, The Jowett Translation, The Modern Library, New York. 
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from The Basic Works of Aristotle, ed. and  with an  Introduction by Richard McKeon, Random New 
York, 1941, pp.7-218,

5 See Ludwig Feuerbach,  The Essence of Christianity, tr. Marian Evans, 2nd ed, Oxford, 1881.
6 Karl Marx, “Theses on Feuerbach”, from Mars/Engels' Selected Works in one volume, Lawrence and 

Winehart, USSR, 1968, pp. 28-31.
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7 The apologists of the few ruling class are even selective in their use of Christ's teachings for did not Jesus 
also says :”Think not that I am come to send peace on earth: I came not to send peace, but a sword.” 
Matthew, verse 34, chap. 10.

8 See Francis Fukuyama, The End of History and the Last Man. Free Press, 1992.
9 Cagayan Governor  in the Philippines Rodolfo Aguinaldo, a former squadron leader of the notorious 

Constabulary Security Unit, the leading  military torture unit under the dictatorship of Ferdinand 
Marcos, was assassinated by Communist rebels in June, 2004.

10 As of the present, astronomers have discovered around 200 planets revolving around their own 
respective suns in different galaxies.

11 See Karl Marx “Critique of the Gotha Program” on the non-interference of the state on public education, 
though the state must fund such eduction. Soviet Russia diverted from  this Marxian  dvice, when it 
supported and promoted the biological evolutionary theory of Prof. Lysenko, which was later on 
proven mistaken.

12 In a socialist society moving towards communism, some means of production, i.e., the non-vital and 
non-strategic industries, are still allowed to be owned privately.
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Piging
(Tula para sa State of theNation Address, 2013)

Joi Barrios-Leblanc

(Pasintabi kay Pablo Neruda at sa imahe ng langaw sa United Fruit 
Company)

Ang piging sa Batasan, beso-beso ng mayaman
Bawal ang langaw sa hapagkainan.
Espesyal ang mesa ng panginoong maylupa.
Matamis ang mga kontratang kanyang inihanda,
Mabubusog ang komprador, bubundat ang bulsa.
Ang alak sa kopita, umaapaw sa saya.

Siyempre pa, kagaya nga nang nakaugalian,
Welkam din ang dayuhan, sa upuang inilaan.
Ang ibong mandaragit, nagbago man ng bihis.
Masiba pa rin, siglo man ay magpalit.
Duguan ang karne sa bandehadong pilak,
Huwag padapuin ang langaw na lumilipad-lipad.

Ipasok ang litson na malutong ang balat.
Pula ang mansanas na kanyang kagat-kagat.
Sindihan ang ilaw, simulan na ang palabas,
Ihahain ng asendero ang pangakong masarap.
“Huwag magdamdam, kababayang maralita.
Pagkatapos ng piging, pagsaluhan ang tira-tira.”

Langaw. Langaw lang daw na binubugaw ang mahirap.
Kasuklam-suklam ang langaw na pagpuksa ang marapat.
Kapag humapon sa morcon, patpat ang pangtodas.
Huwag, huwag tayong pumayag sa ganyang bansag.
Hindi tayo, kundi sila, ang mga langaw na totoo.
Hindi tayo, kundi sila, ang uhaw sa pagsipsip ng dugo.

Tayo ang bayan na lumilikha ng sagana sa bawat hapag.
Tayo ang bayang babangon upang ang mesa ay bumaligtad.

• Nasulat ang tulang ito hindi lamang dahil sa inspirasyon ng tula ni 
Neruda, kundi higit dahil sa mural ng Bagong Alyansang Makabayan 
(BAYAN) para sa Sona 2013. Salamat din sa mga langaw na sa di ko 
malamang dahilan ay nakapasok sa bahay ko ngayong tag-araw sa 
Stoneham, MA sa araw ng pagsulat ng tula.
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Kuwentong Bayan
ng Payaso

(Para sa Mayo Uno 2013)

Joi Barrios 
BAYAN (Bagong Alyansang Makabayan) Women’s Desk

Mahal na kababayan, kapwa manggagawa, kapatid
Sa aking kuwentong bayan, kayo sana’y makinig
Ang aking salaysay, tungkol sa isang payaso,
Na mandi’y nakatira, sa tabing-ilog na palasyo.

Pagkat bayani ang ama, at ina raw ay isang santa
Nagnais maging hari ng payasong aanga-anga.
Ano pa nga bang aasahan, nitong kawawang bayan?

1Hala, hala, pasok pasok na, sa perya sa lansangan, perya ng dayuhan!!!!

Nang pumasok sa karagatan, ang barko ng dayuhan
Ang sabi ni Payaso, ay welcome, welcome, at welcome!
Nang sumadsad sa bahura ang barkong pandigma.
Ang Payaso, ano bang ginawa? Wala, wala, wala.

Nang magkagulo sa Sabah, hindi rin nakialam
Ang isyu daw kasi, dapat pang pag-aralan.
Hindi bale nang may makulong, mamatay, e ano naman?
Hindi baleng lupang atin sa kasulatan, ay makakam nang makamkam.

Ang migranteng manggagawa sa Gitnang Silangan
Nagkampo sa embahada, sila raw sana’y matulungan.
Sa gitna ng gutom, at init ng araw na kanilang tinitiis.
Ang tugon naman ng Payaso, ay walang kasing lamig.

Ba’t nga ba hindi, Payaso’y abala sa kampanya,
Don’t forget, pagngisi daw niya, ay itatak sa balota.
Kasama ang yabang na bansa raw ay maunlad
Maniwala tayong lahat ng walang naghihirap.

Mga kababayan, ano nga bang naiba, anong nagbago
Ano nga bang pangako ang natupad ng Payaso
Luluwa at luluwa na ang mata ng magsasaka
Hindi pa rin angkin ang kapiraso niyang lupa.
Siyente beinte singko lang ang daing ng manggagawa
Ngunit ang inuna, ay kita ng kapitalista.

Ang payaso ay hindi na, hindi na, nakakatawa.
Halimaw itong ang ulo ay dalawa.
Iba na talaga kapag may among sinusunod
Ipagkakanulo lahat matupad lang ang utos.

Sa kuwentong bayan, ulo ng halimaw ay tinatapyas
Sa ganyan nakukuha ang tagumpay sa wakas.
Hahayaan bang lunurin tayo ng kanyang halakhak?
Silang kaaway ng bayan, gapiin, gapiin ng ating pinagsamang lakas.

Ang tulang ito ay sinulat para bigkasin sa rali sa ika-1 ng Mayo 2013 na 
pinamumunuan ng Kilusang Mayo Uno. Ang mga imahe sa tula ay 
sinadyang umakma sa kanilang mga ihihandang imahe at ginawa nang 
may konsultasyon sa nasabing grupo.
__________

1Galing ito sa madalas na opening line na “Hala, hala pasok pasok na” ng 
Peryante street theater group (1980-1987), at dating binibigkas ng 
barker, na dating papel ni Lito P.
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Ang Pagtulog
nang Mahimbing

(para kay Kristel at sa marami pang dinambong sa edukasyon)

Rolando B. Tolentino

Kapag hindi inaantok, mahirap makatulog. Kapag may bumabagabag, mahirap 
makatulog at lalong mas mahirap matulog nang mahimbing. Kapag nagugutom, mahirap 
makatulog. Kapag nauuhaw, mahirap makatulog. Kapag naiinitan, mahirap makatulog. 
Kapag giniginaw, mahirap makatulog.

Kapag maalinsangan ang panahon, mahirap makatulog. Kapag bumabagyo, 
mahirap makatulog. Kapag tumatagas ang ulan sa loob ng bahay, mahirap makatulog. 
Kapag binabaha ang bahay, mahirap makatulog. Kapag dumadagundog ang bitak na 
bundok, mahirap makatulog. Kapag kumikidlat, mahirap makatulog. Kapag inaanod ang 
bahay, mahirap makatulog. Kapag ginigiba ang bahay, mahirap makatulog. Kapag may 
magnanakaw sa bahay, mahirap makatulog.

Kapag may nagkakaraoke sa tabing bahay, mahirap makatulog. Kapag may 
nagbubulyawan sa tabing bahay, mahirap makatulog. Kapag may malakas na 
humahalinghing sa tabing bahay, mahirap makatulog. Kapag may mga pusang nag-iinit, 
mahirap makatulog. Kapag may asong umaalulong, mahirap makatulog.

Mahirap makatulog kapag walang pambayad ng matrikula. Mahirap makatulog 
kapag walang mababaong pambili ng pagkain, pambayad na pamasahe, pang-xerox, 
pambili ng blue book, pantustos sa pag-aaral. Mahirap makatulog kapag umuwi sa bahay, 
wala ring makain, walang tubig, walang kuryente, walang pambayad sa upa, walang 
lahat.

Mahirap makatulog kapag alam na hindi na makakapasok, na-forced leave na, hindi 
na tatanggap ng late payment, babawian na ng ID. Mahirap makatulog kapag alam na 
wala nang bukas, wala nang kinabukasan; hindi na makakapasok, hindi na papapasukin; 
walang lalabasan, walang mailalabas; walang uuwian, walang patutunguhan.

Mahirap matulog. Mahirap matulog nang mahimbing. Sa dilim ng kawalan, sa 
kawalan ng liwanag, mahirap makatulog.

Sa maraming gising, mahimbing namang tulog: nakadilat pero walang nakikita, may 
pinapakinggan pero walang naririnig, may balabal na kasuotan pero hubo sa runong at 
diwa. Naglalakad sila sa pagtulog, gising pero walang muwang, walang malay. Bumibilang 
ng mga tupang lumulundag sa bakod: isa, dalawa, tatlo, apat, lima?At hindi naman 
nawawari kung bakit nagbibilang, bakit gising, bakit nabubuhay, kung ano ang ibig 
sabihin ng mabuhay.

Mahirap matulog. Mahirap matulog nang mahimbing sa mundong ipinaghele sa 
kanyang pagkagising sa araw-araw, gising pero walang muwang, walang mulat, wlaang 
malay. Mahirap gisingin ang nagtutulog-tulugan.

Pahayag Balediktori
(Pagtatapos sa Ph.D.)

Nak Kimuel Gabriel
(PhD Philippine Studies, Tri College doctoral program)

GT-Toyota Asian Center, UP Diliman
28 Abril 2013

Isa akong Kristel Tejada, La Tondenyang tunay at ganap, galing din sa uring mahirap. Hindi 
sana ako nakapagtapos kundi sa GIAnoong kolehiyo; kung hindi nakawaive ang TF sa masterado; at 
kung hindi mababa ang TF sa panahong nagdodoktorado. Wala rin akong naranasang forced LOA 
policy at no-late payment policy noon. Kaya tama lamang na huwag tayong magtaas ng tuition fee, 
at higit na makatarungan, maging libre ang edukasyon sa lahat ng ibig mag-aral.

Ito ang pinakamahalagang elemento sa pagtatagumpay ng buhay, subalit hindi lang ito ang 
kailangan. Biniyayaan din ako ng matatag na magulang, at pagmamahal at suporta ng sariling 
pamilya. Naririyan din ang mga kaibigang tagapagpalakas ng loob sa mga gipit na sitwasyon. At 
nahubog din ang pagkatao ko sa proseso ng pakikisangkot sa mga kilusang panlipunan at pinatatag 
nito ang kamalayang makipagkaisa, kumilos at tumulong sa kapwa, at maglingkod sa bayan.

Mapalad tayo na nakatapos at binabati ko ang aking mga kasabay na nagsisipagtapos sa araw 
na ito. Subalit hindi kagandahan ang panahon ng ating pagtatapos.  Nagtatapos tayo sa panahong 
may mga Kristel Tejada; may iba pang estudyanteng nagpapakamatay dahil sa mababang grado; 
panahong nakikita mo ang milyunmilyong nilulustay sa kampanyang panghalalang wala namang 
hatid na tunay na pagbabago sa kalagayan ng tao. Panahong usung-uso ang plagiarismo maging sa 
pinakamataas na antas ng mga mahistrado at sa Senado. Panahong mga 30milyon ng kababayan 
natin ay sadlak pa rin sa kahirapan. Sino ang hindi magiging Dismayado?

Sa panahong kami ay nagdodoktorado, natutunan namin ang mga nagiiskrimahang teorya’t 
iba’t ibang balangkas pangkaisipan. Pinasigla ng Marxismo ang aking buhay undergrad; itinulak ng 
Pantayong Pananaw ang aking Masterado, at nabantad sa Feminismo sa panahong nagdodoktorado.  
Hindi sa walang tensyon ang nagkukumpitensyang mga paradaymna ito. Tumitindig ang Marxismo 
para sa uri, iginigiit ng Pantayong Pananaw ang bayan, at matikas ang feminismo para sa 
kababaihan. Kung naguguluhan tayo sa teyorya, ang solusyon ay pakikisalamuha sa masa o sa 
bayan at kongkretong imbestigasyon ng kanilang kalagayan, interés at kaisipan. Sa ganito, 
anumang teorya na masalubong ay hindi tayo malilito. Bilang iskolar ng bayan, ang bottomline para 
sa akin ay mabuti ba ito para sa bayan? Para ba ito sa maliliit na nakararaming tao, babae’t lalake? 
Kaakibat nito ang katanungang, naiintindihan ba nila tayo? At naipauunawa ba natin ang ating 
kaisipan sa paraang maiintindihan nila? Kung makalilikha tayo ng diskurso at mapapalahok natin 
sila rito, maging kung ano ang mabuti para sa bayan mula sa ating perspektiba, ay tiyak na 
mapagtatalunan at mas mapadadalisay natin ang ating mga kaisipan at mahihila sa kung ano ang 
makabuluhan para sa bayan.

May hatid na ginhawa ang pagtatapos namin ngayong araw. Mahaba at mahirap ang binagtas 
ng paglalakbay na ito para makuha ang digring doktoral: pitong taon, siyam na taon, 20 taon para sa 
iba. Maraming masasakit na sakripisyo: lumiit ang oras ng pagtulog hanggang nabago mismo natin 
ang konsepto ng oras; bawas ang oras pampamilya; isinakripisyo ang social life, lovelife at marahil, 
pati kagandahan; may gutom, gastos, lumbay at siphayo. Noong ako ay nagko-course work, may 
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Ang Pagtulog
nang Mahimbing

(para kay Kristel at sa marami pang dinambong sa edukasyon)

Rolando B. Tolentino
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mga pagkakataong kasama ko sa klaseng panggabi ang maliit kong anak noon, 
paglabas niya ng UPIS. Noong nasa gawaing panlarangan naman, di ko malilimutan 
ang pagkadulas sa fieldwork at ang extended na pag-iyak sa dyip dahil sa mga 
natutuklasang kalagayan ng maralitang kababaihang kinapanayam. Subalit ang 
bawat panayam na ito ay paaralan ng pagkatuto.

Bago magcomprehensive exam, isinabuhay ko naman ang “read till you drop 
dead;” at totoo pala ang kawikaang “jingle lang ang pahinga.” Marami tayong 
napalitaw na pamamaraang maging sarili natin ay ating ginulat. Palagi tayong 
nagmamadali lalo na kung ikaw ay nagtatrabaho din, at kung minsan, kumakain sa 
sasakyan kung nagtitipid sa oras. Makakarinig ka pa ng ilang pagdududa tulad ng 
“baka mahirapang makatapos kasi nanay pa.” AngPhd ay hindi para sa mahihina ang 
loob, tamad at mahilig sa goodtime. Hindi rin ito para sa mga lalake lamang. Ang Phd 
ay simbolo ng puspusang paggawa, sipag, tiyaga, disiplinang pansarili at mahigpit na 
pagtangan at pagsusulong ng isang layunin. At oo naman, pweding-pwede rin ang 
mga nanay na tulad ko. :))

Ang PhD bilang huling yugto ng pagsasanay

Marahil sasang-ayon kayo sa akin, ang PhD ay hindi sapat para tayo ay 
tawaging mga dalubhasa. Marami pa tayong kakaining bigas. Kaya huwag ding 
lumaki ang mga ulo natin at panatiliing nakayapak ang paa sa lupa. Ang PhD ay 
huling yugto ng preparasyon na naghahatid sa atin sa bukana ng mataas na uri ng 
kapantasan.  Matatawag lamang tayong mga dalubhasa kung maisasabuhay natin, 
nang nagsasarili, ang tuluy-tuloy na pananaliksik at publikasyon ng mga obrang 
orihinal; nang walang tulong at kolaborasyon mula sa mga tagapayo at panelista; at 
makapagluwal, nang paulit-ulit, sa mahabang panahon, ng mga gawang bunga ng 
sariling pagdadalumat, paraan ng pagteteorya at paggawa, at sariling estilo ng 
pagsulat at paglikha. Kaya ang Phd ay isang yugto lamang, hindi pa ito ang
katapusan ng kapantasan. At ang pagtatapos ngayong araw ay ritwal lamang na
naghahatid sa atin sa tarangkahan ng mabigat na responsibilidad: ang pagpapaibayo 
ng pananaliksik na siyang tatak ng tunay na iskolar.

Hindi lamang kapantasan ang napanday sa amin sa proseso. Pinahalagahan din 
namin nang lubos ang etika. Batid natin na mahalaga ang integridad, sapagkat 
aanhin natin ang kapantasang walang etika? Pagtatawanan tayo ng lipunan. At ano 
kaya ang maiaambag ng etikang walang kapantasan? Hindi nila tayo seseryosohin.  
Walang saysay kung mawawala ang isa. At upang maisabuhay ang dalawang ito, 
kailangan ng tapang at malakas na paninindigan dahil madalas, nakakatakot ang 
katotohanan. Bilang mga iskolar ng bayan, kailangan nating mamanata sa 
Katotohanan, habang patuloy na nagpupunyaging maging mabuting tao at 
puspusang makipagkapwa-tao. Palagi nating paalalahanan ang ating mga sarili: 
naisusulong ba natin ang katwiran nang hindi natatapakan ang karapatan ng iba?
Hindi ba tayo umaabuso? Nandadaya?? Nananamantala? O nagpapagamit sa 
pwersang nagpapahirap sa bayan? Gumagawa ba tayo hindi lang para sa pansariling 
kaligayahan kundi para sa kapakinabangan din ng madla?

Pagkatapos nito, babagtasin na naman natin ang panibagong paglalakbay. 
Marahil, may mga panahong tayo’y magugulumihanan o kaya’y mawawalan ng loob. 
Ipapaalala ko ang simpleng kasabihan ng ating lahi diyan: kapag ikaw ay naliligaw sa 
gubat, baliktarin mo ang iyong damit at makararating ka sa tamang daan. Sa tingin 
ko, ang pagbaliktad ng damit ay metapora ng pagtatanghal ng loob. Ano kayang ibig 

sabihin nito? Maaari kayang saliksikin ang ating mga kalooban? At ang kaloobang 
iyan ay tigib ng mga pagpapahalagang bumubuklod sa ating lahi at iniigiban natin ng 
tapang at lakas kaya tayo nakarating sa ating kinaroroonan: ang pagpapahalaga sa 
pagkatao, pagkakapantay-pantay, kalayaan, katwiran, katarungan, at ginhawa ng 
bayan. Iyan ang kalooban ng mga Pilipino.

Maraming salamat sa lahat ng aming guro, mentor, tagapayo, kritik, sa mga 
panelista ng aming disertasyon at sa tatlong Dekano ng Tri College. Katuwang namin 
kayo sa pag-abot ng karangalang ito. Sa mga istaf administratibo sa Asian Center 
laluna kay Bb. Mila Dumlao, ang anghel ngmga estudyante saTri-College, 
tagapagpalakas ng aming loob na maging matapang at kayanin ang lahat. Salamat sa 
aking kabiyak na si Fred, sa aking mga anak, Kara, Yaoi at Yohan; sa aking magulang, 
Dolores at Renato at kapamilyang si Riza Ortiz; gayundin kay Atty. Luis Sioson, 
Torres High School Class 55 Foundation at San Beda College.

At sa mga kapwa ko magsisipagtapos, walang kukurap, ibalik sa bayan ang 
ating talino!
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Basbasan mo Panginoon ang mga kabataan at mamamayan ng ating bayan na
patuloy na nagluluksa dahil sa isang sistemang nagluluwal ng malaganap na
kahirapan at yumuyurak sa mga batayang karapatan ng taumbayan na mabuhay ng
disente at maydangal.

Bigyan mo kami ng lakas, tapang at sigla. Bigyan mo kami ng paninindigang
tumanggi sa mga katiwalian at kapalaluan. Bigyan mo kami ng pag-asa sa gitna ng
kagulumihanan at pangamba. Bigyan mo kami ng matatag na diwa upang
ipagpatuloy ang laban para sa kagalingan ng aming bayan. Bigyan mo kami ng
pananampalatayang makakamit din namin ang katarungan at paglaya. Ito ang
aming dalangin. Amen.

Tula

Kay Kristel (Excerpt)
Rogelio L. Ordoñez

(naglagablab ang utak ko
nag-alipato ang mga himaymay
sa pagragasa ng kumukulong dugo
mula sa naghihimagsik na puso…)

isa kang bagong bumubukadkad na rosas
wala sa panahong pinigtal
sa tangkay ng buhay
sa daluhong ng daluyong ng dalita
ng di makatarungang lipunan
gayong mabubulas naman
mahalimuyak ang mga orkidyas
na patuloy na dinidilig
ng dugo’t luha ng mga sawimpalad
sa hardin ng palasyo’t mansiyon
ng mga diyus-diyosang mandurugas.

o isa ka lamang naligaw na bulaklak
sa inakala mong halamanan
ng mumunting pangarap?
di inisip na kuta
ng mga hari-harian sa lipunan
ang iyong patutunguhan
walang puwang doon ang bulsang walang laman
at kumakalam na tiyan at damit na sinulsihan
di nila mauunawaan ang tagulaylay
ng lugaming puso’t nalilitong isipan
sapagkat rosas kang bubukadkad lamang
kapag naitaboy na ang itim na ulap
sa nananangis na kalawakan
rosas kang bubukadkad lamang
kapag naglagablab na ang silangan
kapag nag-alipato ang mga talahib sa kaparangan

Liturhiya
Ika-40 Araw Mula nang Pagkamatay ni Kristel Tejada

24 Abril 2013
Church of the Risen Lord, UP Diliman

Hudyat ng pagsisimula: Bells
Awit ng lahat: HINDI KITA MALILIMUTAN
Layunin ng Pagtitipon: MARION JIMENEZ TAN, Vice-Chancellor for Student Affairs, UP 
Diliman

Ika 40 araw ngayon mula nang namatay ang isang napakabatang iskolar ng bayan.
Si Kristel Tejada, panganay na anak nina Christopher at Blesilda Tejada. Ate nina
Krizia, Khristian and Khristoff.

Nagtitipon tayo ngayong gabi para ipagdasal si Kristel at para sa kanyang walang
hanggang kapayapaan.

Nagtitipon tayo ngayong gabi para muling ipahayag na hindi natin makakalimutan
si Kristel at ang aral ng kanyang buhay at kamatayan.

Nagtitipon tayo ngayong gabi para pagtibayin ang ating panata, ang panata nina
Christopher at Blesilda na hindi maging walang saysay ang pagkamatay ni Kristel
dahil patuloy at patuloy nating itataguyod ang karapatan sa edukasyon ng mga
kabataang Pilipino.

Patuloy at patuloy nating ipaglalaban ang pag-alis ng mga patakaran at polisiya sa
Unibersidad ng Pilipinas na lalong nagpapahirap na makapasok at makapanatili ang 
mahihirap na estudyante sa pamantasan ng bayan.

Patuloy at patuloy nating itataguyod ang edukasyon bilang karapatan ng mamamayan.

Patuloy at patuloy nating ipaglalaban ang isang sistema ng lipunan na mapagkalinga
sa nakararami at may tunay na hustisyang panlipunan!

AWIT NG LAHAT: WALANGSINUMAN ANG NABUBUHAY

Panalangin: Lahat

Umaasa kami Panginoon na kapiling ninyo ang aming mahal na Kristel. Bigyan mo
siya nang walang hanggang kapayapaan.

Basbasan mo Panginoon ang mga nagmamahal kay Kristel: ang kanyang ama, ina at
mga kapatid na patuloy na nagluluksa sa maagang pagpanaw ng kanilang minamahal
at patuloy na naninindigan na hindi dapat mawalang saysay ang kanyang pagkamatay.

Basbasan mo Panginoon ang mga kapwa iskolar ng bayan ni Kristel, ang mga guro,
kawani at komunidad ng Unibersidad ng Pilipinas na patuloy na nagluluksa para sa
kanya at sa lahat ng iskolar ng bayan at kabataan na pinagkakaitan ng karapatan sa
edukasyon.
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kapag namula na ang mga lansangan sa kalunsuran
at nadurog na’t napulbos nang lubusan
mga moog ng inhustisya’t kasakiman
ng uring mapagsamantala sa lipunan…

asahan mong di magmamaliw ang pagmamahal
ng mga kapatid mong magigiting
sa laya’t ligaya ng masang sambayanan
at madamdamin silang patuloy na magsasayaw
sa musika ng lagablab ng apoy
upang mabulas na mapamukadkad
mga rosas na kagaya mo.

HOMILY:  Bishop Jessie Suarez, Incoming Chaplain, Church of the Risen Lord

AWIT:

Tagapanguna- Perlita Raña: Atin ngayong tawagan ang mga kinatawanng pamilya
ni Kristel, estudyante, guro, kawani at manininda sa komunidad sa Ritwal ng 
pagaalaala at panata

Unang pagbasa: Christopher Tejada: “Huwag naman sanang makalimutan ng
sambayanang Pilipino ang nasimulang laban ng aming anak. Huwag na sana nating
hintayin pang magkaroon ng isa pang Kristel Tejada bago kumilos ang dapat
kumilos sa isyu ng edukasyon. Let's move as one nation! Usapin ito ng karaniwang
karapatan ng isang mamamayang Pilipino sa kanyang sariling bansang Pilipinas.
Natatandaan ko pa nung araw kapag naririnig ko, "Kung hindi ngayon - Kailan?
Kung hindi ako - Sino?". Ito ang gusto kong ipahiwatig sa inyong lahat, ngayon na
Ang KAILAN! at si Kristel na yung kung SINO! Kasama ko ba kayo ngayon Bansang
Pilipinas?

Ikalawang pagbasa: Estudyante-AlyssaMariel Suico: Patuloy kaming
napopoot sa nangyari sa kapwa naming Iskolar ng Bayan na si Kristel Tejada.
Bilang mga mag aaral ng UP, tungkulin namin ang pagtindig para sa karapatan sa 
edukasyon at pagkondena sa anumang mga hakbangin para higit na ipagkait ito sa 
mas maraming bilang ng kabataan at mamamayan.

Naninindigan kami na hindi katanggap-tanggap ang anumang pagtataas ng mga
bayarin sa pamantasan, lalo na sa panahong ito ng tumitinding kahirapan, at lalo na
sa mga state university. Nakakapangamba ito lalo na sa ilalim ng programa ng
gubyernong Aquino para sa edukasyon na nakadireksyon sa todo-todong
pagkakaltas ng pondo, pagkokomersyalisa at pagtataas ng matrikula. Naninindigan
kaming hindi kami titigil sa paggigiit na ang edukasyon ay karapatan ng mamamayan. 

Ikatlong pagbasa: Guro: Sophia Guillermo (Mula sa tula ni Joi Barrios)
Sa nakatirik na mga kandila
At sa balabal ng pagluluksa,
Tayo rin ay sumusumpa.
Ipaglaban ang marapat.

Edukasyon sa lahat,
At sa bawat mahirap,
Ay dangal, ay lakas,
At pag-angkin sa bukas.

Ikaapat na pagbasa: Mamamayan sa Komunidad ng UP- Edna Siladan Sinoy:
Nagluluksa kami sa pagkamatay ng anak naming si Kristel. Naghihimagsik ang
damdamin naming sa hirap na dinanas niya sa murang edad. Nagningitngit kami sa
kamanhidan ng mga nasa kapangyarihan sa unibersidad sa pagduruasa ng mga
iskolar ng bayan dahil sa napakamahal na matrikula. Higit pa, nasusuka kami sa
kainutilan ng CHED at gobyernong Aquino sa harap ng problema.

Tulad ng dati, sasama kami para bigyang katarungan si Kristel at lahat ng iskolar
ng bayang nahihirapan. Sa lipunang ito, sila na lamang ang aming pag-asa.

Ikalimang pagbasa: Kawani ng UP: Felix Pariñas: Higit na mabibigyang-kabuluhan ang 
sakripisyo ni Kristel Tejada hindi lamang sa pagtanggal ng forced leave of absence 
bilang polisiya at iba pang anti-mahirap na mga probisyon ng code, o kaya’y ang 
simpleng “reporma” sa STFAP, kundi sa pamamagitan ng pagsulong ng edukasyon 
bilang karapatan at pagpapatuloy ng panawagan sa pamahalaang Aquino na ibigay 
nang buong-buo ang subsidyo sa UP at iba pang state universities, at itigil ang 
komersyalisasyon at pribatisasyon ng edukasyon.

Tagapanguna: Hinihiling naming mabigyang katarungan ang kamatayan ni Kristel. 
Bigyan kami ng pag-asa at pagtitiwala na ang pamamayani ng katarungan ay 
magaganap.

Tagapanguna: Alayan natin ng mga pula at puting rosas si Kristel at ang mga
kabataang pinagkaitan ng karapatan na mabuhay nang disente sa ating bayan.
Ang halimuyak ng kanilang alaala ay ating langhapin at ipanata natin ang ating
patuloy na paglaban para sa katarungan. Gayundin, sa pagsisindi ng kandila atin
muling pagtibayin ang ating panata sa pagtataguyod ng karapatan ng kabataan at ng
mamamayan.

(pag-aalay ng bulaklak habang inaawit ang PAG-IBIG SA TINUBUANG
LUPA )

Tagapanguna: Sindihan natin ang mga kandila at awitin natin bilang panghuling
awit ang UP Nating Mahal

Paanyaya sa lahat na dumalo sa Pagtatapos ng Mag-aaral sa UPDiliman sa Abril 28,
alas 4 ng hapon. Isuot ang itim na ribbon na may nakatitik na Justice for Kristel!
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Kumbakit Hindi Ako Tumutula 
Tungkol Kay Kristel, 

Sa Sabah, Sa Tubbataha, Kay Kris 
at Sa Maraming Pang Usaping 

Panglipunan

Axel Pinpin
25 Marso 2013

I
Dahil tiwala ako sa kilo-kilometrong linya,
talinhaga at mga tugma ng kapwa makatang
hindi nagpapabaya na bumuhay
ng patay. At mag-alay din ng hininga.

Dahil tiwala ako sa propaganda
ng pamalit na peryodismo ng pagpapahayag
sa iglap na pag-unat
ng mga nalukot na plakard sa bulsa.

Dahil tiwala ako sa talakayan
sa mga ilalim ng niyugan
at panabi ng iras ng palayan
kahit walang ngalan ang tagapagsalita.

Dahil tiwala ako sa nasusunog na silya
na kailanman ay hindi maaabo
ang baga at patuloy na papaso
sa puso nilang ni hindi man lamang nangamba.

II
Sapagkat ang nawala-sa-uso,
ang nangangailangan ng salabat
ay hindi ang mga effigy
at Ibagsak na koro.
Mga bangketang sanaysay
na kaaya-ayang basahin
nilang mamahigit tatlong libo
na may pangmatrikula,
mga tampok na eskinitang opinyon
sa bitwing peryodiko
na hindi malaman kung pusa
o leyong-bungi-ang-pangil --
kaykikitid na bangketa at eskinita.

Kaykikitid na bigong kikitil sa litid.
Bangketang nabakuran ang kaliwa
o kanang sulyap
na parang aplaya ng di-masisid na dagat
ng pagmamahal-sa sarili
ang avenida ng kanilang pag-unawa sa lipunan.
Mundo nila ang eskinitang
pinagkakaingat-ingatan
ang paghakbang at pagkakatapilok,
o magasgas ang balikat
sa mga pader
na kailanman ay hindi nila tatangkaing
buwagin.
Sila ang nalaos. Sila ang namaos.

III
Hindi ako tumutula para sa kanila
dahil si Kristel ay isa nang elehiya.
Dahil ang Sabah ay isang parang sabil
at ang Tubbataha ay epikong matatabil.

Si Kris ay perpektong komedya
habang ang buong lipunan ay trahedya.
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Lason

Joi Barrios
Member, Alliance of Concerned Teachers

Lason.
Totoo.
Lason nga ang pumugto
Sa hininga
ni Kristel Tejada,
Mag-aaral na hindi makapag-aral,
Estudyanteng may utang.

Lason.
Ang lason ay di lamang ang likido
Na sumunog sa kanyang sikmura
Di lamang opisyal
Na tinawag na walang puso
Di lamang pamantasan
Na nagsara ng pintuan,
Kundi kahirapan.
Kahirapan.

Kumakapit tayo sa patalim,
Pagkat tayo’y nagigipit,
Sa gilid ng bangin ay natutulak,
Pagkat ang dalita’y marahas.
Sa apoy ay nagpapatupok,
Dahil binubusabos
Ng bayang nagdarahop.

Ngunit hindi rito natatapos
Ang salaysay ng mag-aaral
Na hindi makapag-aral
At ng lasong kumitil sa kanyang buhay
Sa nakatirik na mga kandila
At sa balabal ng pagluluksa,
Tayo rin ay sumusumpa.
Ipaglaban ang marapat.
Edukasyon sa lahat,
At sa bawat mahirap,
Ay dangal, ay lakas,
At pag-angkin sa bukas.

Absent si Kristel

Mark Angeles

Absent na naman si Kristel?
Patay siya kay ma’am!
Kakasimula pa lang ng 2nd semester.
Baka hindi siya payagang mag-exam.
INC na ‘yan sa class card.
Baka nag-cutting class.
Tanga! Masipag ‘yun mag-aral.
Ikaw ba naman Iskolar ng Bayan.
Future Psychologist ng Bayan.
Tagasuri ng palagay ng bayan.
Tagatuwid ng kiwang.
May nag-text na ba sa kanya?
Baka hindi niya alam
dito tayo magkaklase sa AVR.
Baka late lang.
Baka natrapik.
Baka naman na-ospital.
Baka walang baon.
Nagtitipid. Sabagay,
di ba siya ang panganay?
Baka walang pamasahe.
Anak ng taxi driver,
ni walang pantraysikel?
Na-late lang daw ng bayad.
Sabi sa inyo, late lang.
Teka. Hindi yata pinayagan.
Magbabayad na nga, ba’t ayaw?
Baka sipain siya sa UP.
Haharangin sila ni Oble.
LOA lang daw. Kunwari
magta-travel abroad.
Ang unfair naman. Kapitbahay
pa naman natin ang Supreme Court.
Ngeh! PGH nga ibebenta
sa kung sinong landlord.
I-check n’yo nga sa attendance.
O, tingnan n’yo, wala.
Meron o. Heto asa dulo.
Asa dulo ng listahan
kahit alphabetical?
Heto buo niyang pangalan—
ginilitan.
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Tangina. Ano ‘to pera-pera
ang labanan?
Next time sino naman ang gigilitan?
Ikaw.
Hindi ano. Baka ikaw.
Hindi. Ikaw.
Pota! Ano ito, maalis taya?
Future natin ang nakataya
dito. Ilalaban ko future ko.
Ako rin.
Asan na ba ‘yung memo?
Bakit? Pupunitin ko.
Tapos? Isasaksak ko sa bunganga
nung lintek na pumirma.
Maghunos-dili ka. Marami sila.
Nagkalat sila sa iba’t ibang state u,
nakaupo sila sa gobyerno.
Ayos lang, pre. Mas marami tayo.

Waling-waling
b. April 3, 1926 - d. August 16, 1977

Tomas Talledo

Our vision-quest starts by unloading all
those indulgence and self-absorption
since to go full-time is straight readiness

An awakening into the hot horizon of
phosphorous politics and a savoring
of sweet coffee flowers of Alibunan.

Noticeable by the wayside, the loveliness of
waling-waling marks the path of our
arduous journey and chosen simplicity.

We've decided to trade fear for anchorage,
anxiety for solidarity and, yes, in the haziness
of our panglakaton – the clear announcement

Coronacion Chiva-Togonon, R.I.P.
New People's Army
Mother of Revolutionaries
Servant-Martyr of the People
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Sektoral na Kampanya 
Agosto 2, 2013
Para sa: Balangay at kasapi ng ACT
Mula sa: Pambansang Pamunuan ng ACT
Hinggil sa: Sektoral na Kampanya (August to December)
===============================================================

Tulad ng inaasahan, iniyabang ni Pnoy sa kanyang SONA ang mga nakamit na tagumpay ng kanyang 
administrasyon. Pinuri nya ang Dep Ed at ang kalihim nito na si Sec. Bro Armin. Ngunit nakalimutan 
niyang purihin o bangitin man lang ang mga naging sakripisyo atdedikasyon ng mga guro at kawani 
na siyang nagpasan sa mga kakulangan ng ahensya. Sa kabila ng kanyang pagyayabang , bagsak 
parin ang binigay na grado ng ACT sa kanyang performance.

Kampanya para sa Salary increase at ang Pagbasura sa PBB

Ibinasura ng administrasyong Pnoy ang HB 2142 o ang Salary Upgrading Act na ipinanukala ng ACT 
Teachers noong15th Congress sa kabila ng 180 mahigit na congressman ang pumirma as co- author. 
Ipinalit nya ang merit based incentive system o ang PBB. Sa ganitong iskema wala tayong aasahang 
pagtaas sa sweldo kung ang administrasyong Pnoy lamang ang masusunod.

PBB: Pnoy pamBabarat, pamBubusabos!

Ang Performance Based Bonus ay hinalaw sa Two-tiered wage system na ipinatupad ng rehimeng 
Aquino para sa mga manggagawa sa pribadong sektor na ngayon ay ipinapatupad narin sa hanay ng 
mga guro at kawani sa pampublikong sektor para daw makatipid ang gobyerno sa gastusin nito. Ito 
ay mga patakarang dikta ng IMF, World Bank at ADB.

Meritocracy o Merit Based ang eskema ng pagbibigay ng sweldo, insentibo at benepisyo. Habang 
direktang niyuyurakan naman nito ang karapatan ng mga Unyon ng mga Mangagawa, Guro at 
kawani para sa paggigiit ng CBA at CNA, walang seguridad sa trabaho at kontraktualisasyon ng mga 
mangagawa. Ito ang esensya ng “Cheap Labor Policy” ng sistemang kapitalismo na ipinapatupad 
naman ng rehimeng Aquino.

Habang namigay ang administrasyong Pnoy ng P10,000 sa  mga kawani ng DPWH bilang 
anniversary bonus, daang libo para sa PBB ng mga executives ng MWSS at P1.198-bilyon para sa 
bagong baril ng pulis, patuloy namang pinaaasa ang mga guro at kawani sa PBB. 

Pilit na isinusubo sa atin ang PBB bilang pamalit sa salary increase at pagtanggal naman sa iba pang 
mga benepisyong napagtagumpayan na natin at tinatamasa na. Kinaltasan ng P5, 000 ang dating 
P10,000 na PEI na natatanggap natin. Tatanggalin narin ang P2,000 PIB na natatanggap natin tuwing 
Abril taon-taon.

Layunin ng PBB na ipatupad ang salary freeze at merit based incentive system. Ito na ang magiging 
kapalit na mga across the board increase's sa  mga government employee. 

Sa esensya divisive, deceptive at discriminatory ang PBB. Ipinakita nito sa implementasyon sa NCR. 
Lumalabas sa naging ranking sa NCR  para sa PBB, sa  53,580 personnel ng De Ed 196 indibidwal 
lamang ang nakakuha ng excellent  (P35,000) ranking mula sa 6 out of 749 na paralaan sa NCR 
habang  P23,266 naman ang nakatanggap o 42.25% ng kabuuang Dep Ed teaching personnel na 
kalakhan ay mula sa HS. Ipinakita sa naging ranking sa NCR; 
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Sa 749 schools sa NCR  na may 53,580 teaching personnel ,  1%  lamang ang nakatangap ng P35,000, 
habang  42.25% o 23,266  teachers ang nakatangap ng P5000.  

Nagdulot ng demoralisasyon at pagkakahati hati ang PBB sa hanay ng guro. 

Walang binangit  si  Pnoy kaugnay sa sweldo ng guro at kawani sa nakaraang sona;

Ayon sa Ibon :

“Hindi makasabay sa pagsirit ng presyo ang nakapakong sahod. Sa National Capital Region (NCR), 
lampas doble na ang inilapad ng agwat sa pagitan ng minimum na sahod at ng family living wage 
(FLW) o ang halagang tinatayang kailangan ng isang pamilyang may limang myembro upang 
matugunan ang mga batayang pangangailangan nila sa araw-araw. Ang Php456 na minimum na sahod 
ay 43.9% lamang ng Php1,040 FLW. Tumaas ang agwat sa pagitan ng minimum na sahod at FLW mula 
Php277 o 49.2% noong Hunyo 2003 patungong Php584 o 56.1% nitong Hunyo 2013.”

Ang sweldo nating mga guro na P18,459 ay kapos na kapos para sa buwanang gastusin at 
pangangailangan. Kung ihahambing sa family living allowance na P1,040 kada araw , ang P615 
(18,549 monthly salary) per day na sweldo ng isang guro ay kapos ng P425 eto ay kung walang kaltas 
o bawas sa buwanang sweldo. Sa realidad ang take home pay ng isang guro ay aabot lamang sa P6000 
to 10,000 kada buwan. 

Para makatawid sa buwanang gastusin pwersadong nag sasangla ng ATM para maka utang ang isang 
guro. Dahil sa ganitong kalagayan madalas din silang nabibiktima ng LOANSHARKs na napakataas ang 
interes at kadalasa'y may koneksyon sa division office ng Dep Ed. Ang iba naman ay tumatakbo sa mga 
lending institution gaya ng Manila Teachers Savings and Loan na mataas din ang interes na 
pinapatong.

Sa ganitong konteksto nais nating ipwesto muli ang kampanya at laban para sa PAGTAAS NG SWELDO 
NG MGA GURO AT KAWANI.

Sentral at pangunahing kampanya natin para sa buwan ng Agosto hanggang Disyembre ang:  Sweldo 
ng teachers at kawani itaas! PBB ibasura! House Bill 245 ipasa!

Sa pagbubukas ng 16th Congress nag panukala ang ACT Teachers ng HB 245 na naglalayong itaas ang 
sweldo ng guro sa 25,000 mula sa 18,459 at 15,000 para sa kawani. Kaakibat ng HB 245 nag file din 
ang ACT Teachers ng HB247 na naglalayong itaas ang perssonal exemption na binabayarang buwis ng 
guro at kawani at ang HB 250 na nag tataas sa Personal Economic and Relief Assistance o PERA mula 
P2000 patungong P4000.

Bukod sa mababang sweldo na riyan parin ang problema sa;

- Mga anti guro at anti kawaning patakaran ng GSIS gaya ng CLASP. Nariyan parin ang problema ng 
delayed posting of payment at di matapos na pag reconcile ng records. Bukod sa mga patakarang ito, 
binatikos natin ang ginawang investment ng GSIS sa Leisure and Resorts  World upang magtayo ng 
malaking pasugalan sa Pilipinas

Nananatiling napakaliit din ng sweldo ng mga guro at kawani sa mga pribadong paaralan at patuloy 
na siniskil ang kanilang karapatan sa pag uunyon. Laganap din ang kontraktwalisasyon sa mga 
pribadong paaralan at ibang pa nga ay hindi sinusunod ang minimum wage.

Patuloy ang pagbaba ng subsidyo ng gobyerno sa SUCs sa nakaraang dekada, ayon  sa congressional 
Planning Budget Reasearch Dept (CPBRD)  lumiit sa 0.29% ngayong 2013  para sa 110 SUCs ang 
kabuuang subsidy mula sa 0.41% para sa 81 SUCs noong 1991.  Resulta ng ganitong pagtitipid ang 
pag papatupad ng komersyalisasyon at pribatisasyon ng edukasyon sa SUCs. Wala ring inilaan na 
dag dag budget sa paglikha ng bagong item para sa guro at kawani at dahil sa walang bagong ITEM 
na nilikha , kontraktwalisasyon ng mga guro at kawani ang kanilang naging solusyon. 

Pangkalahatang Layunin ng Kampanya

1. Muling pasiglahin ang ating kampanya para sa salary increase ng mga guro at kawani.  Itambol sa 
buong kapuluan an gating panawagan para sa pagtaas ng sweldo ng guro at kawani. 
2. Kaakibat ng kampanya para sa salary increase, Ilantad at labanan natin ang anti guro at anti 
kawaning  katangian ng PBB.
3. Pakilusan  ang malawak na bilang ng masang guro at kawani. Mag kapag pasulpot ng marming 
aktibistang at lider guro para sa kampanya.
4. Ilantad at labanan ang mga kontra mamayang at maka dayuhang patakaran sa edukasyon gaya ng 
K12, pribatisasyon at liberalisasyon sa SUCs.
5. Makapag buo ng malapad na alyansa para sa mga isyung at kampanyang isusulong gaya ng 
alyansa para sa salary increase, budget increase at iba pa.

Islogan
1. Sweldo ng guro at kawani itaas! House Bill 245 Ipasa Na.
2. PBB ni pinoy ibasura.
3 . Ibasura ang K12 !
4. Tutulan at labanan ang pribatisasyon ng serbisyong panlipunan. Dagdagan ang badyet para sa 
kalusugan, edukasyon at pabahay! 

Iba pang sektoral isyu

Kampanya para sa pagtaas ng BUDGET sa EDUKASYON.

Magsisimula na ang budget deliberation sa kongresso ngayong August, isasalang na ang proposed  
P2.27 trillion budget para sa taong 2014. Nakalaan ang P255.2 billion para sa Department of 
Education.  Sa pangkalahatan, ang 2014 budget ng gobyerno ay naka tuon parin sa pagbabayad sa 
dayuhang utang (automatic debt payment) at papalaking budget sa military. Bukod sa foreign debt 
payment at military budget, papalaki rin ang budget sa Conditional Cash Transfer o CCT at iba pang 
prayoridad na programa ng gobyernong Aquino. 
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kalusugan, edukasyon at pabahay! 

Iba pang sektoral isyu

Kampanya para sa pagtaas ng BUDGET sa EDUKASYON.

Magsisimula na ang budget deliberation sa kongresso ngayong August, isasalang na ang proposed  
P2.27 trillion budget para sa taong 2014. Nakalaan ang P255.2 billion para sa Department of 
Education.  Sa pangkalahatan, ang 2014 budget ng gobyerno ay naka tuon parin sa pagbabayad sa 
dayuhang utang (automatic debt payment) at papalaking budget sa military. Bukod sa foreign debt 
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Sa panahon ng budget deliberation sa kongresso at senado, patatampukin natin ang panawagan para 
sa:

Fight for Greater education budget! 6% of GDP!
No to Pork Barrel! No to Graft, Corruption & Plunder! No to war budget! Yes to Greater Budget to 
Education, Health, Housing & Social Services!
Fight for P500 Annual Medical Check-up!
Pondohan ang CNA benefits! Ibasura ang PBB!
Tutulan at labanan ang pribatisasyon ng serbisyong panlipunan. Dagdagan ang badyet para sa 
kalusugan, edukasyon at pabahay! 

Nakatakda sa September 9 2013 ang deliberasyon ng DEd Ed budget. Mananawagan tayo ng malaking 
pagkilos ng guro sa kongresso.

(Maglalabas ng hiwalay na kritik o pahayag kaugnay sa 2014 Budget)

World Teachers Day Celebration

September to October 5 World Teachers Month

Isang buwang selebrasyon ng DepEd ng World Teachers Day (WTD) na rururok sa OCT 5. Gaya noong 
nakaraan mag kakaroon ng di sentralisadong pagtitipon ng guro ang dep ed sa ibat ibang rehiyon. Sa 
ating bahagi, magkakaroon din tayo ng mga counterpart de centralize celebration. Kung kakayanin 
pamunuaan natin ang mga selebrasyon/activity ng DepEd o di kaya magakaroon ng hiwalay.

Maksimisahan natin ang mga ganitong pagtitipon para patampukin ang ating kampanya para sa 
salary increase at iba pang kahilingan.

Para sa pagtatapos ng WTD celebration at sa araw ng October 5 mananawagan ang pambansang 
opisina na isang NATIONAL COORDINATED PROTEST ACTION. Na panguanhing dala ang isyu para sa 
pagtaas sa sweldo ng guro at kawani.

Ispesyal na kampanya

Celebrate 150th Birth Anniversary of Andress Bonifacio! Resist Imperialist War, Domination & 
Intervention.
- Photo Exhibit
- Poster Making contest in coopertation with IBON.
- Essay Making Contest.
- Forum
- Module

Iba Pang Multi Sektoral na Panawagan
Ibasura ang onerous Concession Agreement sa pagitan ng MWSS at ng Maynilad at Manila Water! 
Singilin, pagbayarin at kasuhan ang lahat na salarin!

Multisectoral Slogans 

Singilin at labanan ang papet at pahirap na rehimeng US- Aquino! 
Makibaka para sa tunay na pagbabago! Makibaka para sa pambansang demokrasya! 
Itakwil ang huwad na kaunlaran ni Aquino! Sahod itaas! Presyo Ibaba! Labanan ang pagtaas ng singil 
sa kuryente, tubig at iba pang serbisyo! 
Ipaglaban ang tunay na reporma sa lupa! Itakwil at labanan ang hacenderong pangulo! Ipamahagi 
ang Hacienda Luisita! 
Palayasin ang tropang Kano sa bansa! Ibasura ang MDT at VFA! 
Biguin ang Oplan Bayanihan! Panagutin si Aquino sa mga paglabag sa karapatang pantao! 
Muling buksan ang usapang pangkayapaan sa NDFP! Itaguyod ang mga naunang kasunduang 
bilateral! 
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The Justice for Kristel Alliance on 
“The Committee Report on the Review 

of Articles 330, 430 and 431”: 
Unacceptable

June 20, 2013
 

The policy statement of the UP Board of Regents is very clear: "No qualified UP student shall be 
denied access to education due to financial incapacity (April 12, 2013)." It follows that the anti-
student provisions of the UP Code must be revoked and replaced particularly Articles 330, 430 and 
431.  

 
The UP President created a committee to review these articles as a response to the public 

indignation over the death of Kristel Tejada. However the President's instruction to the committee 
with its emphasis on  "the need to ensure integrity, internal control and regulatory compliance in the 
operation of the University" is disappointing. The subtext of this instruction is that any moves to 
revoke or revise the anti-student and anti-poor articles should be mindful of existing policies in the 
University, especially when it comes to matriculation. There is therefore no room for allowing 
students with outstanding financial obligations to continue enrolling at UP unless they settle their 
loans within the semester.

 
The President's committee's recommended changes, upon close scrutiny, do nothing to change  

the anti-student, anti-poor nature of the three articles in the UP Code. Despite the recommended 
revision to include the phrase "unless authorized by the university registrar in exceptional cases (Art. 
431)," the enforcement of exceptions remains arbitrary.

 
We find the situation of allowing our student's fate to rest on the “discretion” or "magnanimity" 

of individual administrators unacceptable. This was what happened to Kristel Tejada. For the 
University to be truly pro-poor and pro-student, there should be an explicit declaration that students 
will be allowed to continuously enroll and that they can settle their obligations upon graduation.

 
As early as May 31, 2013, the Justice for Kristel Alliance and UP Kilos Na already submitted to 

the UP Diliman Chancellor our proposals to replace the anti-student codal provisions. That the 
committee rejected our recommendations to revoke the articles and revise them in such a way that 
gives more teeth to the BOR policy is unfortunate, especially in the light of the death of a UP Manila 
freshman student who failed to enroll due to financial incapacity.

 
Our message to the BOR is very clear: Our recommendations to revoke the current content of 

Articles 330, 430 and 431 and replace them with substantive amendments are consistent with the 
spirit and letter of the April 12, 2013 BOR policy that “No qualified UP student shall be denied access 
to education due to financial incapacity.”

 
Compare the JFK (Justice for Kristel) Alliance recommendations with those of the UP 

President's Committee (Committee)
 
 

FROM
 
ART. 327-- CURRENT
No student shall be denied admission to the University System by reason of age, sex, nationality, 
religious belief, or political affiliations.
ART. 327--JFK
No student shall be denied admission to the University System by reason of age, sex, nationality, 
religious belief, political affiliations or financial incapacity.
 
ART. 330--CURRENT
No person who has not duly matriculated may be admitted to the classes. In exceptional cases, the 
Dean of Admissions may, on the recommendation of the Dean or Director concerned, authorize the 
admission of a visitor to a class for not more than five sessions.
ART. 330--JFK
 No qualified UP student shall be denied admission to his/her classes on the sole basis of non 
payment of matriculation fees.
ART. 330--Committee
No person who has not duly matriculated may attend classes. In exceptional cases, the University 
Registrar may, on the recommendation of the Dean or Director concerned authorize enlistment and 
attendance to the classes. 
 
ART. 430--CURRENT
Students who are indebted to the Student Loan Board, their sureties and parents or guardians shall 
be notified that such indebtedness must be paid in full one month before the final semestral 
examinations begin.
ART. 430--JFK
Students who have outstanding loans with the University shall be notified, together with their 
parents or guardians, that such indebtedness must be paid in full before their diplomas, transcript of 
records, clearance and other academic credentials are released. Pending the full payment of their 
outstanding loans, students will be given a certification that they have finished all academic 
requirements and that their academic credentials will only be released upon settling such loans.
ART. 430 --Committee
Students who are indebted to the student loan board, their co-debtors and parents or guardians, shall 
be notified that such indebtedness must be paid in full before the following registration period.
 
ART. 431 --CURRENT
If a student fails to settle his account at the time herein provided, the faculty members should either 
bar the delinquent student from taking the examinations or, if they allow him to take the 
examinations, to withhold his grades  that is, instead of indicating the grades, the faculty members 
should write a note in the “remarks” column “Has account with the Student Loan Board.” If the 
account is not settled by the opening of the following semester, the student may not be allowed to 
register.
ART. 431  --JFK
A student who  fails to settle his or her account within a semester because of financial incapacity as 
attested to by his/her parent, guardian or professor, shall not be barred from attending his or her 
classes, nor his or her grades withheld due to non-payment of tuition and other fees. A student with 
outstanding loans shall be allowed to register in the next semester.
ART. 431---Committee
If a student fails to settle her/his account at the time herein provided, s/he may not be allowed to 
register the following semester, unless authorized by the University Registrar in exceptional cases
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Justice for Kristel: Proposed 
Amendments to Anti-Poor Student UP 

Codal Provisions
June 7, 2013 

Last March 25, 2013 the Justice for Kristel, Assert the Right to Education Alliance which included 
Christopher and Blesilda Tejada, Kristel's parents, held a dialogue with President Pascual and asked 
him to revoke anti-poor student provisions of the UP System Code which were used as justification 
for the Forced Leave of Absence Policy (FLOA) of the Chancellor and Vice Chancellor of UP Manila in 
the case of Kristel. The Alliance also called for the scrapping of STFAP and for making UP education 
free. 

 
President Pascual asked the alliance to submit to his office the specific codal provisions which 

are anti-poor students. On April 8, 2013, the Alliance, through Student Regent Cleve Kevin Arguilles, 
submitted a letter to President Pascual enumerating the codal provisions as well as illustrations of 
specific practices  in UP Manila, UP Los Banos and UP Diliman which emanated from these 
provisions.

 
On April 12, 2013, the Board of Regents issued a policy statement declaring that " NO QUALIFIED 

UP STUDENT SHALL BE DENIED ACCESS TO EDUCATION DUE TO FINANCIAL INCAPACITY.”
 
Last May 31, President Pascual issued Executive Order No. PAEP 13-04 authorizing the 

Chancellors of the UP CUs and the Dean of UP Cebu to approve on a case-to-case basis appeals of 
students and/or their parents for student "loans of up to 100% of fees".

 
While, the policy statement and the Executive Order are responses by the BOR and the UP 

Administration to the clamor that what happened to Kristel Tejada should not be repeated, the 
concrete demands forwarded by the Justice for Kristel, Assert Right to Education Alliance have not 
been addressed. 

 
Hence, the Alliance is sharing with the public its proposed amendments to specific anti-poor 

student codal provisions which are now inconsistent with the BOR policy statement. These will be 
submitted to the University authorities in time for the June 20 Board of Regents meeting.
 

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE UP SYSTEM CODE ANTI-POOR STUDENT PROVISIONS
Justice for Kristel, Assert Right to Education Alliance 

27 May 2013
 
INTRODUCTION
 

The case of Kristel Tejada, and many other unnamed students who have had to go on leave from 
their studies in UP due to financial constraints clearly demonstrated that there are university policies 
that make it difficult for economically disadvantaged students to remain and finish their studies in UP. 

 

As duty bearers of the right to education, UP as the national university, must not only eliminate 
any and all obstacles and barriers which prevent students from fully enjoying this right; UP must 
take affirmative actions to  create favorable conditions so that our students' right to accessible 
quality education are protected, promoted and fulfilled to the fullest.

 
Consistent with the policy statement approved by the Board of Regents last April 12, 2013 

which states that “No qualified UP student shall be denied access to education due to financial 
incapacity”, we call  on the UP Board of Regents to immediately revoke the current provisions of 
Articles 327, 330, 430 And 431 of the UP Code and replace them with provisions consistent with the 
April 12 policy statement.

 
Specifically, we propose the following changes:

 
Chapter 44 (Admission), page 82
 
ART. 327
 
FROM: No student shall be denied admission to the University System by reason of age, sex, 
nationality, religious belief, or political affiliations.
 
TO: No student shall be denied admission to the University System by reason of age, sex, nationality, 
religious belief, political affiliations or financial incapacity.
 
Justification:      The phrase “or financial incapacity” incorporates the policy of the Board of Regents 
that “NO QUALIFIED UP STUDENT SHALL BE DENIED ACCESS TO EDUCATION DUE TO FINANCIAL 
INCAPACITY.” The policy, based on the minutes of the 1,287th BOR meeting (April 12, 2013), seeks 
“to ensure that students, especially those from the low-income brackets...finish their UP education 
despite financial constraints.”
 
Chapter 44 (Admission), page 82
 
ART. 330
 
FROM: No person who has not duly matriculated may be admitted to the classes. In exceptional 
cases, the Dean of Admissions may, on the recommendation of the Dean or Director concerned, 
authorize the admission of a visitor to a class for not more than five sessions.
 
TO: A student who has not duly matriculated may be admitted to the classes. No qualified UP student 
shall be denied admission to his/her classes on the sole basis of non payment of matriculation fees.
 
Justification:     At present, Art. 330 is inconsistent with the BOR policy that “NO QUALIFIED UP 
STUDENT SHALL BE DENIED ACCESS TO EDUCATION DUE TO FINANCIAL INCAPACITY.”
 
Chapter 70 (Financial Aid to Students), page 113
 
ART. 430
 
FROM: Students who are indebted to the Student Loan Board, their sureties and parents or guardians 
shall be notified that such indebtedness must be paid in full one month before the final semestral 
examinations begin.
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TO: Students who have outstanding loans with the University shall be notified, together with their 
parents or guardians, that such indebtedness must be paid in full before their diplomas, transcript of 
records, clearance and other academic credentials are released. Pending the full payment of their 
outstanding loans, students will be given a certification that they have finished all academic 
requirements and that their academic credentials will only be released upon settling such loans.
 
Justification:     At present, Art. 430 is inconsistent with the BOR policy that “NO QUALIFIED UP 
STUDENT SHALL BE DENIED ACCESS TO EDUCATION DUE TO FINANCIAL INCAPACITY.” The 
University has the option to withhold the release of a student's academic credentials upon graduation 
if he or she has an outstanding loan. To help a student with outstanding loans seek employment upon 
finishing his or her degree, however, a certification that he or she has finished all academic 
requirements shall be issued with a notation of the release of his or her academic credentials upon full 
payment.
 
Chapter 70 (Financial Aid to Students), pages 113-114
 
ART. 431
 
FROM: If a student fails to settle his account at the time herein provided, the faculty members should 
either bar the delinquent student from taking the examinations or, if they allow him to take the 
examinations, to withhold his grades  that is, instead of indicating the grades, the faculty members 
should write a note in the “remarks” column “Has account with the Student Loan Board.” If the 
account is not settled by the opening of the following semester, the student may not be allowed to 
register.
 
TO:  If a student  fails to settle his or her account within a semester because of financial incapacity as 
attested to by his/her parent, guardian or professor, the University shall exert all efforts to provide 
him or her a scholarship or any form of financial assistance. In no instance shall a student  be barred 
from attending his or her classes, nor his or her grades withheld due to non-payment of tuition and 
other fees. A student with outstanding loans shall be allowed to register in the next semester.
 
Justification:     At present, Art. 431 is inconsistent with the BOR policy that “NO QUALIFIED UP 
STUDENT SHALL BE DENIED ACCESS TO EDUCATION DUE TO FINANCIAL INCAPACITY.” There is a 
need to explicitly state the University's duty to help poor students continue their studies. The practice 
of “purging” from the class list students who have not paid their tuition and other fees must also be 
stopped.

FORTY DAYS AFTER KRISTEL'S DEATH:
NEVER FORGET, 

CONTINUE OUR COLLECTIVE RAGE, 
FIGHT FOR FREE EDUCATION
Statement on April 24, 2013, the 40th Day After Kristel Tejada's Death

Congress of Teachers, Educators for Nationalism and Democracy UP Diliman
(CONTEND-UP Diliman) 

Salamat sa lahat magkikita pa ulit tayo.
(Kristel Tejada, 16, suicide note written in red, which was found in her pocket)

When a promising but poor UP Manila freshman student chose to end her life last March 25 
because she was forced to either pay her tuition or stop studying by filing FLOA (Forced Leave of 
Absence), the entire moral edifice of our much-touted model of excellence for public higher learning 
institution crumbled! Now, everyone recognized that the Emperor has no clothes. That the state 
policy to reform public higher education is a deterrent to the poor students, that policy to 
rationalize our state universities and colleges (SUCs) through commercialization, amalgamation, 
and dissolution are the harshest austerity measures that could spell the end of the aspirations of 
many young students to have a decent but free education. Tejada's death is the “decisive” test that 
exposed the contradictions and errors of University of the Philippine's STFAP. As Caritas executive 
director Fr. Anton Pascual said at Immaculate Conception Parish, during the requiem mass for 
Kristel, “It's a scandal in these modern times and in this supposedly growing economy to have such 
a tragedy because of failure to pay tuition…May the death of the 16-year-old Behavioral Sciences 
freshman from UP Manila open the people's eyes to their responsibility to one another as children of 
God.” 

The lone but outrageous death of Kristel Tejada served as a scandalous refutation of the entire 
neoliberal approach to reforming higher education. Neoliberal philosophy that extols privatization, 
commercialization, deregulation and marketization of education viciously promotes competition, 
self-reliance, individualism, “all-or-nothing” values that are inimical to the universal ethical notion 
of social solidarity. The increasing commercialization of our education is brutally tearing apart the 
very moral fabric of our society. Tejada's death spelled out the anomaly of state abandonment of 
education as a public good.

Today, on the 40th day of Kristel's death, we the members of CONTEND-UP DILIMAN, 
remember her tragic death. We express once more our profound solidarity and sympathy to 
Kristel's family, friends, and all iskolar ng bayan. We mourn but we continue to rage. We refuse to 
accept that her death is an exception. For the exception proves the rule. Our collective moral outrage 
should sustain us in the “nights” as we face the tarrying of the UP Administration and of the Aquino 
regime to our call for justice. On our part, the worst injustice we can commit is to let Kristel's death 
be meaningless by giving up our perseverance to struggle and our moral outrage. The self-anointed 
apologists and “official” propagandists of the existing system may continue to deny that the system 
and its unfeeling bureaucrats are guilty of the blood of Kristel's death; they may use all available 
mass media mileage to sanitize the impatience and agitation among the masses that is escalating 
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TO: Students who have outstanding loans with the University shall be notified, together with their 
parents or guardians, that such indebtedness must be paid in full before their diplomas, transcript of 
records, clearance and other academic credentials are released. Pending the full payment of their 
outstanding loans, students will be given a certification that they have finished all academic 
requirements and that their academic credentials will only be released upon settling such loans.
 
Justification:     At present, Art. 430 is inconsistent with the BOR policy that “NO QUALIFIED UP 
STUDENT SHALL BE DENIED ACCESS TO EDUCATION DUE TO FINANCIAL INCAPACITY.” The 
University has the option to withhold the release of a student's academic credentials upon graduation 
if he or she has an outstanding loan. To help a student with outstanding loans seek employment upon 
finishing his or her degree, however, a certification that he or she has finished all academic 
requirements shall be issued with a notation of the release of his or her academic credentials upon full 
payment.
 
Chapter 70 (Financial Aid to Students), pages 113-114
 
ART. 431
 
FROM: If a student fails to settle his account at the time herein provided, the faculty members should 
either bar the delinquent student from taking the examinations or, if they allow him to take the 
examinations, to withhold his grades  that is, instead of indicating the grades, the faculty members 
should write a note in the “remarks” column “Has account with the Student Loan Board.” If the 
account is not settled by the opening of the following semester, the student may not be allowed to 
register.
 
TO:  If a student  fails to settle his or her account within a semester because of financial incapacity as 
attested to by his/her parent, guardian or professor, the University shall exert all efforts to provide 
him or her a scholarship or any form of financial assistance. In no instance shall a student  be barred 
from attending his or her classes, nor his or her grades withheld due to non-payment of tuition and 
other fees. A student with outstanding loans shall be allowed to register in the next semester.
 
Justification:     At present, Art. 431 is inconsistent with the BOR policy that “NO QUALIFIED UP 
STUDENT SHALL BE DENIED ACCESS TO EDUCATION DUE TO FINANCIAL INCAPACITY.” There is a 
need to explicitly state the University's duty to help poor students continue their studies. The practice 
of “purging” from the class list students who have not paid their tuition and other fees must also be 
stopped.
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every day; they may even accuse the activists of fomenting uncalled-for collective resistance; and they 
may use Kristel's death as an excuse to salvage the system by making it more efficient. But they can 
never suppress the truth! The multitude of students, teachers, educational workers and other 
progressive sectors of our society know very well that the system has to go! We do not just want to 
end repressive and exploitative policies of schools against students and teachers. We want a new 
system installed that can provide free education for all! We are fighting for a system that nourishes 
the necessary social conditions for the full exercise of education as a right! 

April 24 is the 40th day of Kristel's death. Four days from that day, UP Diliman will hold its 
graduation rite. We are therefore urging all graduates of UP Diliman and all UP graduates of Batch 
2013 to remember all your comrades who had fallen on the long night of waiting for the light, to 
engrave in your hearts and memories that the diplomas and degrees that you will receive are made 
possible by the sweat and blood of the toiling and oppressed Filipino masses who are desperately 
looking up to you to create a just and humane future for our nation so that there will no more young 
and innocent students who will have to die just for us to know that EDUCATION IS A RIGHT!

JUSTICE FOR KRISTEL!
NO MORE KRISTELS!
SCRAP STFAP! NO TOFI!
RESCIND THE FLOA AND NO LATE PAYMENT POLICY NOW!
REVOKE REVISED CODE OF THE UP SYSTEM NO. 330, 430, 431 NOW!
FULL STATE SUBSIDY TO SUCS!
FOR A NATIONALIST, SCIENTIFIC, MASS- BASED EDUCATION FOR ALL!
SERVE THE PEOPLE! 

JUSTICE FOR KRISTEL TEJADA! 
ASSERT EDUCATION AS A RIGHT!

Statement of the Justice for Kristel Alliance and UP Kilos Na!

April 12, 2013

The Justice for Kristel Alliance and UP Kilos Na are holding a rally during the special Board of 
Regents (BOR) meeting this April 12, 2013 at Quezon Hall, University of the Philippines Diliman. 
The special BOR meeting called to tackle the Socialized Tuition and Financial Assistance Program 
(STFAP) comes almost a month after Kristel Tejada's death on March 15, 2013 after she was forced 
to go on leave of absence because of her inability to pay tuition.

The Justice for Kristel Alliance and UP Kilos Na call on the Board of Regents to:

1) Revoke the Forced Leave of Absence Policy and all other anti-poor programs and practices 
including provisions in the UP Code which penalize poor students unable to pay tuition and other 
student fees. These are:
Article 330
No person who has not duly matriculated may be admitted to the classes. In exceptional cases, the 
University Registrar may, on the recommendation of the Dean or Director concerned, authorize the 
admission of a visitor to a class for not more than five sessions.
Article 430 
Students who are indebted to the student loan board, their sureties and parents or guardians, shall 
be notified that such indebtedness must be paid in full one month before the final semestral 
examinations begin.
Article 431 
If a student fails to settle his account at the time herein provided (one month before the final 
semestral exams, as per Article 430), the faculty members should either bar the delinquent student 
from taking the exam or, if they allow him to take the exam, to withhold his grades  that is, instead of 
indicating the grades, the faculty members should write a note in the 'remarks column'  'has account 
with the student loan board'. If the account is not settled by the opening of the following semester, 
the student may not be allowed to register.

2. Scrap the Socialized Tuition and Financial Assistance Program (STFAP)

The STFAP which was supposed to democratize access to UP education by charging higher rates for 
rich students in order to subsidize the poor has actually been used to increase tuition. Prior to the 
1989 STFAP, UP students paid P40 per unit. Poor students had access to government scholarships 
and grants-in aid to allow them to study in UP. When STFAP 1 was implemented during President 
Abueva's time, tuition went up to a high of P300 per unit to P75 per unit for paying students. Those 
who did not apply for STFAP financial assistance were automatically charged P300 per unit. 
President Roman pushed for the passage of STFAP 2 in December 2006 when tuition went up to a 
high of P1,500 per unit to a low of P300 per unit (Diliman, Manila and Los Banos) for paying 
students. Those who did not apply for financial assistance were automatically charged P1,000 per 
unitthe default bracket. President Pascual in 2011 changed this by mandating P1,500 per unit as the 
default bracket. In addition, more stringent policies were put in place for those unable to pay tuition 
during the semester: the infamous forced leave of absence policy.
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In sum, the STFAP has transformed UP from a public university into something akin to a private 
university such as Ateneo which is composed of paying students and subsidized poor. Tuition has not 
only increased immensely in UP under the guise of STFAP, the STFAP scheme is also contributing to a 
more marked class distinction in UP not only because of the actual class diversity of the students 
(which has been true in the past) but because STFAP has institutionalized, named and reinforced it 
through the bracketing system. 

No amount of reforms of the STFAP (such as simplifying application procedures, hiring more staff for 
the offices involved) can change the fact that it is an income generating scheme with students as the 
clientele that has no place in a public university such as UP! It should be scrapped and tuition should 
be rolled back to a flat-rate system befitting a state university especially THE national university.
The Justice for Kristel Alliance and UP Kilos Na assert that education is a right and that right includes 
the right to higher education. The University of the Philippines as a public university should ensure 
that that right is protected, promoted and fulfilled to the fullest. Instead of charging high tuition and 
multiple student fees, it should assert to the Aquino government full state subsidy to UP and all state 
universities and colleges. 

The budget process for 2014 is already starting with proposals from UP and state universities to the 
Department of Budget Management due on April 15, 2013. We call on the UP Administration to assert 
the full budget needed by UP as the national university and ensure that such budget would redound to 
lower tuition and other student fees in the University and better student services. 

Kristel Tejada's sacrifice will be best honored not merely by revoking the forced leave of absence 
policy and anti-poor student provisions of the code nor merely “reforming” the STFAP but by 
asserting that education is a right and that the Aquino government should fully subsidize UP and all 
state universities and stop the commercialization and privatization of education.

Primer on “Scrap STFAP”
UP KILOS NA

April 12, 2013
 
The objective of this primer is to defend the public character of the University of the Philippines 
against the creeping privatization of state universities and colleges (SUCs). State abandonment of 
social services such as public education has historically been underway as part of the Philippine 
government submission to the requisites of the neoliberal agenda. Neoliberalism is a global 
program implemented by powerful capitalist nation-states to abandon social services in their own 
countries and their semi-colonies in order to satisfy the capitalist drive for even greater profit at the 
expense of the public welfare and countless human lives.
 
Why do we say “assert the right to education”? 
 
The right to education and the national government's responsibility of providing it is enshrined in 
Article 14, Section 1 of our national constitution:
 
The state shall protect and promote the right of all citizens to quality education at all levels and shall 
take appropriate steps to make such education accessible to all.
 
The state's clear violation of the right to education is reflected in the Philippine government's 
underfunding of public education, with a measly 2.6 % of the annual Gross Domestic Product (GDP). 
Our Asian neighbours such as Indonesia, Thailand, and Singapore allot more than 3%. Vietnam 
allocates more than 5%, and Malaysia hits the ideal 6% of the GDP in its spending for education. This 
may partly explain why these countries have overtaken the Philippines in most aspects of social and 
economic development.
 
It is by no means impossible for governments to adequately subsidize the education of its citizens. 
We find reason and justice in the UP Centennial Charter's (2008) affirmation of the right to 
education by directing it to the benefit of society:
 
The University is an institution supported by the Filipino people: therefore, while it carries out the 
obligation to pursue and find abiding and universal principles, the University must relate its activities 
to the needs and aspirations of the people.
 
Furthermore, the UP Charter ensures that an education beneficial to society will be democratically 
accessible to the people:
 
“SEC. 9. Democratic Access.  The national university shall take affirmative steps which may take 
the form of an alternative and equitable admissions process to enhance the access of 
disadvantaged students, such as indigenous peoples, poor and deserving students, including but 
not limited to valedictorians and salutatorians of public high schools, and students from 
depressed areas, to its programs and services.”
No student shall be denied admission to the national university by reason solely of age, gender, 
nationality, religious belief, economic status, ethnicity, physical disability, or political opinion 
or affiliation 
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The right to education is a foundational one in any society with democratic aspirations. 
Without adequate education, the capacity of people to intervene decisively in their collective 
fate and participate in shaping the future of the national community will be severely 
constrained. Without education, they will even be hampered in asserting their other rights as 
citizens and human beings.
 
Why do we assert that UP is a public university? 
 
The University of the Philippines was founded in 1908 as part of the American colonial project. It was 
established initially to produce local bureaucrats and technocrats who will perpetuate American 
colonial interests in the period following so-called Philippine Independence.
 
However, despite this colonial origin, the public character of UP nevertheless allowed for the 
subversion of the same colonial interest because of the democratizing effects of public education. For 
the first time in history, poor but deserving students were given access to quality education. Where 
differences in economic capacities among students would existed, intellectual merit would shine 
through as the in their aspirations for a UP degree. With the end of direct US colonial control in the 
Philippines, continued state financing for UP education transformed what were originally scholars of 
the colonial state into scholars supported by taxes collected from all Filipinos. The UP Iskolar ng 
Bayan, as a scholar of the people, thus slowly evolved and took shape in the national consciousness. 
The democratizing effect of public education was combined with a historic feeling of responsibility to 
one's country and people.
 
In this context, all students, rich or poor, were called upon to serve patriotic goals. The slogan “serve 
the people” would become a powerful rallying cry for students who were inspired through their 
education to align themselves with the toiling Filipino people. Its public character fundamentally 
distinguishes UP education from the high quality, high cost education provided by private universities 
in the country. Tertiary education as a public good is therefore a crucial principle to ensure that the 
best and the brightest youth of the land will be recipients of quality education. As such, they are 
honed to go beyond themselves in serving the people toward genuine national progress.
 
Why do we say that the higher education offered by UP and other state universities and 
colleges (SUCs) is a public good?
 
When we say that the education received by the iskolar ng bayan is a public good, we mean two 
things:
(1) That higher education itself is a good which should be provided to the people as a an inherent 
right and not as a commodity for sale;
(2) That higher education fulfils functions such as research, teaching, extension services and social 
criticism, all of which do not exist simply to further private gain, but rather redound to the 
improvement of society as a whole. It could be argued that each of these functions may result in 
incalculable benefit to the public, especially when these become freely available and accessible to all.
 
All of these essential functions of tertiary education are necessary for society to achieve balanced and 
progressive economic, political and cultural development. It is indeed fact that most of the benefits of 
higher education, especially in the context of private educational institutions, are indeed “potentially 
appropriable” by private individuals. This, however, can only serve to further emphasize the 
responsibility and indispensable role of public higher education institutions like the University of the 
Philippines in working towards addressing problems related to the development of the nation and the 
emancipation of the people from poverty, oppression and exploitation.
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Tertiary education is a public good because the benefits from it are also ideally public goods. Society 
should support public higher education because it is society itself, and not mere isolated individuals, 
which stands to benefit from it.
 
Why is STFAP opposed to the principles of Social Equity and Democratic Access ?
 
The Socialized Tuition Fee Assistance Program (STFAP) was promoted as a program for the 
“democratization” of UP Education. Its “socialized” dimension refers to its claim to equity: students 
are made to pay according to a bracketing system corresponding to their family incomes. In effect, 
UP education as a public good is devalued as a commodity to be bought at full cost by those who can 
afford it. “Poor but deserving” students will be subsidized in varying degrees if and when they are 
able to pass the admissions examinations which are, from the beginning, heavily biased against 
them. 
 
If STFAP's main objective was, indeed, to provide democratic access to poor but deserving students, 
then there is no other conclusion to be drawn than that it has failed miserably. Consider the 
following facts about STFAP in its more than two decades of implementation: 
 

·1989 - STFAP's initial implementation imposed an increase in base tuition from Php 150 to Php 
300 
·2007- STFAP's re-bracketing in 2007 raised based tuition from Php 300 to Php 1,000 per unit. 
·In SY 1991-1992, 20% of the student population in Diliman were full scholars. After almost 20 
years of implementation, in SY 2010-2011, only 2% of Diliman students were full scholars. This 
means that there was about a 1% reduction every year of full scholars (Student Regent's Office).
·In the period 2007 to 2011: the combined brackets E1 and E2 which do not pay tuition fees 
ended up occupying only a little bit below 20% of the total student population in the whole UP 
system even though the economic strata they represent make up more than 60% of Philippine 
households (data from Pascual Administration).

 
The dwindling number of students receiving full subsidy from the program, and the skyrocketing 
increases in base tuition only exposes STFAP for what it is. STFAP is nothing but a cover-up, a 
smokescreen for tuition increase which, in turn, allows government to justify reducing its funding 
for state universities like UP. The defenders of STFAP within the University argue for this 
increasingly grim condition by positing that tertiary education is a private good which should be 
accessible and therefore beneficial only to individuals who can afford to buy it. Service to the people 
is thereby reduced to mere personal choice and the whims of charity rather than a social 
responsibility for all Iskolar ng Bayan. The reduction of UP education into a commodity to be bought 
has resulted in the arbitrary division of “service” and “profession,” where the latter reduces the 
notion of “progress” to the advancement of individual careers.
 
STFAP is an income generating mechanism which weakens and undermines the public character of 
the University. It is an income-generating mechanism which is dependent upon replicating the 
existing vast social inequalities in Philippine society within the University itself in order for it to 
remain feasible. The goal of democratizing UP education can therefore only be achieved by 
abolishing STFAP and undertaking a genuine overhaul of the admissions policy of the University in 
order to ensure that it fulfils its mandate to serve the Filipino people.
 
Why SCRAP STFAP?
 
The STFAP exposes the hand of University policies in the perpetuation and legitimization of state 
abandonment of public education. Our defence of the public character of the University is a just 
struggle for the right to education protected by Philippine law and the UP Charter. It is fuelled by our 
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The right to education is a foundational one in any society with democratic aspirations. 
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Tertiary education is a public good because the benefits from it are also ideally public goods. Society 
should support public higher education because it is society itself, and not mere isolated individuals, 
which stands to benefit from it.
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burning desire to make UP a relevant institution toward genuine economic, social, and cultural 
progress. We strongly reject a vision of UP that projects it as a model for the privatization of other 
SUCs in the country.
 
The call “Scrap STFAP, Fight for the Right to Education” aims to abolish the institutionalized barriers 
to democratized access and social equity that the UP Administration has implemented for the last two 
decades. We have a hundred years worth of honour, excellence, and relevance to defend, and a hundred 
or even more to envision.
 
We reject the policies promoted by the Aquino government and Licuanan's Commission on Higher 
Education to impose a socialized tuition scheme patterned after UP's STFAP and to “rationalize” our 
state universities and colleges through commercialization, amalgamation and dissolution. These are 
the harshest austerity measures that could spell the end of the aspirations of many young students to 
obtain free and high quality University education
Let not the wanton violation of the right to education shape the future of Philippine public tertiary 
education! Let the right to education define the broadest and strongest unity we could ever forge! 
Fight for the right to education, SCRAP STFAP! 
 
Scrap STFAP! 
No to Tuition and other fee increases (TOFI)!
Oppose commercialization, privatization and all neo-liberal schemes transforming education into a 
business!
Oppose state abandonment of education and other social services!
Free education at all levels!
Full state subsidy to UP and all SUCs
6% of GDP to Education!
Fight for free nationalist, scientific and mass education!

SCRAP STFAP!
Statement of Justice for Kristel, Assert Right to Education

Dialogue with President Alfredo E. Pascual

March 25, 2013

Being the only National University and the premier State University receiving the lion's share 
of the budget for tertiary education, the UP should exert the greatest effort to strive to fulfill its role 
in attaining social equity and the democratization of education.

Being the most prestigious tertiary educational institution which is also a state-funded one, the 
UP is the highest aspiration which deserving students coming from less privileged backgrounds can 
hope to achieve. It is the responsibility of the UP not to disappoint and crush these aspirations. 
Poverty should not be an obstacle in pursuing UP education.

Section 9 of the 2008 UP Charter clearly upholds the principle of democratic access and that 
economic status should not be a deterrent in entering UP:

SEC. 9. Democratic Access.  The national university shall take affirmative steps which may take 
the form of an alternative and equitable admissions process to enhance the access of disadvantaged 
students, such as indigenous peoples, poor and deserving students, including but not limited to 
valedictorians and salutatorians of public high schools, and students from depressed areas, to its 
programs and services. 

No student shall be denied admission to the national university by reason solely of age, gender, 
nationality, religious belief, economic status, ethnicity, physical disability, or political opinion or 
affiliation

The STFAP's main objective was ostensibly the “democratization” of UP education. However, 
the most basic facts show that it has failed miserably and without pause in all its years of 
implementation. In SY 1991-1992, 20% of the student population in Diliman were full scholars. 
After almost 20 years of implementation, in SY 2010-2011, only 2% of Diliman students are full 
scholars. This means that there is about a 1% reduction every year of full scholars (Student Regent's 
Office). This failure has gone on unchecked despite repeated reforms and adjustments, mainly in the 
form of tuition fee increases. A better scheme to turn UP into an exclusive University for the rich 
could not have been devised. Instead of opening the doors to less privileged students, the STFAP has 
shut the doors even firmer against them. Due to its built-in mechanism favouring income generation 
as its basic, but hidden, rationale, University student admissions has ended up becoming 
overwhelmingly biased in favour of entrants from higher income families. Despite all the claims 
about socialized tuition fees, the UP's reputation as an exclusive school for the rich continues to 
grow in the popular consciousness. 

The STFAP is not a sacred cow. What is sacred is the UP's mandate to be a genuine University 
of the people. The STFAP's paltry earnings does not justify its continued existence if it's only 
demonstrable major achievement is the cruel and pitiless exclusion of the poor from the University.

We believe that the University can function better in pursuing its social mandate by returning 
to a system of minimal or no tuition fees combined with increased support for poor students such as 
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dorm privileges, meals, books, other allowances, stipend etc. This is how most state universities in the 
Philippines and in the world function anyway. The "clever" brainchild that is the STFAP has proven to 
be a false path and a dead end.

What is doubly alarming is the plan of the Commission on Higher Education to adopt an STFAP 
inspired “socialized tuition” scheme in other state universities in the country. If UP does not scrap the 
STFAP it becomes complicit in depriving poor but qualified students of a public-funded university 
education not only in our university but also in other state universities.

However, scrapping the STFAP is not enough. This must be accompanied by serious changes in 
the UP admissions policy with a greater emphasis on social justice and equity. We propose the 
implementation of incremental increases in the percentage of students admitted on the basis of 
affirmative action (ethnicity, social class etc.) as part of a genuine and serious effort to make the UP 
student population more representative of the general Philippine population. This has long been 
overdue.

There is nothing which proves that students coming from initially underprivileged educational 
backgrounds will not do well or excellently in their university studies. There is also nothing which 
proves that a single entrance exam result can absolutely determine the outcome of a student's years of 
study in UP.

The increasingly vicious and exclusionary STFAP must be finally laid to rest. Its glaring failures 
are far too obvious for UP to continue arrogantly and stubbornly pushing for it and upholding it in the 
name of social justice.

SCRAP STFAP!
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Rescind FLOA, Revoke Article 335 of 
the University Code

Rescind the Forced Leave Of Absence (FLOA) and Late Payment Policy
Revoke Article 335 of the University Code
No student must be kept from completing a UP degree on grounds that stem from financial 
constraints.
 

Statement of Justice for Kristel, Assert Right to Education
Dialogue with President Alfredo E. Pascual

March 25, 2013
 

In light of the tragedy that has weighed down the University, the kind that has exposed a 
lamentable dimension of the National University to the public, we strongly urge UP President Alfredo 
Pascual to rescind the FLOA and other policies that aggravate the difficulty of our students who are 
already in dire financial straits.

  
The case of Kristel Tejada demonstrates the lack of enabling mechanisms within the University 

which could have helped the child deal with the material poverty that has beleaguered her family for 
quite some time. However, by no means can we move on to our academic and administrative 
routines as stakeholders in this University with the assumption of poverty as the sole measure of all 
suffering that affect a good number of our students. We must see and understand a whole side of 
suffering that directly involves University practices. We must set up conditions for the development 
of intellect, skills, and a strong sense of social responsibility.  We must undertake this not only for the 
sake of our students but as an imperative to learn hard yet necessary lessons on democratic 
governance and human rights.

 
Executive Order 1302 on the “Registration and Payment of Fees” issued by the Office of the 

President on 19 March 2013 only “enjoin[s] all Chancellors to allow reasonable amount of time for 
registration and payment of fees.” The document refers to “issues raised against the payment of 
tuition and other school fees” as the reason for the said request issued by President Pascual to all 
Chancellors and the Dean of UP Cebu.  The document manifests nothing about the rightful revoking 
of existing policies that are inimical to and inconsistent with the Charter of the University of the 
Philippines:

 
SEC. 9. Democratic Access.  The national university shall take affirmative steps which may take 

the form of an alternative and equitable admissions process to enhance the access of disadvantaged 
students, such as indigenous peoples, poor and deserving students, including but not limited to 
valedictorians and salutatorians of public high schools, and students from depressed areas, to its 
programs and services.

No student shall be denied admission to the national university by reason solely of age, gender, 
nationality, religious belief, economic status, ethnicity, physical disability, or political opinion or 
affiliation. (RA 9500).

 
We demand no less than full compliance to the above proviso of the UP Charter on democratic 

access. In view of our current predicament, we press for the immediate, unambiguous, and official 
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rescinding of the FLOA and the “No late payment” policy in the UP System. No student must be kept 
from completing a UP degree on grounds that stem from financial constraints.
 

Corollary to this, we ask the University to revoke Art. 335 of the UP Code which states that  “No 
person who has not duly matriculated may be admitted to the classes. In exceptional cases, the 
University Registrar may, on the recommendation of the Dean or Director concerned, authorize the 
admission of a visitor to a class for not more than five (5) sessions.”  This is an archaic provision 
which essentially discriminates against poor students and deprives them of the right to education on 
the basis of economic status; and which has been used in the past two years to impose stricter 
payment deadlines for UP students. It contravenes the letter and intent of Section 9 of the UP Charter, 
and must therefore be repealed.

 
We also urge President Alfredo Pascual to hold fast to his own vision statement during his bid for 

the UP presidency:
 
 A top priority for U.P. is to keep to the minimum the tuition costs borne by students and parents. U.P. 

should maintain an excellent but affordable tertiary education for qualified students from the mass of our 
people. Thus, U.P. must preserve its public character for equity reasons. The commitment of the national 
government to underwrite the cost of a U.P. education is critical for this. U.P. must be a university where 
students earn their degrees as Iskolar ng Bayan regardless of the economic status of their family. U.P. 
graduates must feel an obligation to serve the people in return. Without adequate public funding, it will 
be difficult to assure that tuition fee increases can be held in check indefinitely. We do not want a 
situation in which only children of financially able families can make it to U.P. The profile of the U.P. 
studentry must approximate the socio-economic distribution of Philippine population, about 70% of 
which belongs to the lower and lower-middle income classes. 

 
The same assertion on the cultivation of the public character of UP had encouraged sectors 

within the University to find reason in supporting administrative programs geared toward the noble 
bid for ensuring genuine democratic access to UP education.
 
Rescind the FLOA and the No late payment policy, now!
Revoke Article 335 of the University Code!

MAY ONE TRAGEDY LEAD TO MANY 
POSITIVE CHANGES IN THE 

UNIVERSITY
UP College of Social Work and Community Development (CSWCD) Statement on the death of 

Kristel Tejada 

(March 23)

The untimely death of Kristel Tejada has led to much soul-searching among the University 
constituencies. We in the CSWCD condole with the family and friends of Kristel, whose decision to 
take her own life was triggered by a sense of despair and hopelessness. Her death could perhaps 
have been avoided if the STFAP had been implemented more effectively and compassionately, with 
her parents revealing the fact that they had expected to be in Bracket E but were instead 
categorized under Bracket D which imposed a heavier and unaffordable financial burden on them. 
Inability to pay in effect resulted in exclusion, with Kristel being disallowed to continue her studies 
and thereby pursue her dream of lifting herself and her family out of poverty. 

Kristel was forced to go on a leave of absence on the last day of filing an LOA (Leave of 
Absence) because of her inability to pay. This policy which authorizes University authorities to 
drop/purge/ remove from the rolls students who have outstanding balances and are therefore not 
credited for the academic work they have done is harsh. This policy should be rescinded. Instead, the 
student should be allowed to complete the semester and his/her grades may be withheld until their 
accounts with the university are settled.

The CSWCD has always stood for justice and compassion. We are alarmed by the fact that the 
University has become more and more inaccessible to the poor. The best and brightest of our youth 
who come from disadvantaged families no longer are able to enter the portals of a national university 
whose fees have increased substantially but whose operations are paid for by the taxes coming from 
the pockets of the Filipino people, majority of whom belong to the working poor. This, to us, is a 
form of social exclusion and injustice.

It is with this concern that a CSWCD research team conducted a study on the STFAP, tracing the 
reasons behind exclusion and inclusion errors, and recommending some positive changes to 
respond to these. Among these recommendations are increasing the budget for STFAP and 
improving its implementation mechanisms. These recommendations have caught the attention of 
the UP President himself and we trust that they will be implemented. 

Over and above these, however, STFAP itself needs to be re-examined if it is indeed the best 
way to democratize admissions to the University. There could be a better program or policy. Some of 
the questions which we and University authorities can ask ourselves in this re-examination process 
are the following: Why are we requiring rich students to subsidize poor students if UP is a public 
university and entry is on the basis of academic excellence? How much is the university earning 
from student tuition and other fees? Cannot the government allocate that amount in the annual 
budget of UP? And should not a big chunk of UP's budget increase for 2013 (which was a product of 
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Justice for Kristel! 
Save the Iskolar ng Bayan!

Assert our Right to Education!
JUSTICE FOR KRISTEL ALLIANCE STATEMENT

March 19

A tragedy has struck the university and the country:  the recent death of Iskolar ng Bayan, Kristel 
Tejada, highlighted a long standing problem that plagues our University and our nation's educational 
system. Combined soaring tuition rates, anti-student policies, and profit-driven education, is the 
monster that has killed not only Kristel's hopes and dreams, but the Filipino youth's right to 
education as well.

Kristel's death could have been avoided. In the past year, the No Late Payment and Forced Leave of 
Absence (FLOA) policies were raised by the Student Regent as reports on students barred from 
official enrollment mounted.

Similar cases from various UP units were brought to the attention of the University. Tuition-related 
problems multiplied with the indirect increase in base tuition experienced this year as a result of 
Bracket B Certification process implementation. This essentially optimizes the income generating 
capacity of the Socialized Tuition and Financial Assistance Program (STFAP), and exacerbates the 
burden of students. 

The calls were clear  remove restrictive policies such as the FLOA and lower the tuition rates 
through scrapping of the STFAP. These recommendations were not heeded. And before us is the 
tragic death of one Iskolar ng Bayan.

WE, THE DIFFERENT SECTORS OF THE UP COMMUNITY, STAND UNITED IN THE CALL FOR 
JUSTICE. Concrete actions must be done to prevent this deplorable situation from happening again. 
The factors which led to Kristel's death must be addressed and accountability must be demanded 
from university officials as implementers of anti-student policies. For justice to be served, culpability 
must be exacted, policies must be corrected. 

WE DEMAND THAT UP SHOULD IMMEDIATELY RESCIND THE FLOA POLICY IN UP MANILA AND 
SIMILAR POLICES IN OTHER UP UCS. Other repressive policies such as non-acceptance of 
promissory notes, forced purging of students' names from the class lists, and restrictive loan 
policies, should also be revoked. We hold the UP administration accountable, especially UPM 
Chancellor Agulto and Vice-Chancellor de Luna, for the implementation of these policies. Numerous 
objections were already raised against these policies and student protests were launched to repeal 
them in the past. 

REFORMING THE STFAP IS NOT THE SOLUTION WE NEED. PRESIDENT ALFREDO PASCUAL, WE 
HAVE AGAIN AND AGAIN RAISED THIS POINT WITH YOU. Our decades worth of experience with 
this flawed policy proves that this program has become the way for increasing tuition and other 
fees directly and indirectly. Eventually, the program has led to the problematic high tuition rate that 
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two years of major systemwide mobilization against budget cuts and higher state subsidy) go to 
programs benefiting students, especially those most in need? 

A democratic admissions program or policy cannot just stand alone; it has to be complemented 
by measures to encourage students to work in order to support themselves and at the same time 
uphold the dignity of labor. Raising the remuneration of student and graduate assistants to realistic 
and competitive rates could be one step in this direction. Providing free or subsidized dormitory 
housing for underprivileged students could be another direction.

Still, this process of soul searching and direction setting needs to be anchored on participatory 
mechanisms, whereby students, parents, faculty, staff, alumni, and administrators, can be engaged in a 
democratic dialogue to create positive changes together.  Only then can we regain our pride in being a 
part of a University of the people. Only then can we vindicate one tragic, avoidable death which will 
continue to haunt our collective conscience if it does not result in measures to prevent such an 
incident from recurring.
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many students face when enrolling in the university. Opposition to state abandonment of education 
would entail the scrapping of the STFAP. 

WE DEMAND THAT UP SCRAP THE STFAP. We stand firm in the public character of UP, that education 
as a right holds true even for college education. Tuition should be free to enable students from low-
income families to study in UP. The current P1,500 per unit tuition rate clearly shows a skewed bias 
towards the capacity of high-income families. The high tuition in UP negates its very nature as a public 
national university. 

With the STFAP, UP students are presumed to be millionaires unless they can prove otherwise. To 
avail of free tuition, students go through the laborious process of proving that their parents are 
earning below the minimum wage and are struggling to maintain a hand-to-mouth existence, or that a 
parent is terminally ill, or that their home and source of livelihood have been wiped out. 

Going through the STFAP process only worsens the agony that many of our Iskolars ng Bayan already 
have to endure. It is a mockery of UP's mandate to provide “democratic access” “to ensure that quality 
higher education is accessible to all, most especially to the disadvantaged sectors of our country” 
[Republic Act 9500 Or AN ACT TO Strengthen THE UNIVERSITY OF THE Philippines AS THE 
NATIONAL UNIVERSTY].

WE DEMAND THAT THE AQUINO ADMINISTRATION IMPOSE A MORATORIUM ON TUITION AND 
OTHER MISCELLANEOUS FEE HIKES FOR THE NEXT YEAR, BOTH FOR PUBLIC AND PRIVATE 
UNIVERSITIES. The misguided program to force SUCs to become self-reliant and self-sustaining and 
the unregulated profit generation in private universities have resulted in the skewed policies of 
unabated TOFI, programs like the STFAP, and problematic policies such as the FLOA.

The Aquino Administration must be held accountable. We are appalled by claims of the Aquino 
administration that it is helpless in this situation. The problem is systemic in nature, and is 
concretized in the government policies and conditionalities imposed on the annual budget allocated 
for State Universities and Colleges (SUCs). We demand that the Aquino administration REVERSE ITS 
POLICIES OF COMMERCIALIZATION AND PRIVATIZATION AND PROVIDE SUFFICIENT BUDGET 
ALLOCATION for all state schools and institutions of social service. 

Ultimately, the Aquino government must address the problem of low wages, high prices and 
widespread poverty in our country.

Change must be realized in the University, and in the whole system that shapes education. We are in 
mourning but we are also enraged. We shall unite and take action until justice is served. 

JUSTICE FOR KRISTEL! 
IMMEDIATELY REMOVE THE FLOA AND SIMILAR REPRESSIVE POLICIES IN UP!
STOP TOFI IN UP AND OTHER UNIVERSITIES! SCRAP THE STFAP!
FIGHT FOR FULL STATE SUBSIDY! ASSERT THE RIGHT TO EDUCATION!
STOP COMMERCIALIZATION AND PRIVATIZATION OF EDUCATION!
INCREASE THE BUDGET OF UP, EDUCATION AND OTHER SOCIAL SERVICES!

ISKOLAR NG BAYAN CALL FOR 
JUSTICE, SCRAPPING OF STFAP 

AND OTHER REPRESSIVE POLICIES

MIAG-AO, ILOILO  Students from University of the Philippines Visayas led by Sandigan para sa 
Mag-aaral at Sambayanan Party Alliance (SAMASA-PA) held a protest march in line with the suicide of 
Kristel Mariz Pilar Tejada, a freshman student of UP Manila.

The Party Alliance said that the case was not a mere suicide but a murder perpetuated by the 
present Philippine educational system and of which the administration of President Noynoy Aquino is 
directly accountable.

Last March 15, 2013 Tejada, a BA Behavioral Science freshman, committed suicide primarily 
because she was forced by the UP Manila administration to apply a Leave of Absence (LOA) due to their 
incapability to pay the tuition.

SAMASA-PA called on the UP administration to review existing university policies on student 
assistance. They particularly called for the scrapping of the Socialized Tuition and Financial Assistance 
Program or STFAP.

“The STFAP has served as an income-generating scheme and tuition increase justification of the 
university. Since its 2-decade implementation, it successfully reduced the number of subsidized 
students,” said Angeli Louise Cando, SAMASA-PA Secretary-General.

For 24 years, the STFAP has been allowed the UP Administration to charge more and more 
students with higher and higher tuition rates. From P14 per unit before 1989, most UP students now 
pay P1,500 per unit.

According to the Katipunan ng mga Sangguniang Mag-aaral sa UP (KASAMA sa UP), a UP System-
wide alliance of student councils, 5 out of 10 students are covered by the free tuition of STFAP in 1989-
2006, however, in 2007 to present it reduced to 1 out of 10.

Meanwhile, Jude Mangilog, Anakbayan UPV Chapter Chairperson called on his fellow Iskolar ng 
Bayan to collectively fight for greater state subsidy and for an accessible education for all.

“The death of Kristel is clear proof that President Aquino's empty rhetoric of change cannot be felt 
by the common people. One death is enough. It's high time to put an end to the commercialized state of 
Philippine education,” said Mangilog.

The student leader decried the Aquino administration's policy of allocating insufficient budget for 
education that forces administrations of State Universities and Colleges like UP to implement 
commercialization schemes.

Mangilog also condemned the Aquino administration's hands-off policy on tuition and other 
school fees, which allow both private and state schools to increase fees annually. At least 38 higher 
education institutions are planning to increase tuition in Western Visayas.
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19 March 2013
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Kristel's death reaffirms a profit-
oriented state of education

KABATAAN PARTYLIST - U.P. Los Baños
March 19, 2013 

The university and the country have been shaken with news that exposes the current system 
and may very well fuel the youth's rage for a better tomorrow.

The recent death of a UP Manila student after experiencing the pressures of a forced Leave of 
Absence over unpaid tuition fees and skyrocketing loans is too much; a proof of a life troubled by the 
quagmire of an unjust Philippine education. We are again reminded of type of education hounded 
with a commercialized, colonial and fascist system; a system creating divisions among its constituents, 
pitting the rich against the poor, as if state policies have been used as telenovelas.

How did one spark ignite the fire we see today blazing through the youth, intensifying the call 
for genuine change? The death of the UP Manila student has proved that the system is unmanageable  
basically because it kills what it ought to protect and develop as future leaders. The issue has 
reverberated beyond social media and into the various and numerous shouts of millions of students 
calling for a nationalist, scientific and mass-oriented education. Kristel has instilled in us that we 
should strengthen our hold in the principle that education is a right and not a privilege, whether you 
are enrolled in UP or not. This issue is not only an issue of UP students; it is an issue of society as a 
whole, for we believe that the individual should never be isolated from the macrocosm that it belongs 
to.
 

Kabataan Partylist has always been firm that to place a constitutionally guaranteed right in the 
pitfalls of a private enterprise will never be just for the youth. CHED continues to justify policies that 
are anti-student in nature  such as the STFAP and the continued tuition fee increases in public and 
private schools. As witnesses to schemes like changing curricula, creating degree programs to satisfy 
the global and capitalist market like the United States, we say that the current state of education is 
commercialized, colonial and fascist. .

The fangs of a repressive state do not exempt the youth. Students have been running for their 
lives; some remain missing, like Karen Empeño and Sherlyn Cadapan, or dead such as Ambo Guran 
and Cris Hugo due to red-tagging incidents, considering progressive mass organizations and 
movements like KABATAAN Partylist to instill fear in expressing critical opinion to the 
administration. Under the chokehold of the government, slowly and painfully, we are dying.
 

We are deeply saddened by the loss of a scholar who once aspired to attain a degree to uphold her 
family, to prove that she is also a beacon of hope to her nation. But despite this grief, we do not hold 
our tongues to simple speech  we rather raise our voices and fists in protest and in rage against 
existing policies!
 

The current system does not care about its constituents  it does not care about its students, it 
does not care about you; it only cares about its advantages that it can get from you. If left alone, this 
system of education in our country can devour the youth and the nation in the future. The question 
remains: Shall we allow this to continue? Shall we allow another one to succumb to the repression 
brought upon by the merciless state perpetuated by Aquino?
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We call for the immediate scrapping of the STFAP and other anti-student policies which bar the 
right of the youth to education. We call for the tuition rollback in U.P. which is a great disservice to 
the youth by the very institution that flaunts itself as the “premiere state university”. In line with 
this, we further our push to change the educational system: from a commercialized, colonial and 
fascist set-up to a nationalist, scientific and mass-oriented type of education.
 

Light has sparked; it is time for us, the youth, to spread the fire of our principles!
 

Let us seize the initiative and unite!

SCRAP STFAP! ROLL-BACK UP'S TUITION! JUNK TOFI!
OPPOSE REPRESSIVE, ANTI-STUDENT EDUCATIONAL POLICIES!
END STATE REPRESSION! FOR A NATIONALIST, SCIENTIFIC, AND MASS-ORIENTED 

EDUCATION!
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Katarungan para sa Iskolar ng Bayan! A 
call to strike for JUSTICE!

Anakbayan 
March 18, 2013

Today, we are united in grieving the senseless death of an Iskolar ng Bayan. Starting tomorrow, let us 
remain united in ending decades of injustice against generations of Filipino youths. Students, parents, 
teachers, and employees, let us STRIKE for the Right to Education.

For 24 years, the Socialized Tuition Fee Assistance Program (STFAP) has been allowed the University 
of the Philippines Administration to charge more and more students with higher and higher tuition 
rates. From P14 per unit before 1989, most UP students now pay P1,500 per unit. From half of the 
student body enjoying free tuition, less than one in every ten are now the recipients of such benefits.

For 24 years, we have been warned that STFAP is merely another name for 'Tuition Hike', that it is a 
way for the State to implement its policy of removing any and all public funding for college education. 
Such a direction was admitted by no less than President Noynoy Aquino himself back in 2010 when he 
said "(We are) gradually reducing the subsidy to SUCs (State Universities and Colleges) to push them 
toward becoming self-sufficient and financially independent”.

Not content with burdening poor but deserving students, the UP Administration went as far as to 
penalize them with a Forced Leave of Absence (FLOA) policy in which students are essentially 
prevented from studying simply because they do not have enough money.

But sadly, it took the untimely end of a young and promising Filipina for us to take notice, to 
emphatize with the millions whose dreams have been broken by a Government that views education 
as a luxury, and not a right.

Study Now, Pay Later

This is not a moment for silence. Should we choose to study now and remain apathetic, other students 
will pay the price later. And as we have tragically discovered, some pay with their lives.

Nothing we can do can bring her back to life. But preventing another tragic loss is well within our 
power: the power of collective action which has played a central part in just about every right we 
enjoy as students today.

In the province of Quebec in Canada, students enjoy the lowest tuition fees in their continent because 
of massive campus strikes during the 90s. Last year, the Quebec government again froze tuition rates 
after a three-month strike.

Back in 2001, we ended the decades-old pointless Mandatory ROTC program after several months of 
walkouts, culminating in a ten thousand-strong march by students to then-president Gloria Arroyo's 
first-ever SONA. Just three years ago, the Polytechnic University of the Philippines stopped a 
whopping 2000% tuition hike after a week-long protest culminating in the burning of dilapidated 
chairs.

Unexcused Absences

Starting this Monday, we call on everyone from UP Baguio to UP Mindanao, and all public and 
private schools in between to STAND UP and STRIKE DOWN the monstrous inequity of the Aquino 
administration's education policies. Let us 'black out' our campuses and hold candle-lightings, 
dormitory discussions, and other large assemblies to unite everyone.

Then on Wednesday, we declare a Nationwide Campus Shutdown where we close the gates of our 
schools to protest how President Aquino has closed them to the poor.

And finally, on Friday, let us join the loved ones of Kristel as they bring her to her final resting place. 
Let us offer not just our sympathies, but also our solidarity and the promise that our grief will be 
the fuel in our struggle for a truly just and humane future for the youth. Because one death is one 
too many.

Our Calls:

JUSTICE FOR KRISTEL! JUSTICE FOR THE ISKOLAR NG BAYAN!
JUNK THE FLOA POLICY! JUNK STFAP! ROLLBACK THE TUITION!
OPPOSE THE AQUINO ADMINISTRATION'S TUITION HIKE POLICY!
FIGHT FOR A NATIONALIST, SCIENTIFIC, AND MASS-ORIENTED EDUCATION!
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While none of our actions will bring her back, we vow that no other student will take his or her life 
because the State made it impossible for him/her to have a better future.

Justice for all victims of Aquino's education policies!

Scrap STFAP! Rollback the tuition!

Defend our right to education!
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Anakbayan joins family and friends of 
the UP Manila suicide victim in 

mourning
ANAKBAYAN 
Mar 15, 2013
 

Anakbayan extends its deepest sympathies to the family, friends, and classmates of the UP Manila 
student who committed suicide earlier today due to tuition payment difficulties.

We are more than grief-stricken, we are enraged. This was a death that could have been avoided.

Initial reports indicate that the student, a first year Behavioral Sciences major, killed herself after 
being forced to take a leave of absence (LOA) for the 2nd semester in line with the 'Forced Leave of 
Absence' (FLOA) policy of the said UP campus. In the said policy, students are made to take an LOA if 
they are unable to pay for the full amount of the tuition during the enrollment period.

According to the UP Manila Collegian, the student's father is a part-time taxi driver, while her mother 
was a simple housewife. She was forced to take a leave of absence as her family cannot cope with the 
necessary finances to support her education. She was said to frequent the Office of Student Services 
for counseling services regarding her situation.

To paraphrase a quote from a famous movie: this is not a suicide, this is murder. The Aquino 
administration's policy of commercialization and tuition hikes is as responsible for the death of the 
UP Manila student as if they were the ones who forced the poison down her throat.

The lack of programs by the Aquino administration to generate enough decent jobs in the country, 
coupled by its refusal to control the skyrocketing prices of basic goods and services, has made it 
virtually impossible for millions of Filipino parents to send their children to school. President Aquino's 
declared policy of having State Universities and Colleges (SUCs) hike their tuition rates, and 
bludgeoning students into either paying said fees or dropping out (as in the case of UP Manila's FLOA) 
is the last straw.

We in Anakbayan vow to give justice to the UPM student and the millions of other Filipino youths 
who continue to be victimized by the unjust social system and the callous and insensitive Aquino 
administration. We call on all our chapters in all University of the Philippines campuses to take the 
lead in massive protests until the anti-poor FLOA and STFAP policies are scrapped, and the tuition is 
rolled back.

We call on concerned students, faculty and administrators in UP to take the lead in calling for a BOR-
level investigation, preventive suspension of the officials who foisted the FLOA on the victim, and the 
immediate termination of the FLOA policy. We call on UP to stop all tuition and fee hikes and junk the 
failure and deception that is STFAP.

We also call on all our chapters in SUCs to prepare for similar actions to stop the implementation of 
fake Socialized Tuition schemes in their own schools. Last week, the Polytechnic University of the 
Philippines' Board of Regents approved various tuition hike schemes.
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Murder, Not Mere Suicide 
UP NKE's Statement on the Death of a UP Manila Student

We, the Nagkahiusang Kusog sa Estudyante, a political party and mass organization in UP Cebu, 
extend our deepest sympathy and condolonces to the bereaved family of our fellow Iskolar ng Bayan, a 
first year student of BA Behavioral Science in UP Manila (whose name is not yet to be divulged to the 
public) who is reportedly to have committed suicide this morning after filing for Leave of Absence 
(LOA) last Wednesday because of her inability to pay her tuition on time.

Philippine Collegian: 'Unable to pay tuition, UPM freshie commits suicide' 
http://www.philippinecollegian.org/upm-freshman-commits-suicide/
Rappler: Besides appealing for late payment, she also tried to apply for a loan, sought installment 
payments, and promissory notes. All of these were denied by the administration.
http://www.rappler.com/move-ph/23894-up-student-kills-self-unpaid-tuition 
However, we see this as not a simple case of teenage suicide but a serious case of murder committed 
by the UP Manila administration, by the government and by the rotten social system. 

UP Manila has a "no late payment policy" wherein "students who do not pay on the deadline for 
registration will, by default, not allowed to enter their classes despite having already acquired 
subjects" according to a memorandum order released without genuine student consultation by UP 
Manila Vice-Chancellor for Academic Affairs Josephine de Luna last year. The students are then 
advised to file for LOA, instead.

We also see the futility of STFAP, Student Loan and all other financial assistance schemes in helping 
the majority, if not all, of the Iskolars ng Bayan and Filipino students who are financially challenged to 
pay their tuition and other fees.

Furthermore, the case of the victim, the policies and the financial assistance schemes of UP and other 
State Universities and Colleges boil down to the root cause - the State neglecting its citizens by not 
catering their needs but prioritizing the interests of the few elites in the society and the interests of 
the foreign powers, instead. This is best manifested by the annual cuts on the budget for education 
and other basic social services while yearly appropriating more than one third of the national budget 
to debt servicing and militarization. This move of the government throughout the years is enforced 
by the rotten semi-colonial and semi-feudal system of our society that basically protects and 
promotes the interests of the foreign powers such as imperialist U.S. and their Philippine puppets 
who come from the ruling class in our society.

?"Everybody is thinking it's suicide. They are thinking he died because of tension...It's not suicide. It's 
murder...I'm not blaming you. I'm talking about the system." - Ranchhoddas "Rancho" Shamaldas 
Chhanchad, 3 Idiots

ABS-CBN: Look into UP Manila policy, student's mom urges PNoy
http://www.abs-cbnnews.com/nation/metro-manila/03/15/13/look-manila-policy-pnoy-urged
Therefore, we call on our fellow Iskolars ng Bayan, our parents, teachers, workers and everyone else 
to urgently act on this matter. Let us not wait for more youth to commit suicide due to unaffordable 
quality education and all other basic social services. Let this case be an eye-opener to all of us for us 
to realize that there is a great need to intensify our militant campaigns for greater state subsidy and 
for social justice. This is a call for us to educate, arouse and organize more Iskolars ng Bayan, students, 
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teachers, parents, workers and more Filipino people to join us in our different forms of 
mobilizations for our campaigns. This is the best way for us to serve justice to the victim and other 
Filipino youth who are deprived of quality and accessible education.

Clearly, the rising cost of our education and basic social services due to State abandonment 
perpetuated by present social system is not just killing the dreams of our youth but literally killing 
our youth. With the Filipino youth murdered, there will no longer be hope for this Motherland to 
progress.

JUSTICE for the victim!
JUNK the "No Late Payment" Policy!
JUNK STFAP!
NO to STFAP in other SUCs!
ROLLBACK Tuition and Other Fees!
SUPPORT and PASS HB 1962!
FIGHT for Greater State Subsidy!
FIGHT for our right to quality and accessible Education!
CHANGE the system!
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A SINGLE SPARK CAN START A PRAIRIE 
FIRE, A SINGLE DEATH OF A STUDENT 

CAN MOBILIZE THOUSANDS TO 
CHANGE THE WORLD

Statement of Congress of Teachers and Educators for Nationalism and Democracy-University of 
the Philippines Diliman (CONTEND-UP) on the Death of Kristel Tejada, Iskolar Ng Bayan of 

University of the Philippines, Manila 

“Hindi nila alam, iyung impact doon sa estudyante, hindi pare-pareho. Minsan, may mga 
estudyante kahit masakit, nakakaya iyon. Eh paano kung ang estudyante na katulad nung anak ko na 
iyung edukasyon, iyon ang tangi niyang kayamanan.” -Kristel's mother, radio interview

The members of Congress of Teachers and Educators for Nationalism and Democracy express 
their profound grief and extend their condolences to the family, relatives, and friends of Kristel 
Tejada, 16-year-old first year Behavioral Science student at the University of the Philippines Manila, 
who was declared dead on arrival around 3:30 a.m. Friday, March 15 at the Metropolitan Medical 
Center (MMC) after she committed suicide.

As educators and teachers we are outraged by the gruesome fate imposed by our discriminatory 
educational system against innocent young Iskolar ng Bayan, Kristel, whose only aspiration is to 
finish a college education and help her parents. The death of Kristel is an infinite judgment against an 
inequitable educational system that prides itself of helping students through pseudo-humanitarian 
socialized tuition scheme. Professor Andrea Martinez of the Department of Behavioural Sciences is 
reported to have said that Kristel was forced to take a leave of absence as “her family cannot cope 
with the necessary finances to support her education.” [Education Commission Supports Probe on UP 
Manila Student Death, Sunstar.com.ph] 

Last year, Kristel had to fight it out against the 70,000 students who annually take the UPCAT, 
and she was part of the 10,000 who made it through. The ordeal of the 35% who pass the UPCAT 
yearly but don't enrol ends in quitting the struggle for the survival of the fittest [based on 04-05 
UPCAT]. But those who make tremendous efforts to survive are subjected to the daily grind whose 
rules are defined by abstract principles of neoliberal economic wisdom. Our economic tsars who 
follow to the letter the so-called “eternal truth” of neoliberal economic theory, espoused by 
International Monetary Fund-World Bank and parroted in the sacred halls of our classrooms, who 
champion the ruthlessness of the market and competition, translate these eternal propositions into 
policies of marketization of public education, commercialization of educational services, 
deregulation of higher education institutions, and gradual withdrawal of state subsidies on public 
education. President Aquino is the spokesperson of this neoliberal economic ideology: “We are 
gradually reducing the subsidy to SUCs to push them toward becoming self-sufficient and financially 
independent, given their ability to raise their income and to utilize it for their programs and projects.” 

To rationalize public education, government is weeding out non-productive colleges and state 
universities. Consequently, those SUCs that survive are forced to enter into public-private 
partnership to shoulder the cost of rationalization, and to augment much-needed budget school 
officials become CEOs who docilely implement income-generating projects to sustain their program. 

The results are dismal: reduction in enrolment, austere policy against non-payment of tuition fees 
and other loans, the creation of a culture of narcissism among students, and educators re-invent 
themselves from being public intellectuals to entrepreneurial stockbrokers.

The abstract truths of neoliberal economic policies are translated into memos by 
administrators, embedded into electronic-generated enrolment programs, institutionalized in offices 
providing services to students. Once in place, these policies not only become a burden and punitive 
measures against students who cannot comply, but operate as a guillotine that mercilessly wipe out 
clean the students' dreams. Abstract economic propositions therefore don't remain the realm of 
Platonic abstraction. Once institutionalized and implemented as programs, these abstract truths 
either KILL STUDENTS or consign them to unbearable hopelessness. Like the Avenging Angel of 
death, Azrael, such abstract economic propositions, painted with humanitarian rhetoric and armed 
with mathematical machetes, stalk students at night, knock down parents to the brink of 
psychological breakdown, and possess teachers' souls and manipulate administrators' will to 
become purveyors of anti-student policies all in the name of doing one's duty, for efficiency! Kristel 
is the latest death toll of these violent abstractions.

As teachers and educators, we are supposed to be the surrogate parents and guardians of our 
students. We are therefore troubled that many of our colleagues fall victim to this profit-oriented and 
competition-driven system of education. Unable to break the hold of these ideologies in their 
supposed “critical” minds, many of our colleagues become unsuspecting pawns of these ghastly 
abstract propositions. Some of us think the system is not stringent and efficient enough; some even 
are very busy suggesting solutions to patch up the loopholes in the system which students and 
parents are thought to exploit to circumvent the rules. 

As teachers and educators we should feel responsible for Kristel's untimely death. As the anti-
Nazi German theologian, Dietrich Bonhoeffer once said: “Silence in the face of evil is itself evil: God 
will not hold us guiltless. Not to speak is to speak. Not to act is to act.” Like a rat trapped in a gas 
chamber, Kristel's life was already marked for death the moment she enrolled in the University. She 
struggled valiantly together with her family to the very end. But the system overwhelmed them. This 
should serve as a lesson for those who believe that Kristel lacked the will to survive or that she had 
akrasia weakness of the will. Or, that she was already suicidal from the very beginning! These are 
just frivolous apologies to exonerate the violent system that consigns poor students to the bottomless 
pit of endless suffering.

State abandonment of education means transforming the universities, colleges into nasty 
jungles. Kristel was a victim of state-abandonment of public education. The system clouded her 
young and already-confused mind from realizing that it was neither her fault nor her family's 
poverty that placed her in the quagmire of financial trouble. Faced with dwindling budget, teachers, 
students, and personnel are forced to scramble for scarce resources by competing against each other. 
Rather than finding a common cause to struggle, each one becomes an active competitor for the 
other's share in the much coveted pie given by the state. Solidarity is undermined by atomization. 

In 2006, UP increased its tuition rates by 300% from P300 per unit to P1000 per unit. And in 
2011, the default tuition was changed to P1,500 per unit to those who are unable to show documents 
that they are not millionaires! According to reports, more than one third of UPCAT passers or 
around 1,300 of the 3,826 UP College Admission Test (UPCAT) qualifiers in UP Diliman (UPD) did 
not enroll in 2011 many because of high tuition rates. Raising tuition fee from P300 to P1,500 is 
flaunted as a way to cope with meager budget, to upgrade salaries of teachers, and fund the 
construction of new facilities, purchase of new equipment. It is unfortunate that the good of the 
teachers and personnel are pursued at the expense of the welfare of students. Students are pitted 
against students, students against faculty, and personnel against teachers and students. And while the 
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UPCAT]. But those who make tremendous efforts to survive are subjected to the daily grind whose 
rules are defined by abstract principles of neoliberal economic wisdom. Our economic tsars who 
follow to the letter the so-called “eternal truth” of neoliberal economic theory, espoused by 
International Monetary Fund-World Bank and parroted in the sacred halls of our classrooms, who 
champion the ruthlessness of the market and competition, translate these eternal propositions into 
policies of marketization of public education, commercialization of educational services, 
deregulation of higher education institutions, and gradual withdrawal of state subsidies on public 
education. President Aquino is the spokesperson of this neoliberal economic ideology: “We are 
gradually reducing the subsidy to SUCs to push them toward becoming self-sufficient and financially 
independent, given their ability to raise their income and to utilize it for their programs and projects.” 

To rationalize public education, government is weeding out non-productive colleges and state 
universities. Consequently, those SUCs that survive are forced to enter into public-private 
partnership to shoulder the cost of rationalization, and to augment much-needed budget school 
officials become CEOs who docilely implement income-generating projects to sustain their program. 

The results are dismal: reduction in enrolment, austere policy against non-payment of tuition fees 
and other loans, the creation of a culture of narcissism among students, and educators re-invent 
themselves from being public intellectuals to entrepreneurial stockbrokers.

The abstract truths of neoliberal economic policies are translated into memos by 
administrators, embedded into electronic-generated enrolment programs, institutionalized in offices 
providing services to students. Once in place, these policies not only become a burden and punitive 
measures against students who cannot comply, but operate as a guillotine that mercilessly wipe out 
clean the students' dreams. Abstract economic propositions therefore don't remain the realm of 
Platonic abstraction. Once institutionalized and implemented as programs, these abstract truths 
either KILL STUDENTS or consign them to unbearable hopelessness. Like the Avenging Angel of 
death, Azrael, such abstract economic propositions, painted with humanitarian rhetoric and armed 
with mathematical machetes, stalk students at night, knock down parents to the brink of 
psychological breakdown, and possess teachers' souls and manipulate administrators' will to 
become purveyors of anti-student policies all in the name of doing one's duty, for efficiency! Kristel 
is the latest death toll of these violent abstractions.

As teachers and educators, we are supposed to be the surrogate parents and guardians of our 
students. We are therefore troubled that many of our colleagues fall victim to this profit-oriented and 
competition-driven system of education. Unable to break the hold of these ideologies in their 
supposed “critical” minds, many of our colleagues become unsuspecting pawns of these ghastly 
abstract propositions. Some of us think the system is not stringent and efficient enough; some even 
are very busy suggesting solutions to patch up the loopholes in the system which students and 
parents are thought to exploit to circumvent the rules. 

As teachers and educators we should feel responsible for Kristel's untimely death. As the anti-
Nazi German theologian, Dietrich Bonhoeffer once said: “Silence in the face of evil is itself evil: God 
will not hold us guiltless. Not to speak is to speak. Not to act is to act.” Like a rat trapped in a gas 
chamber, Kristel's life was already marked for death the moment she enrolled in the University. She 
struggled valiantly together with her family to the very end. But the system overwhelmed them. This 
should serve as a lesson for those who believe that Kristel lacked the will to survive or that she had 
akrasia weakness of the will. Or, that she was already suicidal from the very beginning! These are 
just frivolous apologies to exonerate the violent system that consigns poor students to the bottomless 
pit of endless suffering.

State abandonment of education means transforming the universities, colleges into nasty 
jungles. Kristel was a victim of state-abandonment of public education. The system clouded her 
young and already-confused mind from realizing that it was neither her fault nor her family's 
poverty that placed her in the quagmire of financial trouble. Faced with dwindling budget, teachers, 
students, and personnel are forced to scramble for scarce resources by competing against each other. 
Rather than finding a common cause to struggle, each one becomes an active competitor for the 
other's share in the much coveted pie given by the state. Solidarity is undermined by atomization. 

In 2006, UP increased its tuition rates by 300% from P300 per unit to P1000 per unit. And in 
2011, the default tuition was changed to P1,500 per unit to those who are unable to show documents 
that they are not millionaires! According to reports, more than one third of UPCAT passers or 
around 1,300 of the 3,826 UP College Admission Test (UPCAT) qualifiers in UP Diliman (UPD) did 
not enroll in 2011 many because of high tuition rates. Raising tuition fee from P300 to P1,500 is 
flaunted as a way to cope with meager budget, to upgrade salaries of teachers, and fund the 
construction of new facilities, purchase of new equipment. It is unfortunate that the good of the 
teachers and personnel are pursued at the expense of the welfare of students. Students are pitted 
against students, students against faculty, and personnel against teachers and students. And while the 
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war of all against everyone is raging, poor Kristel quietly took her exit. Lurking in the shadows are 
the faceless Iskolar ng Bayan who are silently enduring the destitution. 

The death of Kristel should teach us one thing: WE HAVE NO CHOICE UNDER THE CURRENT 
SYSTEM OTHER THAN TO STAND UP AND FIGHT FOR OUR RIGHTS! The death of Kristel is death for 
all of us. Her sufferings are ours, too. We cannot remain and pretend to be innocent spectators when 
our hands are also stained by the death of our fellow sufferer, an Iskolar ng Bayan. But it is not enough 
to cry in anguish like Dostoevsky: “We are all responsible for everything and guilty in front of 
everyone, but I am that more than all others.” Our work of mourning, for the passing of a young 
Iskolar ng Bayan, should now go beyond temporary paralysis and weeping and blame-game. We 
know our enemies. 

This is not a question of heartless bureaucratic officials who simply follow their Kantian duties 
like the Gestapo as against the teachers who act with compassion towards their students by lending 
money and taking the role of loan-guarantors. Infinite supply of compassionate teachers can never be 
a substitute for the abolition of commercialized education! Let's direct and master all our energies 
against the logic of capitalism that puts profits and abstract principles before human beings! Let's 
demand justice for Kristel and all those students, Iskolar ng Bayan, who had silently endured their 
sufferings and untold miseries! Let's break the cycle of violence and injustice!

We, the members of CONTEND-UP express our strongest solidarity to all students, parents and 
educators who are clamoring and fighting for the right to education by standing up against tuition 
increases and against other privatization and commercialization policies energetically implemented 
by Aquino, Licuanan and SUC administrators. We salute our Iskolar ng Bayan, all students nationwide 
and worldwide who are gallantly standing up for their rights, who are opposing government 
abandonment of education and other social services and who are unwavering in their commitment to 
create a just and humane society! 

We will join the students, parents, fellow educators and education workers, and other 
progressive sectors of our society to show our indignation, and we will relentlessly struggle until 
education becomes free for all! We will not stop until justice is served. We condemn strongly those 
who refuse to take responsibilities for the death of Kristel especially those who want the issue to be 
de-politicized! Depoliticizing Kristel's death is a second death for Kristel! Depoliticization simply 
preserves the “normal” politics of defining crisis situations as mere management problem. We should 
use this “dangerous memory” against the depoliticizers. We should remind them that “[t]here is no 
document of civilization which is not at the same time a document of barbarism.” Walter Benjamin 

Justice for Kristel!
Junk STFAP! Kill TUITION AND OTHER FEE INCREASES! Kill TOFI!
No to state abandonment of education!
Aquino and Licuanan: enemies of the Iskolar ng Bayan!
No to commercialization, privatization, marketization of education!
Education is a right! It is not a commodity!
Free education for all!
Struggle for a nationalist, scientific and mass-based education for all! 
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UP Budget  
Proposed, Approved thru GAA, Released thru GAA 

CY2009-CY2014 

Proposed 

Approved (GAA) 

Released(GAA) 

 Year 

Proposed  Approved (GAA) Released(GAA) 

In Billion Pesos 

2009             14.4               7.1               6.5  

2010             18.2               6.9               4.6  

2011             18.5               5.8               5.4  

2012             17.1 *              7.1 **              6.8  

2013             18.4*               9.5 ***   

2014             17.1 *     

*Excludes unfilled plantilla items in PS( placed in MPBF) 
**includes 1.3B  CO thru the Disbursement Acceleration Plan thru CHED 
***includes 1.4B CO in GAA 



Funds from GAA ( referred to as General Fund or GF ) are augmented by 
other funds: 

1.Revolving Fund(RF) 

 a. unexpended obligations from previous years’ GF which are 
reprogrammed ( RF*) 

    b. internally generated funds(RF**)- tuition income, business income, 
rental income, investment income, other Income 

2.Trust Fund-grants and donations including those coming from other 
government agencies such as DOST and CHED for joint research 
projects.  Also in this fund are BOR approved trust funds for income 
generated by specific offices/units. Examples: 

     a. Scholarship funds(UP Centennial Scholarship Fund) 

      b. Professorial Chairs(ALUMNI OF WASHINGTON PROF'L CHAIR 
ENDOWMENT) 

     c. Donations (PNOC-EC Endowment Fund) 

     d. UPCAT Trust Fund; S&T Park, East Campus, TTBDO, ITDC 

 



Internal Operating Budget(IOB)*,UP 

In Billion Pesos 

Year 

General 

Fund(GF) 

Revolving 

Fund(RF**) Total 

2012                7.1                 1.7                        8.7  

2013                9.5                 1.3                      10.8  

*includes CO funds(thru GAA in 2013) excludes RLIP 

 **From internally generated funds 

 

Note: 81% of UP’s IOB in CY2012 and 88% in CY2013 is from government subsidy  

In 2012 and 2013, Total Budget from GF and internally generated funds are: 



Not in the Internal Operating Budget are 
budgets for research projects under DOST, 
CHED, and other funding agencies. These are 
placed  in the Trust Fund. 

 

Strategic Initiatives are funded mainly by 
reprogrammed funds. These funds are utilized 
for more than one fiscal year;thus, not 
included in the annual IOB. 

 



FUNDING THE UP STRATEGIC PLAN 2011-2017: THE PATH TO GREATNESS 

VISION: A great university, taking a leadership role in the development of a globally competitive Philippines 

STRATEGIC INITIATIVES 

STRATEGIC THRUST 1: ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE STRATEGIC  THRUST 2: OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE 

Guiding Spirit: ONE UNIVERSITY ONE UP 

ADMINISTRATIVE EFFICIENCY 
• eUP: Integrate & harmonize 

ICT systems & 
infrastructure(RF*,GF,BP201
4( under MITHI)) 

• Green UP: Make UP 
campuses environment 
friendly(RF*) 

• Enhance the budget process 
& make it a planning tool(GF) 

• Streamline university 
processes for faster delivery 
of services:  HR & 
procurement(GF,RF*) 

• Enhance personnel 
benefits(GF,RF*,RF**) 
 

FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY 
• Continue campaign for 

increased UP budget(GF) 
• Formulate a Systemwide 

Master Devt 
Plan(RF*,BP2014) 

• Secure titles of all land 
assets(GF,RF*) 

• Intensify fund 
campaign(GF) 

• Harness the provisions of 
the 2008 UP Charter(GF) 

• Accelerate Intellectual 
Property 
commercialization(RF*) 

RESEARCH & CREATIVE WORK 
• Increase PhDs in the faculty 

• Doctoral Fellowship(RF* ) 
• Balik-PhD 

Recruitment(RF*) 
• Master’s Fellowship 

Program(RF*) 
• Enhance International 

Publications Award(RF*) 
• Expand research dissemination 

awards program(RF*) 
• Strengthen international research 

collaboration(RF*) 
• Strengthen & expand 

interdisciplinary programs(RF*) 
• Enhance Intellectual Property 

protection (RF*) 
• Rationalize existing research 

units/programs & establish new & 
stronger ones 

• Philippine Genome 
Center(GF,RF*,Trust 
Fund) 

• Cultural Infrastructure 
Development 
Program(BP2014) 

• National Institutes of 
Health(GF) 
 
 

PUBLIC SERVICE 
 

Make UP more visible 
through more 
effective public service 
• Padayon UP(RF*) 
• Pabatid UP Pabatid 

Bayan(RF*) 
 
 
 

 
       

EDUCATION 
 

• Recruit the best and the 
brightest from across the 
country while giving due 
regard to equitable access 

• UPCAT reforms(GF 
and RF**) 

• School of Health 
Sciences(BP2014) 

• Scholarships(GF,RF*
*, 

            Trust Fund) 
• STFAP 

reforms(GF,RF**) 
• Modernize pedagogy(RF*) 
• Formalize quality 

assurance(RF*) 
• Intensify internationalization 

• International 
linkages(RF*) 

• Student exchange 
program(RF*) 

 
 
 

Sources of Funding: 
1. General Fund(GF)- from General Appropriations Act and PDAF 
2. Revolving Fund 

a. (RF*)-unexpended obligations from GF/reprogrammed funds 
b. (RF**)-internally generated funds 

3. Trust Fund- grants and donations including those coming from  
other government agencies such as DOST and CHED for joint research  
projects.  



STRATEGIC THRUST 1: ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE 

RESEARCH & CREATIVE WORK 
• Increase PhDs in the faculty 

• Doctoral Fellowship(RF* ) 
• Balik-PhD Recruitment(RF*) 
• Master’s Fellowship Program(RF*) 

• Enhance International Publications Award(RF*) 
• Expand research dissemination awards program(RF*) 
• Strengthen international research collaboration(RF*) 
• Strengthen & expand interdisciplinary programs(RF*) 
• Enhance Intellectual Property protection (RF*) 
• Rationalize existing research units/programs & establish 

new & stronger ones 
• Philippine Genome Center(GF,RF*,Trust Fund) 
• Cultural Infrastructure Development Program(BP2014) 
• National Institutes of Health(GF) 

 
 



STRATEGIC THRUST 1: ACADEMIC 
EXCELLENCE 

EDUCATION 
 

• Recruit the best and the brightest from across the 
country while giving due regard to equitable access 

• UPCAT reforms(GF and RF**) 
• School of Health Sciences(BP2014) 
• Scholarships(GF,RF**,Trust Fund) 
• STFAP reforms(GF,RF**) 

• Modernize pedagogy(RF*) 
• Formalize quality assurance(RF*) 
• Intensify internationalization 

• International linkages(RF*) 
• Student exchange program(RF*) 

 
 
 



STRATEGIC THRUST 1: ACADEMIC 
EXCELLENCE 

PUBLIC SERVICE 
 
Make UP more visible 
through more effective 
public service 
• Padayon UP(RF*) 
• Pabatid UP Pabatid 

Bayan(RF*) 
 
 
 

 
       



STRATEGIC  THRUST 2: OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE 

ADMINISTRATIVE EFFICIENCY 
• eUP: Integrate & harmonize ICT systems & 

infrastructure(RF*,GF,BP2014( under MITHI)) 
• Green UP: Make UP campuses environment friendly(RF*) 
• Enhance the budget process & make it a planning tool(GF) 
• Streamline university processes for faster delivery of services:  

HR & procurement(GF,RF*) 
• Enhance personnel benefits(GF,RF*,RF**) 

 



STRATEGIC  THRUST 2: OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE 

FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY 
• Continue campaign for increased UP 

budget(GF) 
• Formulate a Systemwide Master Devt 

Plan(RF*,BP2014) 
• Secure titles of all land assets(GF,RF*) 
• Intensify fund campaign(GF) 
• Harness the provisions of the 2008 UP 

Charter(GF) 
• Accelerate Intellectual Property 

commercialization(RF*) 



Components Amount('000) 

Baseline, CY 2013 GAA P8,633,822 

Additional Requirements 8,464,391 

Total P17,098,213 

Proposed Budget for CY2014 



 Units Baseline Budget  

  PS* MOOE CO TOTAL 

 UP System 

Administration 

and 

Constituent 

Universities 

             

5,079,469      1,439,544            -          6,519,013  

    

UP PGH 

             

1,497,906         616,903        2,114,809  

    

TOTAL 

             

6,577,375      2,056,447            -          8,633,822  

* includes RLIP amounting to P557.325M 

*does not include unfilled items (Approximately P513.842M of 

1,715 items ) 



Particulars of Additional Requirements 

Amount 

(‘000) 

  

A. UP System Administration and Constituent Universities 

1.Personnel Services       1,174,806  

2.MOOE       3,321,734  

3.Capital Outlay       1,912,010  

4. Equipment outlay         332,881  

5.Land and Land Improvement Outlay             6,000  

Total, UP System Admin and Cus       6,747,431  

B. UP PGH 

1.Personnel Services         544,993  

2.MOOE         238,356  

3.Equipment Outlay         933,611  

Total,UP PGH       1,716,960  

    

Grand Total       8,464,391  



Consolidated Balance Sheet 
(as of 30 November 2012) 

Cash PhP 19.4B 

Liabilities         18.5B 

Balance*             .9B 

*Endowment Funds, Trust Funds that have not yet 

been allocated for utilization(e.g., UP Ayala S&T Park, 
East Campus) 



        

Thank you very much! 

 

Padayon UP! 


